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   The beha  f e ec   a ec e a  a  e e a  e  che . F  e a -
e, ec a  e e , a d he  che ca  e a e  a e ba ed  he e ec c c-
e f a ec e. O  he he  ha d, he e  a a c e, h ch ha  he a  a e 
fea e   he e ec : he a e a , he a e , a d he a e ag de f he 
cha ge, e ce  f  he g  f he cha ge. Tha  a c e ha  a e cha ge, a d   
ca ed .  
   Th  e-cha ge e a h   a ge e a  he e  a g f da e a  a -
c e : e.g., a a  a d a . The a  f he a   he U e e  ca ed a c e 
(e.g., e ec ), a d he  e  ca ed a a c e (e.g., ). The a - a c e  
ha e a  e c e a h : he  a e ge e a ed a e  f  he ga a a  ( a  
ge e a ), h e he  d a ea  he  he  ee  ( a  a h a ). The e h d be he 
a e be  f he a c e  a d he a a c e   he U e e  af e  he b h f 
he U e e (B g Ba g) beca e f he h gh e e g  a e. I  ea  he a  ge e a  
a d a  a h a  f e e  cc . O  he he  ha d, he e e  U e e a  
c  f a c e : e.g. e ec  a d a . The , h  a a c e , h ch a e a a -
e  f he a , d a ea , a d  a c e  e, a h gh he  ha e he a  a e 
fea e ? 
Sa ha  gge  ha  he e   e he b e   Cha ge-Pa  (CP) a , 
h ch ea  ha  he fea e  be ee  a c e  a d a a c e  a e gh  d ffe e  [1]. 
CP a  ed c ed b  he a da d de  (SM) f a c e h c  ca  e a  he 
a c e-a a c e a e   he U e e. I   he ef e ece a   c de  CP 
a  be d he SM. The add a  ce  f CP a  ed c  he e ec  e ec-
c d e e  (eEDM). The a e f he eEDM (de)  he SM  e  a ,  he 
de  f 10 38 e c  [2 4], b  a  f he a c e h c  de  be d he SM (BSM) 
ed c  a e  ha  a e a  de  f ag de a ge  [2 4]. S ce he ea g f he 
eEDM a e  SM  ac ca  b e a  he c e  age, a e  eEDM d 
be a g a e f he BSM.  
The e e g  h f  d e  he eEDM c d be ea ed  ab e  e e e  g 
ec e . The e ac  e e g  be ee  he eEDM a d he e ec c f e d  a ec e 





E d d EE'   <  <  ¦ Σ E .                    (1.1) 
Ne  he be  f he e ec   he ec e, Eis the Dirac matrix, 6 is the four-
c e  Pa  a . i  he de  f he e ec . < is the electronic wavefunction 
f he ec e. Eeff  ca ed he effec e e ec c f e d. The eEDM ha   bee  de ec ed 
e , beca e 'EEDM  a e  ha  he e a c e  f he e e  e e e a  ech-
e. 
   A he  c b   he e e g  h f  d e  he eEDM  he c e -e ec  ca a -
e d ca a  (S-PS) e ac  [6,7], h ch a  a e  f  CP a . The e e g  




he de ec ed c g c a  f h  e ac , h ch  a a g   de. Ws  ca ed 
he S-PS c eff c e . I ca c a e Eeff a d Ws b  g e a c a  che ca  c -
a a  e h d. 
The ea e e  f he e   f eEDM  b ded e  beg  h C  
a  [8], a d a  ha e bee  ed f  he e e e  (e.g., C  [9] a d T  [10]) f  a 
g e. L e e, he e ea ch f e d f he ca c a  f Eeff a d Ws a  a c h c . 
Rece , h e e , he eEDM e e e  g ec e  a e a d a e . The f  
ea e e  a  d e g YbF  2002 [11], a d he a e  e  ea ed g ThO 
 2018 [12]. The a  ad a age f ec e   ha  he e a  e ec c f e d  a a  
ec e  a ge  ha  he e e a  e ec c f e d ha   a ed  a  [13,14], a d   
he g  f a ge  Eeff  ec e  (T  he be  f  edge, he e a h h  
be ee  Ws a d he e e a  e ec c f e d ha   bee  e c  e ed  b hed 
a e . H e e , I  h  ha  Ws h  a a  e d  Eeff a e  beca e  ha  he 
a  fea e   Eeff, ch a  P- a d T- dd, a d c e- e ). The a ge  Eeff a d Ws 
ead  h ghe  e , beca e he  a e a   he e e g  h f , a  e ed 
ab e. 
S ce ec e  a e a  a ge   che  a he  ha   h c , a  che -
ca  ca c a   de ed f  he acc a e ca c a  a d he a a  f  ec a  Eeff 
a d Ws. The h ee e  f he a  che ca  ca c a  f  he eEDM a d S-PS 
e ac  ea ch a e ( ) a a g a echa  f  e ha ce e  f Eeff, ( ) g 
e e e a  a  a d ca d da e e , h ch a e ab e f  eEDM ea che , a d 
( ) de e g he effec e e ec c f e d (Eeff) acc a e  f  a ge  ec e , h ch 
 be d c ed age 3. I h  he e a h  be ee  e e e , a c e h c , 
a d e a c a  che   F g. 1.1. 
 
 
F g. 1.1 The e f e a c a  che   he ea ch f  
he eEDM a d S-PS e ac  
 
C ce g ( ), he e  f he e e e  c ea e  a  ec a  Eeff bec e  
a ge, beca e E  a   Eeff f  E . (1.1). I   e   ha  Eeff bec e  
a ge a  he c ea  cha ge Z bec e  a ge [15], a d he de  f he c ea e gh   
Eeff  Z3 [16]. I  he ca e f ec e , Sa da  f  ed  he ab  f e-




et al. h ed he echa  f e ha ce e  f Eeff  a  ec e : a d a c -
ec e  ea ed a  a ca  a d a  a , a d he ca  fee  he e ec c f e d c e  
f  he a  [14] (Th  dea  ca ed d ced d e e   he f e d f che -
). H e e , he ab e dea c d  e a  he e d f Eeff  HgH (123.2 
GV/c  [17]) > HgF (115.4 GV/c  [18]) > RaF (52.5 GV/c  [19]). 
   C ce g ( ), he e   f eEDM ha e bee  ea ed  ec a  bea  
(YbF [11,20] a d ThO [12,21,22]) a d  a  (HfF+ [23]). I  add , a  f e e -
e a  a  a e gge ed; e.g. he e f e -ga  a ce  [24,25], ec e  h  
d b e  (WC [26], PbO [27], a d TaO+ [28] e c.), a d a c ec e  [29], h ch 
ha e d b e  dege e a e a e  h a g a  e  a g  e  a . O e f 
he  a ac e a ach  he e f c g ec e , beca e f  a ge c he -
e ce e (  = 1s ca  be ea ed [30]). S e d ec  c g a ach ha  bee  ed 
(e.g., RaF [31], YbF [32], a d BaF [33]), b  he a ca  f a he  c g ech e 
(e.g., ca  a ce a d h  a c a )  he eEDM e e e  ha   bee  a ed.  
   A he  a  a ec  f  a g eEDM e e e   he e a a  be ee  he 
c b  f he eEDM a d S-PS e ac . The c b  f he  a e e -
e ed a  f , a d ca  be ea ed e a a e   he e e e  g e d 
f ec e 
  EDM S-PS effe s sE E E d E k W'  '  '    .                    (1.2) 
I  de   e a a e he  a d de e e he a e  f de a d ks, e  e e e  
e g e ha   d  f ec e  h d ffe e  e e  f  he eEDM 
a d he S-PS e ac , .e., d ffe e  he a  be ee  Eeff a d Ws (Ws/Eeff). I  e  
, a c [34,35] a d ec a  Ws/Eeff a  he DFT e e  [36] ha e bee  e ed, 
b  he ge e a  beha  f Ws/Eeff a  c e a  e e  ( .e., -Ha ee-F c  e h d , 
h ch c de  he e ec  c e a ) ha   bee  c ea . 
C ce g he e ( ) f a  che ca  ca c a ,  de   de e e he 
a e f de acc a e , e  b a  Eeff b  g he he e ca  ca c a , beca e 
Eeff ca  be e e e a  ea ed. Eeff  a e   h ch e ec c a ef c-
 a  he eg  c e  he c e  d a  c b e . The ef e, h ghe - de  
e a c effec  d a ge  c b e  Eeff, c a ed h a e ce ec a  
e e .   
   The h gh- de  e a c effec , h ch ca  be c ded  - a  Ha a  ( ee 
ec  2.1.2.2) [37],  he effec  f a  e ec d a c  (QED) [38,39]. Ca c a-
 h  he g  QED f a e  a e e ed f  fe -e ec  e , b  h  
a ach ca  be e e ded  a -e ec  e  beca e f he h gh c a a  
c . A e ac ca , b  a a e a ach  he e f effec e e a   -
c a e QED effec . S e c de  f  he ca c a  h effec e e a  a e e-
ed f  a c ca c a  [40,41], a d he  a ca  h  ha  h  a ach 
ead   e ce e  ag ee e  h he e e e  [42]. O  he he  ha d,  he ca e f 
ec e , he a ca  f effec e QED e a   ed f  he ca c a  f 
ec c c c a  (e.g. [43 47]). I  he e e  , e d - e a  ha  




a  a e e ed. The ca c a  f ec a  c e e e  g he f -c -
e  Ha a  h effec e QED e a  ha   bee  e ed. 
   Th  he  c  f e cha e . I ga e a b ef d c   he h e f  
 a  h  ab e. Cha e  2 b ef  de c be  he he e ca  bac g d f h  , 
e ec a , he ca c a  ba ed  e a c a  che . I  Cha e  3, I d -
c  he de e e  f a g a  f  he ca c a  f Ws a  he f -c e  c -
ed-c e  g e  a d d b e  (CCSD) e h d. I  Cha e  4, I a a e Eeff f f de  
a d h d de  b  a a g ec a  e ec c c e ba ed  he b a  e ac  
he . I  Cha e  5, I e a  he a ge Eeff f g -12 ec e  f  he e  f 
he ea  c ee g effec  f e  c e  d e ec . I  Cha e  6, I c a f  ha  
hea -hea  d a c ec e  (RaX a d RaZ; X = C , B , I, a d A , a d Z = C , a d 
Ag) ca  ha e a ge  Eeff ha  RaF. I  Cha e  7, I e he eEDM e e e  g 
ac d HgA (A = L , Na, a d K) ec e  a d e a  e a e he e ec ed 
e   eEDM e e e  g HgA ec e . I  Cha e  8, I e a  e e -
e   de   e a a e eEDM a d he S-PS e ac  b  g ac d S A (A = 
L , Na, a d K) ec e , a d he ge e a  beha  f Ws/Eeff a  he c e a  e e . I  
cha e  9, I e  he f  e e a  f effec e QED e a   a  a -e ec  
f -c e  g a , a d  a ca   he ec a  ec c c c a  f 
d e  h a  de  Waa  b d g M2 (M = Hg, R , C , Og). I  h  a ach, I c de 
he effec e QED e a  e ed  ef . [48 50]  he e-e ec  D ac Ha -
a  a  f . 




h mc c V VE     ¦I α p . (1.3) 
He e, D and E are Dirac matrices, m  he a  f he e ec , c  he eed f gh , p 
 he e  e a , A  he de  f he a , NA  he be  f he c e   
he ec e, V  he c e -e ec  e a , a d VQED  he effec e QED e a . 
Th  a ach ca  be a ed  he ca c a  f ec a  c e e e  beca e he 
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   I  h  cha e , I b ef  e a  he c a a  e h d  f e a c a  
che  (Ha a , e h d, a d ba  e ), h ch  a  e ed  h  he . 
I a  g e a b ef e a a   cha ge- a  (CP) a g e ac , he e ec c 
d e e  f a  e ec  (eEDM), a d he c e -e ec  ca a - e d ca a  (S-
PS) e ac . 
 
2.1   Dirac equation for relativistic quantum chemistry 
 
I   e   ha  e a c effec  a  a  a  e  ec e  c d g 
hea  e e e . I  he - e a c f a e , e ca  de c be he che  f 
he hea  e e e , e e  a a e . N ada , a  f e- a d -c e  e -
a c Ha a  a e e ed ( ee e e  a e  [1,2]), a d a he  b   
c a g SO effec  a  c e a  e e  (e.g. RASSI ( e c ed ac e ace a e 
e ac )-SO) [3]). The a ca   e a c e h d   a ed  e.g., 
ef . [4,5].  
A  f e a c a -e ec  Ha a  ha  a e ed b  che  a e de ed b  
he D ac e a , h ch  ba ed  E e  ec a  e a . I  h  ec , I b ef  
e a  he D ac Ha a  f  e-e ec  e . E ec a  I f c   he c a -
 be ee  h he e a c a d - e a c e , a  a  d c  f h e 
f h  he . I e a c   h  ec , b  e a a  f he e ec  m e c  
f  he c a f ca  ( m  a e  E e  e a   E . (2.1.1) e c ea   be de -
d). 
 
2.1.1   One-electron case 
(a) Equation of a particle in the framework of Einstein s special relativity 
I  he f a e  f E e  ec a  e a , he e a h  be ee  he e -
e g , he e , a d he a   e e ed a  f  
. (2.1.1) 
He e, E  he e e g  f he a c e, p  he e , c  he eed f gh , m  he 
a  f he a c e. F  E . (2.1.1.) e ca  f d he ega e e e g  a ea   he 
f a e  f e a c he , a h gh    b e ed. 
. (2.1.2) 
D e  he a e f he e e g   E . (2.1.1), a ega e e e g   a  a ea .  
 
Ta  e a  f E . (2.1.2)  ef  f  he c a  h he - e a c 
ca e (I h   e e e g  a ), 
. (2.1.3) 
The f  e   E . (2.1.3)  he a  e . The ec d e   he a e  he e -
 e e g   - e a c c e a. The e a c c e a  a ea  f  he h d 
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e , a d he h d e   he a e a  he a - e c  e  f B e -Pa  Ha -
a  [6]. I  h  e a , e a  ec g e he f  e    a  e e g  h f , c -
a ed h he - e a c e e g  f a f ee e ec . Af e  he e a  f he f  e , 
E . (2.1.3) ec e  he - e a c e c e e g  (p2/2m)  he  f c→  ( -
e a c ), a  he e a h  be ee  Ga ea  a a  a d L e  a a . 
The e e g  a d he e  ca  be a ed a e  he - e a c ca e 
. (2.1.4) 
F  E . (2.1.1) a d (2.1.4), e ca  b a  a  e a  f  a a c e, h ch  ca ed 
K e -G d  e a  [7,8].   
. (2.1.5) 
 
(b) Dirac equation 
H e e , E . (2.1.5)   a a e a  he c a  e a  h  he f a e-
 f he e a c a  echa c , beca e ega e bab  a ea  d e  
he ec d de a e h e ec   e. (Ac a   ca  be a ed  b   he 
a  e ec d a c ). T  ge  he e a  c d g he f  de a e h e ec  
 he e, Pa  D ac d ced he be  e a , h ch e d ce  E . (2.1.5) b  
a g he a e f  [9] (C ce g he de a  f h  ec , I efe ed ef. [10].) 
. (2.1.6) 
The e- de e de  f   a  f  
. (2.1.7) 
He e H   he e ge a e f E . (2.1.7). A h gh ca a  a e  f D and E that a f  E . 
(2.1.5) d   e , he ed a ce  f  D and E. The conditions of D and E to reproduce 
E . (2.1.5) a e a  f , 
   2 2 2 4; , 0i j j i i jDD D D      zα p p α Ι , (2.1.8a) 
, (2.1.8b) 
. (2.1.8c) 
He e, I4  he 4 4  a . 
The e a e e d  f e e  f  D and E because the def  f D and E 
a e  a f g E . (2.1.8). H e e ,  he f e d f a  che , he e e -
 h   E . (2.1.9)  ed (D ac-Pa  e e e a ) 
. (2.1.9) 
He e, V  2 2 Pa   a . I  de   c a e h he - e a c ca c a  
ea , he be  f a, h ch  e ed mc2 f  he Ha a  a d he e ge a e 
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He e, H is defined as follows 
. (2.1.11) 
 
(c) Hydrogen-like atom 
The c a  h a e -  h g he   de a d he D ac e a . T  
c a e he D ac e a  a d Sch d ge  e a , I h  he D ac e a  f  he 
h d ge - e a   E . (2.1.10)  
  2 4c mc VE \ H\     α p I . (2.1.12) 
He e, V = Z/r (The d b  f he c ea  cha ge  a -cha ge de ), Z  he 
c ea  cha ge, a d r  he d a ce be ee  he c e  a d he e ec . The a a ca  
 f  E . (2.1.12) e  (e.g. ef. [11 13]). I h   he  f 1  a e 
be  [6] 
. (2.1.13a) 
. (2.1.13b) 
He e, D  he f e c e c a , h ch  e a ed  c e D c  he a c . 
N  he a ed c a .  
   I a  c a e he  h h e f he Sch d ge  e a . I  he  f c→ , 




ZH   . (2.1.14b) 
O e f d  ha  he be  -c e   E . (2.1.14a) bec e  e   he - e a-
c . I  fac , he e  -c e  f he f -c e  - b a  
( )  f e  ca ed large component, a d he be  -c e , h ch  O(c-1), 
 ca ed small component, e ec e . (The a  c e    a  a  e  
he ca e f e hea  e e e  (e.g., F g e 6.1  ef. [14] a d F g. 8  ef. [5])).  
E . (2.1.14)  f e a  he  f Sch d ge  e a , b  E . (2.1.11a)  a 
f -c e  ec , h e he  f he Sch d ge  e a  h d be a e-
c e  f c  ( -c e   a  b e  Sch d ge -Pa  e a ). I  
add , e ca  b a  he Sch d ge  Ha a  e e   he - e a c  
f he Ha a  f E . (2.1.12). 
The e c ec  a   c a e  ea g he Ha a , he a ef c , a d 
he e ge a e ge he . F , e e a a e E . (2.1.12)   e a , h ch h  he 
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e a h  be ee  he a ge a d a  c e  e c  
. (2.1.15a) 
. (2.1.15b) 
F  E . (2.1.15b), e ca  b a  he e a h  be ee  he a ge a d he a  c -
e   
. (2.1.16) 
N e ha  he E . (2.1.15a)  he e a h  f  ega e e e g  , beca e he 
\L bec e  a e  ha  \S  he de  f c-1. I   he ea  h  e ch e (2.1.15b) 
f  E . (2.1.15)  b d E . (2.1.16). Ta g he - e a c  f E . (2.1.16) 
he be  e a  ca  be b a ed. 
. (2.1.17) 
F  E . (2.1.15a) a d (2.1.17), e ca  b a  he be  e a  
. (2.1.18) 
N  e a e a  he - e a c Sch d ge -Pa  e a , a d b  a g 
𝛔 ∙ 𝐩 2 𝐩𝟐    ca  be ed ced  Sch d ge  e a . N e ha  f e a e 
lim
→  
𝜓 𝛔 ∙ 𝐩 /2𝑚𝑐 𝜓 0 , e ca  b a  Sch d ge  e a  f  E . 
(2.1.15). 
 
2.1.2   Wavefunction methods for multi-electron systems 
    
I  h  ec , I g e a b ef a  f  a ef c  e h d : ( ) D ac-Ha -
ee-F c  e h d a d ( ) D ac-C ed-C e  e h d, h ch I a  e ed  
h  he . 
 
2.1.2.1   Dirac-Hartree-Fock method 
    
I d   e  he ba  f Ha ee-F c  (HF) he  beca e a  f e b  
e a   (e.g., ef. [15,16]). I ead, I a  f c   he d ffe e ce be ee  f -c -
e  Ha a  a d e- a d -c e  Ha a .  
 
(a) Avoiding the negative energy states in the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure 
S ce he  f he D ac e a  c de  he ega e e e g  c , he 
a e h he  e e g    a h ca   (e.g., I  he ca e f he H d ge  
a , he 1  e ec   b d, a d d e   d   he ega e e e g  c ). I  
ac ca  ca c a , e a  he e ec   cc   he b a   he e 
L S LV c\ \ H\   σ p















































e e g  a e: .e.,  he e h d  ba ed  he f -c e  Ha a , e ca c a e 
a  e c ed a e (  h  c e , he ega e e e g   h  f   he 
g d a e), h ch  he h ca  g d a e e e e a  b e ed. Th  a ach 
ha  e ec  d   cc  he ega e e e g  b a   ca ed empty Dirac ap-
proach [10]. Ge e a , e ca  b a  a ab e a a  a e, beca e he ega e e -
e g  c  a e a d he b d a d e e e g  a e  a e e e ge ca  e a a ed 
( 2mc2). S ce he a a a  ced e ca  a  be a ed  he a a  a e , ac-
ca , e ca  a  he - e a c SCF ced e  he SCF ca c a  ba ed  
he f -c e  Ha a . I  he ca e f e hea  e e e , he a e e h d 
d  be ab e  be a ed  a gh f a d, beca e he e e g  d ffe e ce be ee  
he ega e a d e e e g  a e  d bec e e  a  d e  he h gh ab -
a  f he e e e . H e e , f  he ec e  ha  I ca c a e  h  , a  ea , I 
c d cce f  a  he c e a  ced e.  
 
(b) Prolapse [17] 
E e  he  he e ec  cc   e e e g  b a ,  he ca c a  
ba e   he f -c e  Ha a , he e e g  ha   ca c a ed h f e ba  
e  a  bec e e  ha  he e f he e ca  ca c a , h ch d e   c de 
he e  f he f e e ba  e . I   d e  he a  f he e e  f  he 
ba  e . The a  ced e f  he e e  a e ec ed  he e 
e e g  a e, b   he ca e f he ca ed ba  e , he e e e g  face   
d a  h , b  a ed b  he ba  e  h a f e be . A  a e , he -
a  ced e   a a  a g he e e e g  face, a d a  gh  d  
, beca e f he e e ce f he ega e e e g  a e. I   ca ed prolapse. N e ha  
he  he be  f he ba  e   e  (e.g., d b e e a a ), e ca  f d h  
b e , beca e ge e a  he d ffe e ce f  he f e ba  e  a d he f e ba  
e   a ge  ha  he effec  f he a e (N e ca  e  a e h   e.g., [18,19]). 
I  ac ca  ca c a , h    a h ge b e , beca e he d ffe e ce be ee  he 
e e g e   e g f ca  ha  he a  e e g . I  fac ,  he ca c a  f ec a  
ec c c c a  a  he f -c e  e e , f  h ch d a g e a  e e g  
face   eeded, (e.g., [20,21]), he he e ca  a e  a e  g d ag ee e  h he 
e e e a  e. The a    ha  he a  e ec c e e g    g d c -
e   e a e he a  f he ba  e ,  he ca e f f -c e  ca c a . 
 
2.1.2.2 Dirac-Coupled-Cluster method 
 
I  h  ec , I a  f c   he d ffe e ce be ee  he c ed-c e  (CC) 
e h d  ba ed  he f -c e  Ha a  a d he e- a d -c e  
Ha a , ead f  ge e a  fea e  (e.g, he de a  a d he ad a age). I a  
b ef  g e ge e a  fea e  f f -c e  c e a  e h d , h ch ca  be 





(a) Brown-Ravenhall disease [22] 
The e ge a e f he D ac-e a  c de  he ega e e e g  c  -
. A  I e a ed  he ec  2.1.2.1, e ca  b a  a a a  , h ch 
c e d   he g d a e a  he - e a c HF e h d, e e  h  he f -
c e  f a e . H e e , ac a , he f a  S a e  de e a   dege e a e h 
he f e be  f he S a e  de e a  (  he ca e f he f e ba  e ). S e 
a -e ec  e . Whe  a  e ec    he e e e g  c  b a  (  
che  a g age, a  b a ) a d a he  e ec    he ega e e e g  c -
 b a , (  c e) f e c b a  h he a e e e g   he a e h 
 1  e ec  ca  a ea . If e c a ed a  f he e a e , e c d  b a  
h ca  a e , beca e e ec  d    he ega e e e g  ea. Th  he e  
 ca ed B -Ra e ha  d ea e [22]. 
 
(b) No-pair Hamiltonian [23] 
I  de   a d B -Ra e ha  d ea e, e  ca c a e he e ac  be ee  
he e ec   e e e g  b a  .e. e  ec   he ega e e e g  -
 f  he D ac Ha a .  
The D ac Ha a  h  he f a e  f QED ca  be dec ed  he be-
 f e e  (E . (2.1)  ef. [23]) 
.  (2.1.19) 
I e b h he e e   ef. [23], a d a e  e a a   a e he e . He e, 
emH   he e e g  e a  f  he a e e ad a  f e d ( he e e g  f he e ec -
ag e c f e d  ac ), DH   he e a  f  he D ac a e  f e d ( e a  f  he 
f ee e ec , 6i>cD p+ mc2E@i), extH   he e ac  f D ac a e  f e d h a  e -
e a  a c e a  ( he e ac  be ee  he e ec  a d he e e a  f e d), CH   
he c b e e g  a c a ed h he cha ge de  ( -e ec  e ac ), TH   
he e ac  be ee  he c e  de  h he ad a  f e d ( he e ac  h 
he e ec  a d he ac , a d ge e a  a  e ec d a c  (QED) effec  
efe   he c b  f h  e ). 
   S che  d ced he  a a : 
 
) Re g TH  f  he a  Ha a  
I  h  a e ,   e  ha  h  e  ca  be ea ed b  e ba  he  [23], b , 
I c ded effec e QED e a   he a a a  ced e,  a     he 
ca c a  f e ec c e e g e , b  a  he ca c a  f ec a  e e . 
 
) I d c g he ec  e a   ea   e ec  h e e e g . 
   The dea f he ec  a  f  d ced  ef. [22], a d ec  e a  ca  
be d ced  he QED f a e . H e e , S che  d ced a e  def  
. (2.1.20) 
em extD C TH H H H H H    
np pair




He e, npCH c de   he e ac  ha  d e   ge e a e he a  a c e. F  
e a e, (A A)(A A), he e he A h †  he c ea  e a , a d he e h  † 
 he a h a  e a  f a  e ec . pairCH  ca  c de e.g., (A B )(AB), he e he 
B h †  he a h a  e a , a d he e h  †  he c ea  e a  f a 
. (A B )(AB) ca  ge e a e a  d e  B, a g he e ec a  a e h 
e ec   he ac . I c a g  he c b  f npCH   E . (2.1.20)  
e a e   a  he ec  e a   ea   he e ac  be ee  he e ec-
 h e e e g . 
      2elec 2elec ; 1 2ij ij eg g N     o / / /  / / / . (2.1.21) 
He e, /+  he ec  e a   ec    e e e g  e ec . Ne  he 
be  f he e ec  f he e . The f a  f  f he a  Ha a  ( h  
e e a  f e d )  ca ed - a  Ha a  [23] 
 np 2 2elec
N
i i i ij
i i j
H c mc gE  
z
    / /¦ ¦α p . (2.1.22) 
The e   e ch ce f he ec  e a  /+, b   ac ca  ca c a , 
he f  c e [24]  f e  ed. He e, he ec  e a   da ed  each SCF 
ced e, a d  he c e ge ce f SCF,  ec   he ega e e e g  a e ba ed 
 he ec a  ea -f e d. O he  ec  e a  a e a ed  ef . [25,26].  
S ce he ec  e a   ge e a ed a  he HF e e ,  a   be c ec  a  he 
c e a  e e : .e., g  he ec  e a  h d be ge e a ed a  he c e-
a  e e . A d  ea  ha  he c e a  effec  a  he f -c e  f a e  
ca  be  def ed beca e f he a b a  f he ec . The de a ed  d -
c ed  ef. [27]. 
 
(c) Normal-ordered Hamiltonian 
The a - de ed Ha a   def ed a  f  [28,29] 








f r s rs tu r s ut  
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 (2.1.23) 
He e, frs  he a  e e e  f he e-e ec  D ac-F c , a d <rs tu>  he -
e ec  e ac  a  e  D ac f -c e  , r, s, t, a d u, e ec e . 
HF HFH) )  he e ec a  a e f he Ha a  h e ec   he Ha ee-F c  
a ef c . I  h  f a, I d d  h  he ec  e c . 
The dea f he a - de ed Ha a  a  f  d ced  he f e d f a -
c e h c , a  he e ec a  a e f he a - de ed d c  h e ec   he 
ac   e . I  ea  ha  a d c  ca  be e a a ed  ) he e ec a  a e h 
e ec   he ac   e , h ch  he a - de ed a , a d ) he e ec a  
a e  - e . We ca  a    a -b d  ca c a  b  e a d g he def  




he a - de ed Ha a   he d ffe e ce be ee  he f  Ha a  a d he 
e ec a  h e ec   he ac  (HF a e). S ce he c b  f he HF a e 
 b ac ed f  he a  Ha a , he e ec a  a e f a - de ed Ha -
a  a g he a ef c  g e  he c e a  e e g . 
  (2.1.24) 
A he  d ffe e ce f  he - e a c e h d  he c e a   he -e ec-
 e ac . I  he ca e f D ac-C b Ha a , he c b e a  1/r  
e ed (N e ha  f -c e  1/r  e a e   he - e a c e, b  
he ag e c e ac  d e  he e ec    c ded (e.g. [30])). The f - de  
e a c c ec   he -e ec  e ac   a  f  [31]  
  (2.1.25) 
  (2.1.26) 
  (2.1.27) 
B
ijg  ca ed B e  e . I  ca  be e a a ed   e , a d he f  e   ca ed Ga  
e , a d he ec d e   ca ed ga ge-de e de  e ,  ad a  e  
C ce g he ac ca  ca c a   c e  g a ,  DIRAC c de (  he 
c e  e  DIRAC18 [32]),  he Ga  e   c ded  a  he DHF age: 
.e., O  C b e   a a ab e f  he c e a  age, h ch c e d   he 
-e ec  e ac  a   he a - de ed Ha a . I   b e  BAGEL 
c de [33]  c a e he B e  e  b h a  he DHF a d c e a  age  [34,35]. 
A  eff c e  a g  f  he eg a  f B e  a d Ga  e   e ed b  Sh -
a  [36]. I  he ca c a  g UTCHEM c de [37], he B e  e    a a ab e 
b h a  he DHF a d he c e a  e e . 
 
(d) Coupled-Cluster method 
I  he c ed-c e  e h d, he a ef c  ha   he e ge f c  f he D ac 
Ha a  ca  be e e ed a  f  
   (2.1.28) 
He e, T   he c e  e a , h ch  def ed a   
          (2.1.29) 
he e a
it  a d 
ab
ijt  a e ca ed a  he c e  a de , a d i a d j (a a d b) e e e  he 
b a  h ch a e cc ed ( cc ed)  )HF>.   he a h a  e a  a d  
 he c ea  e a . I  h  he , I a  e he c ed c e  g e  a d d b e  
(CCSD) a a , he e T   ca ed a  f  
corr NE H < <
gaugeB G
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           (2.1.30) 
I  he ca c a  f he e ec a  a e, I a  e ed he be  a a . 
The e ec a  a e f he e a  O   he c ed-c e  a ef c  ca  be e -
a ded a  f  
.         (2.1.31) 
The b c  C efe   he c ec ed e  [38]. HF HFNO O O  ) ) , a  h   E . 
(2.1.23). Ge e a , he c a  f he e ec a  a e  a  he c ed-c e  e e  
 c . O e f he  c , b  a a e e h d  a g he e  e  f he 
e e a  e a   he f  e   E . (2.1.31), a  f  
.           (2.1.32) 
B  b g h  e a   E . (2.1.31), he be  e a  ca  be b a ed  he 
ca e f CCSD e e  
.  (2.1.33) 
I    ha  he c ed-c e  e h d  a  acc a e ab initio e h d, b   
c de   a f c a  e : he be  f he c e a ed e ec  a d he c ff f 
a  b a . Ge e a , he a e ce a d c e- a e ce e ec  a e c e a ed  
a  che ca  ca c a . H e e ,  he ca e f c e- e  e Eeff a d Ws, 
e h d c e a e e  e ec   b a  e ab e e , a  h   Cha e  3. 
C ce g he c ff f he a  ,  h  he , e c  ff he a   
h b a  e e g  ab e 80  100 a. . Whe  e dec de he a e  f he c ff, he 
chec  f he e d -dege e ac   a , a he  ha  he gh  d ffe e ce f he 
a e  he e e . F  e a e, he  he a  b a  a e g  79 a. . a d 81 
a. . d e  he - b  effec , e h d  c  ff he a  b a  a  80 a. . (Ta g 
 acc   he e  e e g  a  f SO g  h ca  a ge). Whe e e  
e dec de he a e  f he c ff e e g , e a a  chec ed he a  b a  a d ha  
e ch e he   a d he h ca  c ff. 
 
2.1.3   Basis set 
 
I d   e  he ba c e a a  f he ba  e , beca e   e a ed  
a da d e b   a  che  a  (e.g., ef . [15,39], a d e ad a ced e 
 ef. [16]). I b ef  a e he fea e   he ba  e   he ca e f he e a c 
ca c a  a d he e  c d g hea  e e e .  
 
(a) Relativistic contraction of the wavefunction 
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T gh e  e e  a e eeded f  de c b g he e a ca  c ac ed a ef c-
, h ch  e d b ed c e  he c e  ha  he e a  he - e a c 
ca c a . I  ea  he c ea e  he be  f he e e   de c be he a e-
f c . C ce g he a e ce eg , he be  f he e e  h d  be de-
c ea ed e e  f he a ef c   c ac ed, beca e he f e b   be a ed  
de c be he che ca  b d g.  
H ca , ba  e   h e c ac  c eff c e  a e ed e e e-
ed (e.g. [40,41]), ece  ha  b h e e  a d c ac  a e ed a e 
a  e ed (e.g. cc- VnZ-DK3 (n = T, Q) ba  e  [42], h ch ca  be acce ed  
he ba  e  b a , Basis set exchange).  
A he  e -  fea e f e a c a ef c   he e a c e a  
f d a d f b a . I  d e   g f ca  affec  he e f he ba  e , beca e ge -
e a , he e a  effec   a e  ha  he e a c c ac  effec  (e.g., Tab e 6 
 ef. [43]). (Of c e, he ba  e  he e e  h d be ed a  he e a c 
e h d.) The ea  f  h  d be ha  d a d f b a  a e a  e a ca  c -
ac ed  he ca e f a e-e ec  a  (e.g., Tab e 6  ef. [43]). I  he ca e f he 
a -e ec  a , d a d f b a  a e e a ded beca e s a d p b a  a e c ac ed, 
a d he  g  c ee  he c ea  cha ge, a d he ce, d a d f b a  a e e ea  
b ded. The ab e e  effec  a e ca ce ed , a d he e a c e a  
effec  ha  e ca  ee  a .  
 
(b) Description of the spin orbit (SO)-splitting 
I  de   de c be he SO g, e be  f e e  a e eeded ha  he 
- e a c ca c a . Acc d g  ef. [10],  ach e e acc ac  c a ab e  a 
d b e- e a a  a  he - e a c e h d, a  ea  a e- e a a  ba  e   
eeded  he a e ce eg   de c be he SO- g. C ce g he c e eg , he 
e a ca  f he - e a ca  c a ac ed ba  e   he e ca  g, 
beca e he e ba  e  ca  de c be he h g a  f he ed b a  d e  
he SO effec   he c e eg  [10]. The ba  e  ha  a e e a a e  c ac ed f  each 
SO- g,  c ac ed ba  e  a e de ab e f  he ca c a  c d g SO ef-
fec . E e  f  he ca a  e a c ca c a , he c ac ed ba  e  a  be e -
ed  he ca e f he ca c a  f c e- e e ,  de   a  f  f e b   
he c e eg . 
 
(c) Small component 
I b ef  e  h   de c be he a  c e  h he f e ba  e . F , 
he e a h  be ee  he a ge a d he a  c e  a  he e-e ec  e  
 a  f  (I  ca  be de ed f  E . (2.1.12)) 
. (2.1.34) 
We ee ha  he e e g   c ded  he ab e e a h . Whe  e c de   c -
c  he ba  e  f  he a  c e ,   d ff c  ha  ad g he ba  e  b  














c e  e e cha ged  each SCF e , a d e d  b a  he c e ge ce.  
A he  ac ca  a ach  ha  he d c  f he c d   be a f ed  





F F σ p . (2.1.35) 
Whe  he ba  e  a f  h  c d , he e c e e g  b a ed ba ed  he D ac 
Ha a   he - e a c  ag ee  h he - e a c e c e e g . 
A h gh e b   e a c a  che  e  h  e a h , he de -
a  h   ef. [45]  e  c ea . 
O e f he ba c dea  ha  he e e  f he a  c e   be he a e  
he c e d g he a ge c e   a  h  he   (e.g., ef. [46]). The 
e a h  be ee  he a ge a d he a  c e  f he a ef c  (  ba  
e ) a e a  h   he   (e.g., ef. [47]). Ref. [44]  b hed a e  ha  
ef . [46,47], b    f e  c ed  he c e  f he e c ba a ce. Beca e he d 
e c ba a ce  f  a ea ed  ef. [44], a d he de a ed d c  a d he de a  
 g e  a  he e a h  f he ba  e , c d g  e .  
I  a ac ca  ca c a , he a b a  f he e e  f  a  c e   eeded, 
beca e he c ec  e a h  be ee  he a ge a d a  c e  a e E . (2.1.34). 
.e., he e c ba a ce   he e ac  c ec  e a h . I  de   b a  e ab e 
a e  a  he f -c e  e e , e h d  e  e  a   he c ac ed 
ba  e , beca e he  d  be ab e  de c be he a  c e . 
 
(d) Higher angular momentum for correlation calculation 
T  ge  e ab e e  a  he c e a  ca c a , h gh a g a  e   eeded, 
 de c be e c ed a e  c ec . F  e a e, cc- VTZ ba  e  f  2p e e e  -
c de d a d f e e . The be  f ba  e  f  e d a d f a e 5 a d 7 (e e ed 
 he ca  c d a e), e ec e . Whe  he a e ce b a  f he a ge   f b a , 
e e, e d add he g a d h e e , a d he be  f he ba  e  d be 
c ea ed b  9 a d 11, e ec e . The d ffe e ce be ee  he   a  (9  7 
  2), b  e h d e ha  he c a a  c   c ea ed a  e e  f 
he be  f he ba  e  (f  CCSD, CCSD(T), he c a a  c  d be N6 
a d N7). I  ead   ch a ge  c a a  c  f he e a c c e a  ca c a-
 ha  ha  a  - e a c e e . 
 
(e) Gaussian basis sets 
I  he ca e f gh  e e e , he -cha ge de   a g d a a  f  he 
c ea  cha ge. O  he he  ha d, f  hea  e e e , h  a a  fa , beca e 
 fac , he c ea  cha ge  d b ed: .e., he e f he c e   f e. Whe  he 
c e  ha  he f e e, Ga a - e ba  e  bec e e ab e ha  S a e -
e ba  e , h ch  be e  f  he ca c a  a  he - e c e  [10]. The f e 
c ea  cha ge d e   ha e a c   he ce e  f he c e , a d  ead  ba  e  
h  c －Ga a  ba  e . The de a ed de a   h   ef. [10]. 
I a  b ef  e  e    he f e c ea  cha ge. The e ca  




( ef. [49] a e  c ea  de  he e e ). I  he ca e f he Ga a - e -
c ea  cha ge de , he c ea  cha ge beha e  e a Ga a  f c , a d  ea  
ha  he c ea  cha ge  d b ed de f he c ea  ad . I   h ca . I  
c a , he Fe  c e   d b ed  de f he c e . F  h , f e -
ca  eg a   a a ab e (e.g., a c ca c a   GRASP c de [50 52]), e 
h d e  Fe  cha ge d b , beca e   e h ca  c ec . 
H e e , he e   g f ca  d ffe e ce be ee  he c ea  de  (e.g. Fe  
a d Ga a  de ), b  he a e  a  he f e-cha ge de  a d he -cha ge 
de  a e e  d ffe e . I  ac ca  ec a  ca c a , he Ga a  cha ge d -
b   f e  e ed, beca e  a a ca  eg a  h he Ga a  ba  e   
b e. 
I  de   e a e he effec  f he f e c ea  e, e h d c a e be ee  
he ba  e  ha  a e ed g -cha ge a d f e-cha ge c e  (e.g., [53]). 
N   he d b  f he cha ge de , he effec  f he d b  f he c ea  
ag e c e  ha  a  bee  e ed f  he ca c a  f he h e f e c g 
c a  (HFCC) [54,55]. H e e , he d b  f he cha ge a d c ea  ag e c 
d e e  f  a c e  a e  ece a  he a e. 
 
2. 2. Effective QED potentials beyond no-pair Dirac Hamiltonian 
 
Bef e e a g he effec e QED e a , I d e  a  a a e e-
   c a e he QED effec . O e f he e g e h d   c de QED 
effec   e d e a  c d g QED effec . P e d e a   a e h d  e ace 
c e e ec   a  a f c a  e a . The ba c dea  ha  c e b a  f hea  e e-
e  d  be g f ca  affec ed b  he e ec c c e  he a e ce eg , 
a d he QED effec  a  affec  he c e eg ,  he e ace e  f he c e e ec  
f  a e a  d be a g d a a . The f  de e e  a  e ed b  
Hangele et al. [56], a d h  e f e h d  a ed  he ca c a  f ec c c 
c a  f  hea  a  a d ec e  (e.g. [57 59]). H e e , h  c e-f ed e h d 
ca  be a ed  he ca c a  f c e e e , a d h gh acc a e a -e ec  c -
e a ed e h d . F  he e e , a -e ec  Ha a  h effec e QED e -
a , h ch  he a  c f h  ec ,  eeded. The a a  c ded  
he e e a   ha  he e e a  a e de ed f  he ca e g be ee  a f ee 
e ec  a d a c e . I    a  e ac  c e f he b d e ec . I h  he effec e 
QED e a  ha  I ha e e e ed  h   be . I  he e a , I e  
ℏ = c = 1 e ce  he e e e ed e c  f  c a f ca , a  d e  ef. [60]. 
 
(a) Uehling potential [61] 
I  he e e ac  f a e , he h ca  ea g f he ac  a a   he 
a a  f he ac : .e., he d ffe e ce be ee  he ac  h  e ec  a d 
c e  a d ha  h he ec e [25]. I  h  c e, he ac  a a  c ea  
de e d   he e ec c c e f he ec e, b  he Ueh g e a  ca  -





He e, ZA  he c ea  cha ge f a  A, D is the fine structure constant, e  he e e e -
a  cha ge, a d   he C  a e e g h. I  de   ea  h ghe  de  ac  
a a  effec , W ch a K  [62] e  a d K Sab  e  [63] a e e-
ed. 
 
(b) Self-energy [60] 
Se f-e e g   he e ac  be ee  a  e ec  a d a  h . I   e e a  
- ca  e a ,  he e   a a ca  e e  h  a a e e . H e e , e 
ca  e ca  e a  ha   b a ed b  he ad a  c e a , a d add f ed a a -
e e   e d ce he e  b a ed b  he ca c a  h  g  QED. He e, I 
h  he h ee ca  e a  ha  a e d ced b  F a ba  a d G ge  [60]. 
 
(b-1) Magnetic term [60] 
The ag e c e , h ch c e  f  he e e  c e a  f Fe a  d ag a , 
h ch  def ed a  f  
. (2.2.2) 
He e, J  def ed b  ED. The derivation of the potential is shown in ref. [64], a h gh 
he f a  e e  (E . (8)  ef. [64])   e c  h . F  he e ca  e-
g a  f he eg a  h e ec   t, e ed a e ha  a  e e ed b  
Pa e a et al [65]. 
 
(b-2) High-frequency term [60] 
The h gh-f e e c  e   def ed a  f . 
. (2.2.3) 
. (2.2.4) 
He e, A'(Z)  he f ed a a e e . The de a  f he e a   a  h   ef [64]. 
A h gh he a e  f A(ZA, r) ha  de e d   he a c c a  a  be  n 
ha  bee  e ed [66], e ed he e f ed b  F a ba  a d G ge  [60]. 
 
(b-3) Low-frequency term [60] 
The -f e e c  e ,  de   c a e he effec  c b , h ch ca  
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be c a ed he ab e h gh-f e e c  e  d e  he c ff a a e e  ca  be e -
e ed a  f   
, (2.2.5) 
 (2.2.6) 
he e B(ZA)  he f ed a a e e , me  he a  f he e ec  (N e ha   ef. [60] 
m=1/   def ed, b   he ca e f E . (9)  ef. [60], m d ea  he a  f he 
e ec ). I   a  a f c a  e a  d ced  ef. [60], b    e gh f  he e -
 f he acc ac  ha  ca  be a ed b  he a ach g h effec e QED 
e a .  
 
(b-4) Pekka s potential [67] 
   The ab e F a ba  e a    he f    c a e he QED effec   
a c a d ec a  ca c a . Bef e ha , P  d ced a de  e a   
c a e he SE effec .  
 (2.2.7) 
Tab e 2.2.1 Va e  f f g a a e e  (See Tab e 2  ef. [67]) 
a a0 a1 a2 
B -48.6116 1.536 66 0.030 1129 
E -127 51.3 916.038 5.779 7 
 
The ad a age f he e a   ha   ca  be ea  e e ed  he c e a  
e a c a  che ca  g a   h ch Ga a  ba  e  a e e ed. Pa-
a e e  B a d E are fitted to reproduce the values of the hyperfine integral for hydrogen 
a d - e 2  b a  ha  a e b a ed  g  QED. O e a  h  ha  he a-
a e e   QED e a  h d be f ed b  he a e  f 1  b a , beca e  e a-
c effec  h d be a ge  ha  e e  b a  (e.g. 2 ,3 , ). H e e , P  
ha  e ed ha  he e a c effec  f h e f e f e  b a  a e he a  ag-
de, a d h ch  a ge  ha  ha  f he e  1  b a  [68 70]. I  ea  ha  1  
b a   he ea  e a c e. F  h , he f ed a a e e  ba ed  2  b a   
h ca  ea ab e. 
   Th  e a  ha  bee  a ead  a ed  ec a  ca c a  (e.g. [71 74]), b  a  
f he  a e e-  -c e  Ha a  h e d e a . Th  e h d ca  
be a g d a a  f  a e ce e e , b   de   ca c a e c e e e , 
e  ea  a  e ec   he ca c a .  
O he  effec e QED e a   e   a e a ed a d ed  
ef. [67] ( ece   f he  a e  f e  e ed, c a ed h he ab e e -
a ). A  e e g fea e f he e e a   ha  he e ca  a e  ha  a e b-
a ed b  g he e effec e QED e a  a e he a  a e, a h gh he ha e 
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f he e a   d ffe e . I   he a  dea f he a a e e  f g f he Ga a  
f c  [67]. H e e , h ca  a e  ( he e g ) ca  a ea  de f he 
a a e e -f g, a d  d be he  f h  e f a a e e  f g.  
F a , I a e e f e c ec  a ache   c a e QED effec . A 
e e ab a e effec e QED e a  f  SE effec   e ed b  Shabae  et al. [75]. 
A h gh he ab e e a  a e de ed f  he c e f he e ac  be ee  a  
e ec  a d a  a , h  e a  c de  he f a  f he e ec c c e f 
he e . H e e , he a ca   ec a  g a   e d ff c  ha  he 
ab e e a , beca e he e a  de e d   he a c a  be  N, and 
a c ad a  a ef c  a e eeded. O e f he b   a    ec a  
ca c a   ha  he ec  f a ec a  b a   a  a c b a . A he  a -
ach ha   be d effec e QED e a   a a a  QED [25],  h ch he eg-
a e e e g    ca c a ed  each SCF, a d he cha ge f ac  d e  he 
e ec c c e f he e   c ded. I  h  a ach, h e e , de c b g he 
ac  b  g f e e ba  e  a d he e a a  a e cha e g g a . Ca -
c a  h  he g  QED f a e  a e e ed f  fe -e ec  e  
(e.g., [76,77]), b   ca  be a ed f  a -e ec  a  a d ec e   a gh -
f a d beca e f he h gh c a a  c . 
 
   
2.3 CP-violating interactions in paramagnetic molecules 
    
   I  h  ec , I b ef  e  he  h ca  he e  h ch a e  Cha ge-
Pa  (CP) a , he e ec c d e e  f he e ec  (eEDM) a d ca a - e -
d ca a  (S-PS) e ac . I d   e  he  CP- a g e ac : e.g. he 
Sch ff e  [78] a d he c ea  ag e c ad e e  [79]. I f c   he 
ca c a  f d a c ec e . C ce g he a c EDM, ee ef  [80 82]. Re-
ce  a c ec e  a e a  a ac e a ge  f  he e e e  [83,84]. A h gh 
he e   ha   bee  ea ed e   h  d f ec e , he a e  c g f 
a c S OH ha  bee  a cce  [85], a d  a ca   he eEDM ea e e   
g  e ec ed. 
 
2.3.1 Electron EDM 
 
The e a  f  he e ac  be ee  he eEDM a d he e a  e ec c f e d  
he ec e  def ed a  f  [86] (I  he ca e f a c EDM, e h d a  -
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6  2 2 Pa   a , a d E   he e a  e ec c f e d  he ec e, h ch  
he  f he e ec c f e d  d e  he c e  (E c) a d he e ec  (E ). I  he ca e 
f d a c ec e ,  he z-c e  f E  ha  - e  a e beca e f he 
ca ce a  d e  he e . <  he e ec c a ef c  f he ec e. Eeff  
ca ed he effec e e ec c f e d. 
Pa  D ac f  d ced he eEDM a  he ge e a a  f he e ac  be ee  
he e e a  f e d a d he c e ec c a d ag e c e  f a a c e [87]. The 
ag e c e  f he e ec  a d g fac  c d be b e ed, b  he eEDM a   
f c ed e  ch a  ha  e, beca e he h ca  he e  ha  a e  he -
e  (Cha ge, Pa , a d T e) a   b e ed he . H e e ,    ha  he 
eEDM ca  a ea   he a da d de  f a c e h c  (e.g. [88,89]). I  a e   
a , a d ac ca     ea ab e. H e e , e h c  de  be d he 
a da d de  ed c  he a e  f he eEDM  he de   ea ab e ag de, 
d e  he a ge CP a . 
The eEDM ha   bee  de ec ed e , beca e he e e e a  e   a ge  ha  
he ag de  f he e e g  h f  d e  he eEDM. The c e  e   f he eEDM, 
h ch  e a e   he a e  e e e a  ea ab e a e,   b a ed. I  
 b a ed b  g ThO ec e, a d   de  < 1.1  10-29 e c  [90]. The e   
ha  a  bee  b a ed b  g YbF [91] a d HfF+ [92] ec e .  
 
 
2.3.2 S-PS interaction 
 
A he  CP- a g e ac , h ch d a  be b e ed  e - he  -
e ,  S-PS e ac  [81,93,94]. I   a  ed c ed  he h c  de  be d he 
a da d de , a e a  he eEDM. 
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He e, i  he ag a  , GF  he Fe  c g c a   a c , a d E 
a dJ5 a e he D ac a ce . N  a d Ne a e he be  f c e  a d e ec , a d A 
a d j a e he d ce  f  c e  a d e ec . k ,A  a d e e  S-PS e ac  
c a  f a  a  A, h ch  def ed a , 
 .   (2.3.4) 
He e, ZA  he a c be  a d NA  he be  f e   he a ge  a . k ,  
(k , )  he S-PS c g c a  f a  e ec  a d a  ( e ). U in E . (2.3.3) 
 he c ea  cha ge de  a ed  . I  he e e  , e ed he 
Ga a - e d b  f c  a  f , 
 .  (2.3.5) 
ns,ps,s, kNkZkZ AAAA  












 .  (2.3.6) 
He e, ArmsR  he - ea - a ed c ea  cha ge ad  f a  A.  
The e ha ce e  fac  f S-PS e ac   ca ed S-PS c eff c e , h ch c e-
d   Eeff  he eEDM e ac . The e a  f Ws c g f  a  A ca  be 












 < , (2.3.7) 
he e : <<|J <>, J  he a  e ec c e ,   he  ec  a g he 
ec a  a . I  he ca e f ec e  h a cha ac e  26, h ch a e he a  a ge f 









 < < . (2.3.8) 
I  h  ec , I d   e  a  A f  c , a d Ws ea  he e c g f  
he hea  a  f he d a c ec e. 
   I  h  he , I e H   de c e he ca c a  e  f Ws. O e a  fee  he 
e f H   a ge beca e he d e  f H   (1/T), a d he d e  f Ws h d 
be e e g . H e e , it is used as the dimension of energy in this research field for con-
venience. 1 H  c e d   1 H  (1/ ) * h (J )  6.626  10-34 (J). It is similar cm-1 in 
chemistry. 
 
2.3.3 Enhancement factor 
 
    I  h  ec , I d c  he e a  f he e ha ce e  fac  f he eEDM a d S-
PS e ac , Eeff a d Ws, e ec e , a d he echa  f e ha ce e  f  Eeff a d 
Ws. I a  d c   Eeff. The a g e  ca  be e e ded f  Ws, h ch ha  he a  
he e  (P a , T a , a d a c e- e .) A he  e f he he e -
ca  ca c a   he de e a  f he Eeff a d Ws, b  I d   e    de a . 
C ce g he acc a e ca c a  ha  a e ece  e ed, ee ef . [95 99].  
 
(a) Effective one-electron operator for Eeff 
H ca , he e ec c c b   E  had bee  g ed f  he ca c a  f 
Eeff (e.g., ef . [100 102])  
int nuc|E E . (2.3.9)
Beca e, he ca c a  f he e ec f f e d d e  he e ec  ( -e ec  eg a ) 
a e  h ge c a a  c .  
Rece , he e-e ec  effec e e a  c d g he c b  f he e ec-
c e ec c f e d  f e  ed. F , he be  e a   a f ed [103,104] 
2
int 0 5, 2
e e eN N N
j j j j
j j j
H icE E EJ
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He e, 𝐻0  he e a c ec a  Ha a  ha    c d g he eEDM e -
ac , J5  he d c  f he D ac a ce , a d p  he e  e a . O  
he  he e ec a  a e  b a ed b  a g he e ac   f 𝐻0, he f  e  
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 . (2.3.11) 
I  ac ca  ca c a , e ca  b a  he e ac   f he D ac e a . H -
e e , ce   d ff c   b a  he e ec c f e d h ch c e  f  he e ec , a c -








EJ < < |  < <¦ p  . (2.3.12) 
He e, <   he a ef c , h ch  b a ed b  ac ca  c a a  e h d (e.g., 
DHF a d RCCSD h f e ba  e ). I  ac ca  ca c a , he f  e f he 
ab e effec e e a   ef. [105] f  he a c ca c a , a d ef. [106] f  he 
ec a  ca c a .  
O e gh  be ed ha  he e e   E . (2.3.12) g e  he c b  f 
he f  e   E . (2.3.10), a  E . (2.3.9) g e  he c b  f he e ec c f e d 
d e  he e ec . H e e ,  he ca e f E . (2.3.12),  ca  be e ec ed ha  he e  
 dec ea ed a  he acc ac  f he a ef c   ed: e.g., f e ca  ca c a e he 
a ef c  a  he CCSD(T) e e , he e  h d be dec ea ed c a ed h he 
ca c a  a  he CCSD e e . Th  d f he e e   b e  he e f 
E . (2.3.9). 
 
(b) Conditions that a molecule has large Eeff and W  
I h  he c d  ha  d a c ec e  ha e a ge Eeff a d Ws be . He e, I 
a e a d a c ec e h ch c a  a gh  a  a d a hea  a . The a a e  
ha  I h   h  he   ba ed  he e c d . 
i) The system with large nuclear charge Z  
     I  ha  bee   f  a g e. The a a ca  e e  f Eeff ba ed  he 
e-e ec  a ef c   f  h   ef. [86], a h gh    f  2  a e, 
a d he e,   ed ha  Eeff  a   Z3. I   a  f ded b  he e ca  
ca c a  [107,108] ha  a hea e  a  ha e a ge  Eeff ha  gh e  a   he a e 
g   he e d c ab e. A  a a e a a ca   a  a  e ed  
ef. [109], b  he ge e a  f a  h   ef. [110], h ch  f e  c ed  h  
c e  (The de a ed de a   h   ef. [80]). Ph ca   ca  be de d 
a  f : he e ec  ca  fee  a a ge  e ec c f e d a  he c ea  e ec c f e d be-






ii) The contraction of the valence orbitals 
A he  fac   fee  he a ge  c ea  e ec c f e d  he d b . E e  he  
he c ea  e ec c f e d  a ge, f he e ec   de ca ed  he c e , he e ec-
c f e d ha  he e ec  fee  bec e  a . The d b  f he e ec   af-
fec ed b  he e ec c c e f he e . A e -  he e   he c -
ac  f he s b a  d e  he ea  c ee g effec  e  d e ec .  
 
iii) The large -  mixing of the heavy atom in SOMO 
     The a ce f s-p g  ba ed  he be  h ee fea e  f Eeff a d Ws. 
A) ce Eeff a d Ws a e Pa  dd (P- dd) e a , he g f he b a  h 
d ffe e  a   eeded f  he ec e ha  - e  Eeff a d Ws, B) S ce Eeff a d 
Ws a e T e dd (T- dd) e a , he c b  f he c ed b a   e  a  he 
K a e - e c ed DHF (KR-DHF) e e  beca e f he ca ce a  f he K a e -
a , C) A  e ed ab e, Eeff a d Ws bec e  a ge he  he e ec  fee  a ge 
c ea  e ec c f e d. F  h , he ag de f he g f s a d p b a  a  
affec  he a e  f Eeff a d Ws: he e b a  ha e d ffe e  a e , a d d b e 
c e   he c e  ha  he e  h h ghe  a g a  e : e.g., d a d f b a . 
I  h  he , I a a e he s-p g ba ed  he b a  e ac  he . 
We f e  e he KR-DHF he , h ch c e d   Restricted Open shell 
Hartree-Fock (ROHF)  he - e a c ca e. O e a  be ed ha  he e d 
b a ed ba ed  he KR-DHF ca  be cha ged he  he e c ed DHF (UDHF), 
h ch c e d   UHF  he - e a  ca e,  e ed. H e e , he e d 
d  be g f ca  cha ged, beca e he s-p g  eeded f  he - e  
Eeff a d Ws. E e  f he K a e - a    dege e a ed d e  he  a a , 
he e  ec a  b a , h ch a  c  f he single a c b a , d 
 g f ca  c b e   he Eeff a d Ws. 
 
We will show the calculation results of Eeff and Ws from the next chapter. Although 
the sign of Eeff and Ws depends on the definition of the molecular axis (i.e., whether it is 
parallel or untiparallel to the z axis), we express Eeff and Ws with plus sign, unless other-
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Chapter 3  
Relativistic coupled-cluster calculation of the scalar-pseudoscalar 
coefficient Ws in YbF 
 
The following work was published in: A. Sunaga, M. Abe, M. Hada, and B. P. Das, 




The d a  ce  f a  (P) a d e-re e a  (T) a   a a ag e c 
a  a d ec e  a e he e ec c d e e  f he e ec  (eEDM) a d he 
e ec - c e  ca a - e d ca a  (S-PS) e ac  [1,2]. The  a e e e be  
f h c  be d he S a da d M de  (SM) [3]. The e ac  f he eEDM h 
e a  e ec c f e d  a d he S-PS e ac  g e e  a c b ed e e g  h f   
a a ag e c ec e , h ch c d be ea ed. The e  f ch a ea e e  
c b ed h he ca c a  f a e  a c a ed h he eEDM  he S-PS 
e ac , c d g e a  e   f  he eEDM  S-PS c g c a . 
The S-PS e ac  be ee  a  e ec  a d a c e  g a e  a  he e e  f 
e e e a  a c e  f  a a  e ac  g e ec  a d a  [4]. I   
ed a ed b  a e a  a c e e a H gg  b , h ch ha  ca a  a d e d ca a  
c e  [4]. S ch a  e ac  d e   cc   he SM f a c e h c  h ch 
c a   a g e ca a  H gg  b . H e e ,   ed c ed b  a be  f -
H gg  de  c d g he a  e e c a da d de  (MSSM) [4,5] a d 
he a g ed -h gg -d b e  de  (A2HDM) [6]. The c b  f he S-PS 
e ec - c e  e ac   P a d T a   a  a d ec e  ca  be a ge  
ha  ha  f he e ec  EDM f  ce a  a a e e  f he e de  [4-6]. The e de  
ca  a  ed c  he ba c a e  f he e e a g f  CP a  d e  
he e cha ge f e a  H gg  b  [5,7]. 
The c e  be  e    he S-PS e ec - c e  e ac  c g 
c a  c e  f  he e  f he ea e e  [8] a d e ec c c e 
ca c a  [9,10]  ThO. Eff  a e de  a   e he e e g  h f  
ea e e   YbF b  a e  c g h  ec e. I   e ec ed ha  h  d e  
 a  e e   he e  f  he   he S-PS c g c a  b  h ee 
a d  de  f ag de c a ed  he c e  a e  b a ed f  YbF a d ThO 
e ec e  [11]. I  d he ef e be a a e  e he acc ac  f he 
ca c a  a c a ed f  he S-PS e ac   YbF. 
The f c  f he e e  cha e   he he e ca  de e a  f he S-PS 
c eff c e , W ,A f  YbF, h ch  c e  e f he ead g ca d da e  f  b e g 
he e e g  h f  d e  he eEDM a d he S-PS e ac  [12]. I   a a a  e e   a 
e    he e a a  f he effec e e ec c f e d (Eeff) e ac g h he 
eEDM [13]. We ed a f -c e  e a c c ed-c e  g e  a d d b e  
(RCCSD) e h d f  he ca c a  f W ,A. The e  f h  ca c a   e 
acc a e ha  e  ca c a  f W ,A f  YbF. The acc ac  f  ca c a   
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d c ed b  c de g he d ffe e ce  be ee  he e  f  ca c a  f the 
molecular dipole moment (PDM), and the parallel component of the hyperfine 




The e e  f  he ca a - e d ca a  e ac  Ha a   a ec e  
g e  b  [2]   
   
en
F
S PS s, 5 .2
NN
A A A Aj
A j
GH i k Z EJ U  ¦¦ r   (3.1) 
He e, i  he ag a  , GF  he Fe  c g c a   a c  
(2.22249 10 14/𝐸 ∙ 𝑎0), a d E a dJ5 a e he D ac a ce . N  a d Ne e e e  he 
a  be  f c e  a d e ec , a d A a d j a e he abe  d ce  f  c e  a d 
e ec . k ,A  a d e e  S-PS e ac  c a  f a  a  A, h ch  def ed 
a , 
 ns,ps,s, kNkZkZ AAAA  .   (3.2) 
He e, ZA  he a c be  a d NA  he be  f e   he a ge  a . k ,  
(k , )  he S-PS c g c a  f a  e ec  a d a  ( e ). U in E . (3.1)  
he c ea  cha ge de  a ed  . I  he e e  , e ed he Ga a -
e d b  f c  a  f , 
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.  (3.4) 
He e, 𝑅   he - ea - a ed c ea  cha ge ad  f a  A.  
The def  f he S-PS c eff c e  W ,A f  ec e  h a cha ac e  26  



















   
  (3.5) 
He e, “2”  he gh  ha d de c e d   1/: in E . (2.3.7) (:= 1/2 f  26systems). 
F  d a c e , he e a e  a c c b , b  he c b  f he 
hea e  a   d a .  
The e ec c a e f c  ed     ba ed  he D ac C b (DC) 





DC i A i A
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H c βc V
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      (3.6) 
he e c  he eed f gh , D  he D ac a , p  he e  e a , r a d R 
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a e he  ec  f he e ec  a d c e , e ec e . A  a abe  f  c e  
a d i a d j a e abe  f  e ec . The h d e   E . (3.6)  he c ea -e ec  
e ac  e a  a d e ed he Ga a - e f e- e c ea  de .  
U g he DC Ha a , e b a ed he ec a  e ec c a e f c  b  
he e a c c ed c e  (CC) e h d, c de ed  be he c e  g d a da d 
f  he e ec c c e f hea  a  a d ec e  [14]. The CC e h d ea  
c e a  effec   a  de   he e d a  C b e ac  f  h e a c e 
e c a  a  a  e e . The e h d  e e e e e he ca ed c f g a  
e ac  (CI) e h d [15]. The c ed c e  a e f c  |𝜓⟩ ca  be e  a  
 ,0\\
Te    (3.7) 
he e \0>  he efe e ce a e f c , h ch  a e   be a g e de e a  
c e d g  a  e - he  d b e  a  he D ac−F c  (DF) e e . 𝑇  he c e  
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T T T T
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   (3.8) 
he e 𝑡  a d 𝑡  a e ca ed a  he c e  a de , a d i, a d j (a a d b) e e e  he 
b a  h ch a e cc ed ( cc ed)  he efe e ce f c  |𝜓0⟩ . a    he 
a h a  e a  a d a   he c ea  e a . F  ac ca  ea ,   c  
 d ca d he e  be d he d b e e c a   he c e  e a   E . (3.8). 
Th  a a   efe ed  a  he c ed c e  g e  a d d b e  (CCSD) 
e h d. 
B  g |𝜓⟩   E . (3.7), he e ec a  a e f a  e a  𝑂  ca  be e ac  
















  (3.9) 
He e e d ce he a - de ed e a  𝑂 , 
0NO O O  ,                                    (3.10) 
he e O0  he e ec a  a e f he e a  𝑂 a  he efe e ce e e  ( .e. DF e e   



















  (3.11) 
The b c  C efe   c ec ed e  [16]. U g he a de  de e ed b  he 
RCCSD e h d, a d e a g  he ea  e   he e e a  a e f c  
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g e   E . (3.7), e ca c a ed he e ec a  a e  a  f   
   0 1 2 1 2 0 01 1 .N CT T O T T O\ \       (3.12) 
The e e  e h d a e   acc  he d a  a  f he c b  g e  b  he 
e ec  c e a  f  he e-b d  e ec a  a e  f  g e efe e ce e  h 
fea b e c a a  c . U g h  e e , e ca c a ed W ,A, Eeff, he ec a  
e a e  d e e  (PDM) a d he a a e  c e  f h e f e c g 
c a  (HFCC) A//. 
U g he e ec  EDM e ac  Ha a  g e  b  Sa e e  [18], Eeff ca  be 






E E <  <¦ Σ E            (3.13) 
The ab e e e  ca  be e e  ec f ca  f  ec e  g he a e a e e-







E ic EJ  < <¦ p .           (3.14) 
E . (3.13) a d (3.14) a e e a e  he  he a e f c  |Ψ⟩  he e ac  e ge a e 
f he E . (3.6). The effec e e ec  EDM e ac  Ha a  f  a  a  ha  he 
a e f  a  ha  f  a ec e [20-22], e e  h gh he effec e e ec c f e d  f  he 
 ca e  a e d ffe e . PDM a  ca c a ed g he e e  
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gA   (3.16) 
He e gN  he c ea  g fac  a d m    a . 𝑡0   a  e-ce e  c e  f 
he ag e c d e h e f e e  e ac  a d he a  e e e  f he e a  
h he a c b a F, F’  ca c a ed a  f , 
 FF c10t  
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f 
c cu ³ .  (3.17) 
He e, 𝜅, j, m (𝜅', j', m') a e he e a c a  be  f he a c b a  a d 
he ed a e  d ca e he a  be  f  b a ( e ) c e . The  
be   he a e he  e e e  6-j b . P(r) a d Q(r) a e he ad a  f c  
f a ge a d a  c e  f he a c a e f c . We ca c a e he e ec a  




3.3 Computational details 
 
We ed D a  f -c e  a e ce d b e- e a (DZ), e- e a (TZ), a d 
ad e- e a (QZ) ba  e  f  e b  [24], a d Wa a abe  f -c e  ba  
e  f  f e [25]. I  add , e e ed e d ff e a d a a  f c  
f  he D a  a d he Sa  ba  e  [24, 26].  Th e ba  e  a e ed  
c ac ed f . The a e  f he ba  e  a d he a  be  f he ba   
a e g e   Tab e 3.1. The de a  a e h   ef. [27]. The e e  ba  e  a e he 
a e a  h e ed  he e  ca c a  b  Abe et al. f  Eeff [13]. I  he CCSD 
ca c a , e c  ff he a   h he b a  e e g  ab e 80 a. .  
 
TABLE 3.1 Basis set information. 
Basis set Na e N be  f ba   
DZ (Yb) 24 19 13d8f1g 422 
TZ (Yb) 30 24 18d14f3g2h 678 
QZ (Yb) 35 30 19d13f5g3h2  830 
F 13 10 4d3f 168 
 
The QZ ba  e   he  acc a e ba  e  a g he e  e c de ed. G e  
et al. [24] a ead  e ed  acc ac   ec c c a a e e : The b d e g h a d 
ha c f e e c  f YbF e e b a ed a  2.0196  a d 503.2 c 1, e ec e , h 
he D a -QZ ba  e  a  he CCSD e e . The c e d g e e e a  a e  a e 
2.0161  [28] a d 506.6674 c 1 [29]. The e  g he QZ ba  e  a e a  c e 
 he e a a ed a e , 2.0174  a d 507.6 c 1, b a ed f  he e  f DZ, TZ, 
a d QZ ba  e . 
We d f ed he REL4D c de, h ch  he e a c a   UTCHEM [30],  
ca c a e W ,A.  O  ca c a  e e e f ed g he UTCHEM a d DIRAC08 
c de  [31] d f ed a d c b ed b  Abe et al. [13]. UTCHEM a  ed f  he 
ge e a  f D ac F c  b a  a d he ec a  b a  eg a  a f a  [32], 
a d DIRAC08 a  ed f  he RCCSD ca c a  [33].  
S a   he e   [13], h ee d  f he RCCSD ca c a  e e 
e f ed h d ffe e  be  f ac e e ec  (49, 69, a d 79 e ec ). The 
f a  f he f e -c e b a   each ca c a   e e ed  Tab e 3.2. We 
f ed he b d e g h a  2.0161 , e e e a  e ed. We ed he - ea -
a ed c ea  cha ge ad  (𝑅 ) a  5.305 f  f  Y e b  (174Yb) [34] a d 2.90 f  
f  F e (19F) [35], e e e a  de e ed. 174Yb  he  ha   ed f  he 





TABLE 3.2 Frozen orbital information in 49 and 69 active-electron calculations 
# of active electrons F e  b a  
49 Yb:3s, 3p, 3d, 2s, 2p, 1s. F:1s. 
69 Yb:2s, 2p, 1s. 
 
 
3.4 Results and discussion 
    
Tab e 3.3 h  a a  f  ca c a ed e , b h a  he DF a d he CCSD 
e e . I  add   W  c eff c e , Eeff, PDM, a d A// a e e e ed. S e f he e 
a e  e e a  e ed  a e  a e  [13], b  h  gh  d ffe e  a e  
beca e e eca c a ed he  g gh  d ffe e  be  f he a  .  
  B h W ,Yb a d W ,F d   de e d  he e f ba  e  a  he DF e e , b  he  
de e d   a  he CCSD e e . Th  e d  a  f d  he he  e e ; Eeff, PDM, 
a d HFCC. He ce, he ch ce f he ba  e   a  he  e c a e e ec  
c e a . The TZ ba  e  a  he CCSD e e  e  he a e f W  c a ed   
a e  ha  e e b a ed g he QZ ba  e . Th   beca e f he ab  f he 
CCSD ca c a  g he TZ ba  e , h ch h  a ge a e  f T1 d ag c (T1 
d ag.). The ab  f he TZ ba  e  a  a  e  d c ed b  G e  et al. 
[24] a d Abe et al. [13].  
    F  a  he ba  e , he a e  f W  a d Eeff a  CCSD(69e) a d CCSD(79e) a e e  
c e. The d ffe e ce be ee  he CCSD(49e) a d CCSD(79e) e   a he  a ge;   
ab  2 3% f  a  he e e  e ce  f  W ,F a d PDM. He ce, he 3s, 3p, a d 3d 
b a  f Yb h d be c ded  he e ec  c e a  ca c a   b a  W ,Yb, 
Eeff a d HFCC acc a e . (Na e , he 1s b a  f F  a  c ded  he CCSD(69e) 
ca c a , b  he effec   e ec ed  be a  beca e   he c e b a  f he gh  
a .)  
    Whe  e c a e W ,Yb a d W ,F  a  he ca c a , e c f  ha  W ,Yb  ch 
a ge  ha  W ,F a  e ec ed. He ce, he d a  c b   he e e e a  e e g  
h f  d e  he S-PS e ac  c e  f  k ,YbW ,Yb. S ce he c b  f Yb  
g f ca  a ge  ha  ha  f F, e ha e dec ed he a e f W ,Yb a  he e e  f 
CCSD(79e) h he QZ ba  e   de   a e he c b  f he c e a  
effec  f  W ,Yb.  
F  E . (3.12), e e a d W ,Yb, h ch  a  e ec a  a e,  e  f 
c b a  g DF, g  e c ed (S), a d d b   e c ed (D) e   be ee  
b a a d e  a e . Tab e  3.4 a d 3.5 h  he dec ed e e  f W ,Yb a d Eeff. 
The a ge  c b  c e  f  he DF DF, a d he DF S a d S DF e  a e he 




TABLE 3.3 Summary of our calculation results at the DF and CCSD methods. 
aThe direction of the dipole moment is taken as the molecular axis from the fluorine to 






# of active 
electrons 
(# of virtual 
orbitals)  
Total energy 











DZ-DF  14167.289602  29.9 0.00126 17.9 3.20 6324 
TZ-DF  14167.321791  31.6 0.00125 18.2 3.21 6240 
QZ-DF  14167.323266  31.8 0.00125 18.2 3.20 6239 
DZ-CCSD 49e(157) 14169.344299 0.0403 35.8 0.00205 21.4 3.36 8153 
DZ-CCSD 69e(157) 14169.777915 0.0393 36.6 0.00222 21.9 3.37 8279 
DZ-CCSD 79e(157) 14169.807608 0.0393 36.6 0.00222 21.9 3.37 8293 
TZ-CCSD 49e(248) 14169.860116 0.0477 36.3 0.00464 20.9 3.44 6049 
TZ-CCSD 69e(248) 14170.323353 0.0469 37.0 0.00481 21.3 3.45 6234 
TZ-CCSD 79e(248) 14170.346980 0.0467 37.0 0.00480 21.3 3.45 6259 
QZ-CCSD 49e(294) 14170.031793 0.0316 39.8 0.00401 22.8 3.58 7755 
QZ-CCSD 69e(294) 14170.518440 0.0312 40.5 0.00416 23.2 3.59 7902 
QZ-CCSD 79e(294) 14170.541674 0.0311 40.5 0.00416 23.2 3.59 7916 
Exp.       3.91(4)b 7424(81)c 
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TABLE 3.4 Contributions of the nine combination terms of Ws at the level of QZ-
CCSD(79e). 
 DF S D 
DF 31.76 5.54 0.00 
S 5.54 -2.26 0.16 
D 0.00 0.16 -0.38 
 
 
TABLE 3.5 Contributions of the nine combination terms of Eeff at the level of QZ-
CCSD(79e). 
 DF S D 
DF 18.16 3.19 0.00 
S 3.19 -1.30 0.10 
D 0.00 0.10 -0.21 
 
 
The c b  f g  e c ed e , e a ed b  he a  f DF-S, S-DF 
a d S-S,  8.82 ( H ) a d  a  f  he a  W  a e (40.5 H )  22%. The 
c b  f d b  e c ed e , a  e a ed b  he a  f S-D, D-S 
a d D-D  -0.06 ( H ), a d  a   0.05%. Beca e he c b  f D  ch 
a e  ha  S, he c b  f he h ghe  e c a  ch a  e  d be ch 
a e   he ca e f W  f YbF (a d a   a  h d   Eeff). S ce he e c a  
effec  f  he e -c e b a  f Yb (3s, 3p, a d 3d)  ab  2% a  a ead  d c ed, 
he e -c e e c a  effec  ee   be e a  ha  he e c e  
e c a . 
S ce Eeff a d W  a e ca c a ed a e  a d he  e e e a  a e  d   e , 
e e a e he  e  f  he  e a ed b e ab e a e , ch a  HFCC [36] a d 
PDM. T  f  he a d  f  e  e a , e a e be  he a e  
a d d ffe e ce   he e a  ed  he ca c a  f Eeff, W , HFCC, a d PDM.  
F , he Ha a  a c a ed h Eeff a d W  c a  EJ matrix, h ch de 
he ff-d ag a  c g be ee  he a ge a d a  c e  f he b a . I   
a  f  HFCC ( ee  E . (3.17)), b   f  PDM; h ch e  d ag a  
c g , .e. a ge- a ge a d a - a  c e  f he b a .  
Be de , he Ha a  ed  he ca c a  f W , h ch c a  he c ea  
cha ge de , UN. The ef e, he e ec c a e f c  ha  e e a e  he c e  
(fe e e  eg  a d he ce e  f he c e ) a  de e e  he e f W . 
S a ,  he ca e f Eeff, he Ha a   E . (3.13) c a  he e a  e ec c 
f e d (E ), h ch  be g f ca  a ge  he eg  c e  he c e . He ce 
Eeff d be a ge he  he e ec  a e d b ed c e  he hea  c e . 
S a , f  HFCC, h ch  a c a ed h a ag e c e ac  be ee  he e ec  
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a d he c ea  , he e ec  de  ea  he a ge  c e   a  a .  
F  he h ee Ha a  a c a ed h Eeff, W , a d HFCC, he e  e e 
a ; he de e de ce  he e ec  . If e c de  he e c ed e - he  
D ac F c  (RODF) e h d a d K a e  e c ed ec a  b a  a  he DF e e , 
ec a  b a  eg a  f he e h ee e a  be  he f g e a . 
iiii OO IIII    (3.18) 
Here |𝜙⟩ and |𝜙⟩ refer to a particular molecular orbital and its Kramers pair, respec-
tively. (One could understand Eq. (3.18) in the non-relativistic framework. |𝜙⟩ and 𝜙  
corresponds to the molecular orbitals with D and E spins, respectively. Since the signs of 
sz for D and E spins are opposite, the sign of the expectation value depending on the spin 
(e.g., HFCC) also becomes opposite.) Hence at the DF level, the contributions of all the 
Kramers paired electrons always cancel each other. Only the molecular orbital integrals 
for the unpaired electrons contribute to the final value at the DF level. In particular for a 
doublet sigma system such as the YbF molecule, only the contribution from the singly 
occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) survives. 
I  a , Eeff, W , a d HFCC, ha e he f g a e : ( ) The  e he 
c g  be ee  he a ge a d a  c e  f he g e a c e a e f c . 
( ) The  ag de  de e d  he de  f he a ed e ec   he eg  c e 
 he c e . ( ) O  he SOMO c b e   he DF e .  
F a , e e  he a  be ee  Eeff, W , a d PDM. S ce he Ha a  
ed  he e a a  f he e a e  a e a  dd e a , he g f a c 
b a  h d ffe e  a e   a . I  a c a  f  Eeff a d W , a  a ead  
e ed, he c b  c e   f  he SOMO a  he DF e e . He ce, he 
g f a c b a  f e a e   he SOMO  eeded  ha e a e  f 
Eeff a d W . M e e , he s a d p1/2 b a  be g g  he hea  a  c b e  
a ge e ec  de e  ea  he hea  c e  a d he ce he g f s a d p1/2 b a  
 SOMO de  a ge a e  f Eeff a d W . I  c a , he e a e  ch e c  
f  PDM. Th  ea  ha    he s p1/2 g  SOMO, b  a  he  g  
g e- a  cc ed b a  c d c b e  he a e f PDM.  
Ba ed   d c   he e  ec , e a e  he acc ac  f  
ca c a ed e . O   acc a e ca c a   ba ed  he -f e -c e CCSD 
e h d h QZ ba  e . The a e  f W , Eeff, PDM a d A// f  h  e h d a e 40.5 
H , 23.2 GV/c , 3.59 D a d 7916 MH , e ec e . The d c e a c e  be ee  he 
ea ed a d he ca c a ed a e  a e 8.1% a d 6.6%, f  PDM [37] a d A// [38], 
e ec e . F  he e e , e e a e ha  he e  f  W  a d Eeff a e 7 8%. The 
e  a e e   ed ce f e e a a ge  ba  e   c de h ghe - de  c e a  
effec . 
     Tab e 3.6 h  he c a  f  e e  e  f W  h h e f e  
ca c a . [23, 39 44] The e  c de g e ec  c e a  a d e -e ca  
e h d  e d a  a e  a d 40 H  he ea  he DF  a - e a c 

















Semiempirical Kozlov [43]  43   
GRECP and SCF Titov et al. [44] 2.0161 33.0   
GRECP and RASSCFa Titov et al. [44] 2.0161 33.0 4975  
DHF Quiney et al. [23]  22.0   
DHF+CP Quiney et al. [23]  42.0 7985  
UDF (unpaired elec-
tron) Parpia [42] 2.074 34.6   
UDF (all electrons) Parpia [42] 2.074 44.0  4.00 
DF Nayak et al. [39] 2.051 34.2   
DF Nayak et al. [40] 2.073   3.98 
RASCIb Nayak et al. [39] 2.051 41.2   
RASCIb Nayak et al. [40] 2.051   3.90 
MBPT Nayak et al. [41] 2.051 37.1   
QZ-DF Present chapter 2.0161 31.8 6239 3.20 
QZ-CCSD(79e) Present chapter 2.0161 40.5 7916 3.59 
Experiment [37,38] 2.0161  7424(81) 3.91(4) 
aGRECP and RASSCF represents the generalized relativistic effective core potential-re-
stricted-active-space self-consistent field. 




    I  Tab e 3.6, The PDM ca c a  b  Na a  et al. g e c ed ac e ace 
c f g a  e ac  (RASCI) e h d [39-41] a d b  Pa a g e c ed DF 
(UDF) e h d [42] a e  be e  ag ee e  h he ea ed a e ha   e . 
H e e , he  d d  e he e e e a  a e f  he b d e g h, b  he e  he  
b a ed f  he  ca c a  (R = 2.051 Å b  Na a  et al. [40] a d 2.074 Å b  Pa a 
[42]). I   ca c a , he  e ed a ge  b d e g h, 2.073 Å, e a  b a ed 
a a ge  a e f he PDM (3.93 D) a  he DF e e  h he ba  e  ed b  Na a  et 
al. [39-41]. Th  PDM a e  c e   he e e e a  PDM ha   RCCSD e . 
He ce, he ag ee e  f he  ca c a ed PDM  h e e e    f . F  
he  f e  f he b d e g h,  e h d  a g ab  e acc a e ha  he  
beca e he b d e g h ed a  he RCCSD e h d h he D a -QZ ba  e  
a  2.0196 Å, e ed b  G e  et al. [24]. Th  a e  ch c e   he 
e e e a  e  (2.016 Å) ha  he a e  b a ed b  RASCI (2.051 Å) a d UDF 
(2.073 Å). S ce  e ec a  a e  e e ca c a ed g he e e e a  b d 
e g h a d he e a ed e  (7 8%) a e a ,  b a ed W   e e ab e ha  
he e  e ed e . 
     I  add   he ag ee e  h he e e e ,  e h d  he e ca  e 
g  ha  he he  e ed e h d  beca e f he f g  ea . F , 
 e h d  ba ed  he f -c e  e a c e h d, h ch  f c e 
e   he a - e a c e h d . Sec d , e he f -c e  RASCI 
[39] a d MBPT [41] b  Na a  et al.,  e h d  ba ed  he RCC e h d h ch 




The a e f he S-PS c eff c e , W ,Yb, ha  e b a ed  40.5 H   g he f -
c e  RCCSD e h d f  YbF ec e, a g ca d da e f  he b e a  
f P a d T a  a g f  he S-PS e ac . The e   he ca c a  f W ,Yb 
 e a ed a  7 8% b  c a g  ca c a ed a e  f A// a d PDM h he e  
f he ea e e  f he e  a e . F  he c a  f  CCSD(49e), 
CCSD(69e), a d CCSD(79e) e , he e ec  c e a  f  e -c e b a  ch 
a  he 3s, 3p, a d 3d f Yb  - eg g b e f  b a g acc a e a e  f W ,A, Eeff, 
a d A//. The e h d e ha e ed  he e e   ca  be a ed  he  ec e  
ha  ca  be de c bed b  a g e efe e ce e h d. We e d  e   f d e  
ca d da e  ha  a e be e  ed f  he e e e a  ea che  e a ed  he S-PS 
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Chapter 4  
Analysis of large effective electric fields of weakly polar molecules  
 
The following work was published in: A. S aga, M. Abe, M. Hada, a d B. P. Da , 




The e ec c d e e  (EDM) f he e ec  (eEDM)  a  a  be f 
h c  be d he S a da d M de  f a c e e ac  [1]. I  ca  be b a ed b  
c b g he e  f he ea ed a e  f he e e g  h f   a  a   a ec e 
h he ca c a ed a e  f he effec e e ec c f e d (Eeff), h ch ca  be e e ed a  
he e  e ec c f e d e e e ced b  a  e ec   a  a   a ec e. The f  
e e e   de ec  he eEDM a  e f ed  ce  a  [2]. H e e , f  
ea  f   f a d b  Sa da  [3],  beca e e de  ha  a  ec e , ch a  
ha de  c a g a hea  a , d ha e e a e  a ge Eeff, a d d he ef e be 
e ab e f  ch a  e e e  [4,5] ha  a hea  a .  
The e ha ce e  f Eeff  d e  he g f he a e ce s b a  h p b a  
(s-p g). I  he a c ca e, a  e e a  e ec c f e d  eeded f  he s-p g, 
b  h  g  e e e  a  beca e f he  f he e e a  f e d a a ab e  
a ab a . I  c a ,  a hea  a  ec e c a g a ha ge  a , a a e ce 
e ec   he hea  a  e   he ha ge  a . The e ec   ca ed  he 
ha ge  a d  d ce  a  e ec c f e d h ch  ch a ge  ha  he e e a  e ec c 
f e d  a  a c e e e . A  a e , he hea  a c  e e e ce  a  e ec c 
f e d h ch c e  f  he e ec . The ef e,  he a  ec e, he a e ce b a  
f s a d p  ch e ha   a  a  a d he g ca e  a a ge  Eeff [4].  
I  add , Eeff f a a  ec e d a ea   be a , beca e he b d 
be ee  a    c b  c a e . I  h  ca e, he a e ce e ec  d be 
de ca ed  he h e ec e, a d  d  fee  he g e ec c f e d c ea ed 
b  he hea  a c c e .  
 The e a e a  e  he e ca  d e   ha de  c a g a hea  a  [6,7] 
ba ed  he  e ed  he ea e   a ag a h . I  he a  f e ea , YbF 
[8] a d ThO [9], h ch a e polar molecules, ha e ed  e  e   f he eEDM. 
Rece , RaF [10] a d HgX [11] (X  a ha ge ) ha e bee  ed a  e  ca d da e  
f  he ea ch f eEDM. I   a c  he d dea ha  a  he ec e  bec e e 
a ab e he  Eeff bec e  a ge . Th   e e  e ed  a ece  a c e  Ph c  
T da  [12].  
H e e ,  ca c a   h  cha e  h  ha  h d de  f e b  a d 
e c  (YbH a d HgH) ha e a ge  Eeff ha  h e f f de  (YbF a d HgF) a  b h 
he D ac-F c  (DF) a d e a c c ed c e  g e  a d d b e  (RCCSD) e e . 
O  he he  ha d, he e a e  d e e  (PDM ) f he h d de  a e ch 
a e  ha  h e f he f de , h ch d ca e  ha  he e ec c a a  f he 





ha  a  e ec ed f  he e   [4,5,12].  
I  de   e a  he ea  f   a a  f d g , e a a ed  ca c a ed 
DF b a  g he M e  a  (MP) a a  [13]. We f d ha  he e de c  
f he a a  f a  e ec   a e  he e de c  f PDM. B h f he  h  
he f de  ha e a ge  a a  ha  he h d de . H e e , he g e cc ed 
ec a  b a  (SOMO), h ch a  c b e   Eeff, a e a  ca ed  he 
hea  a   a  he f  ec e . I  add ,  he h d de , p b a   he hea  
a  c b e  he SOMO e ha   he f de , a d he ce, he h d de  ha e 
a ge  Eeff ha  he f de . The a ge  c b  f p d g a e f  he a e  
e e g  ga  a d a ge  e a  eg a  be ee  he a e ce b a  f each a   he 




The ec a  e e  e e ca c a ed a  he D ac-F c  (DF) a d he e a c 
c ed-c e  g e a d d b e (RCCSD) e e . The e ac  a ef c  |Ψ⟩ , f a 
a  a -b d  e  ca  be e   he f a e  f he c ed-c e  
e h d a  
,      (4.1) 
he e 𝑇   he c e  e a  a d |Φ0⟩   he efe e ce a ef c . I   
ca c a ,  a  ch e   be he DF a ef c  c e d g  he g d a e 
f he ec e, h ch a  a S a e  de e a  c ed f g e a c e f -
c e  .  
 The c e  e a  𝑇  def ed a   
   , (4.2) 
,    (4.3) 
he e 𝑁   he be  f e ec   he ec e. i a d j (a a d b) a e b a  d ce  
h ch a e cc ed ( cc ed)  |Φ0⟩. 𝑡  a d 𝑡  e e e  c e  a de  a d 𝑎 
a d 𝑎   a e he a h a  a d he c ea  e a , e ec e . I  h  , e ha e 
ed he CCSD a a  h ch  e e ed a  
 .     (4.4) 
The CCSD a a  c a  ce a  h ghe  de  e  ha  a e  e e   
he c f g a  e ac  g e  a d d b e  (CISD) a a . The ea  f  
h   he e e a  a e f he c ed-c e  a ef c  a  g e   E . (4.1), 
h ch g e  e  - ea  e .  
 The eEDM e ac   he ec e ed b    g e  b  he f g effec e 
e a  [16,17] 
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He e, de  he a e f he e ec  e ec c d e e , i  he ag a  , a d c 
 he eed f gh . E and J5 a e he f -c e  D ac a ce  a d p  he 
e  e a . The ab e e e  c  f he effec  f he e ec c f e d d e 
 b h he c e  a d he e ec   he ec e. 





  < < .    (4.6) 
The e a e  d e e  (PDM) f he ec e a  e a a ed b  g he 





Z  < < ¦ ¦r R ,      (4.7) 
he e NA a d Ne a e he a  be  f c e  a d e ec , e ec e . R a d r efe  
 he  ec  f e ec  a d c e , a d Z  he c ea  cha ge. 
 
4.3 Computational details 
 
O  ca c a  e e ba ed  he RCCSD a a  b  c b g he UTCHEM 
[19] a d DIRAC08 [20] c de . Eeff a  c ed b  he d f ed UTCHEM [21]. 
UTCHEM a  e ed f  he ge e a  f he D ac-F c  b a  a d he ec a  
b a  eg a  a f a  g he D ac-C b Ha a . DIRAC08 a  
ed f  he e a a  f he RCCSD a de .  
 I  h  , e ed e Ga a  ba  e . F  Yb a d Hg a , D a  
d b e- e a (DZ) a d ad e- e a (QZ) ba  e  [22] e e ed. F  H a d F a , 
Wa a abe  f -c e  ba  e  [23] e e ed  a  he ca c a . We added 
e d ff e a d a a  f c   each ab e ba  e . The e f c  e e 
a e  f  he D a  ba  e  f  Hg a d Yb [22], a d Sa  ba  e  [24] f  H, F 
a d Yb. The ba  e  ed f  Yb a d F e e a e a  ha  ed  he e   
[17]. I  he ca c a  f HgF a  he QZ e e , e f he d ff e Sa  ba  
f c , 1d1f, e e e ed f  F a   a d a c e ge ce b e . The e f 
he ba  e  e ed  h   a e h   Tab e 4.1 a d he ed e e a  
a a e e  a e h   ef. [25]. The c ff a e  f  he e e g e  f he a  
ec a  b a  f   ca c a  e e 80 a. . I   CCSD ca c a , a  he 
e ec   he ec e  c d be e c ed. The e e e a  b d e g h  e e ed f  
he ca c a  f YbH, YbF a d HgH ec e . The ed b d e g h f HgF a  
ed b  K ech  et al. g f -c e  F c - ace CCSD e e . The  a e 
2.0526, 2.0161, 1.7662 a d 2.00686 f  YbH [26], YbF [27], HgH [26] a d HgF [28], 






TABLE 4.1 Basis set information. 
Atom Basis set 
H All of the hydrides : 7s, 4p, 3d 
F HgF (QZ) : 13s, 10p, 3d, 2f 
  Other fluorides : 13s, 10p, 4d, 3f [17] 
Yb DZ : 24s, 19p, 13d, 8f, 1g [17] 
  QZ : 35s, 30p, 19d, 13f, 5g, 3h, 2i [17] 
Hg DZ : 24s, 19p, 12d, 9f, 1g 
  QZ : 34s, 30p, 19d, 13f, 6g, 4h, 1i 
 
The c e  a de , 𝑡  a d 𝑡  e e e a a ed g he RCCSD e h d, b  he 
e ec a  a e  e e ca c a ed b  g  he ea  e   he RCCSD 
a ef c , e  a  [17,29,30] 
 (4.8) 
The  a  c b  a e ca ed  h  ea e  h fea b e 
c a a  c . Eeff a d PDM f he ec e  e e e a ed b  g he ab e 
e a .  
 
4.4 Results and discussion 
 
Tab e 4.2 h   e  [17] a d e e  e  a  he DF a d CCSD e e  
g he D a -DZ a d QZ ba  e  f  a  he ec e  ha  e ha e c de ed. The 
a e  e  f  HgH ba ed  he e a c CCSD - ec  e h d h QZ ba  e  
ha  bee  e ed b  Sa a  et al. [18] a d he  a e a  g e   h  ab e. O  HgH 
e  ag ee  h ha  f Sa a  et al.  ab  4%. The e a e  a  d ag ee e  
be ee  he  e   d e  he d ffe e ce  he ba  e , he c ff e e g  a e 
f  CCSD, a d he a a  ade   e  ca c a . 
 
TABLE 4.2 Summary of the calculated results, Eeff, PDM and T1 diagnostic at the Dirac-
Fock and CCSD levels. 
property Eeff (GV/cm) PDM (D) T1 diagnostic 
method Dirac-Fock CCSD Dirac-Fock CCSD CCSD 
basis set DZ QZ DZ QZ DZ QZ DZ QZ DZ QZ 
YbH 21.5 21.8 25.9 31.3 2.61 2.62 2.56 2.93 0.0617 0.0275 
YbF [17] 17.9 18.2 21.9 23.2 3.20 3.20 3.37 3.59 0.0393 0.0311 
HgH 104.7 106.9 114.1 118.5 0.66 0.62 0.27 0.15 0.0230 0.0244 
HgHa [18] - 106.9 - 123.2 - - - - - - 
HgF 103.4 105.3 110.3 114.4 3.90 3.88 3.10 2.97 0.0231 0.0246 
aDyall.cv4z basis set was used for Hg atom, and cc-pCVQZ basis set was used for H 
atom. 















F  Yb a d Hg e , he h d de  ha e a ge  Eeff ha  he f de  a  b h he DF 
a d CCSD e e , b  f  PDM he e d   he e; .e. he a e  f he h d de  
a e a e  ha  h e f f de . Th   c a   c e a  d : ec e  
h a e  a a  d ha e a e  Eeff . The d ffe e ce   he a e  f Eeff 
be ee  he h d de  a d he f de  c ea e a  he CCSD e e  c a ed  he DF 
e e . The d ffe e ce  Eeff be ee  HgH a d HgF a  he CCSD a d QZ ba  e e   
ab  3.7 %, h ch  a e  ha  he e a ed c a a  e  (6 8%) b a ed 
f  he e e e a  c a   cha e  3 ( ee a  [17,20]). I  c a , he 
d ffe e ce  Eeff be ee  YbH a d YbF a  he a e e e   ab  26.2 %, h ch  
b a a  a ge  ha  he ab e e a ed e . The ef e e c c de h ce a  
ha  he h d de  ha e a ge  Eeff ha  he f de  a  ea   Yb e .  
E ec  c e a  c ea e  Eeff f  a  he ec e  e ha e c de ed, b   
c ea e  he PDM f  he Yb e  a d dec ea e  ha  f  he Hg e . The PDM 
a e  f YbF, HgF, a d YbH a e e a e  a ge (3.59 2.93), b  he PDM f HgH  
e a  (0.15 D), c a ed  he he  h ee ec e . Th   a a e  
e a ed f  he d ffe e ce  he e ec ega e  be ee  he a  ha  a e  
he e ec e . The a e  f he A ed-R ch  e ec ega e  f h d ge , 
f e, e b , a d e c  a e 2.20, 4.10, 1.06 a d 1.44, e ec e  [31,32]. The 
a ge  d ffe e ce  he e ec ega e   be ee  f e (4.10) a d e b  (1.06) 
a d he ca c a ed PDM  YbF  a  he a ge  (3.59D). S a , he de  f he 
d ffe e ce  be ee  he e ec ega e  f he  a   he a e a  he de  f 
PDM  f he ec e  he  a e    ca c a .  
The e a h  be ee  PDM a d Eeff  c e e  he ca e f HgH. Th  
ec e ha  he a ge  Eeff  e f e g he a e  PDM. A  e ed  4.1 
I d c ,   c   h  ha  a ec e h a  a a  d  ha e 
a a ge Eeff. The ea  a e ha  ( ) he b d   c a d ( ) he e ec c f e d c ea ed 
 he ec e  a e  ha  he a  ec e, a d f e  de  a e  s-p 
g. 
   T  c a f  he ea  f h  d c e a c , e e f ed he M e  a  (MP) 
a a  [13] b  d f g UTCHEM. MP d ca e  he be  f e ec  be g  
each a c b a   a ec e. Tab e 4.3 h  he a  MP f a  he cc ed b a  
a  he DF e e . The c b  f g, h a d i b a  f he hea  a  a d h e f d 
a d f b a  f he gh  a  a e  a  ha  e  he   he ab e. F  Tab e 
4.3, he be  f s e ec  f he hea  a  ( .e. Yb  Hg) f  a  he ec e  
dec ea e  f  12, h ch  he be  f s e ec   he e a  Yb  Hg a . I  
c a , he be  f p e ec  f he hea  a  c ea e  f  24, he be  f 
p e ec   he e a  a . (The ea  f  h  c ea e d be s-p g  
SOMO, h ch  be e a ed a e .) F  he gh  a  ( .e. H  F), he be  f s 
e ec  c ea e   h d ge  a d he be  f p e ec  c ea e   f e. I  ca  
be ee  f  he a  MP f each a   Tab e 4.3 ha  h d ge   f e bec e  
h gh  a c  YbH, YbF, a d HgF. The cha ge d ffe e ce  be ee  he e a  a  
a e 0.59, 0.81, a d 0.54  YbH, YbF, HgF, e ec e . I  c a , he h d ge  a  





e  a e c e  h he e d f  ca c a ed PDM  ( .e. a  PDM  HgH) a d 
 e ec a   h  ba  f he e ec ega e  f he a .  
 
 
TABLE 4.3 MP of all the electrons in YbH, YbF, HgH and HgF. Hea  a  de e  
the sum of the MPs of the s, p, d and f b a  f he hea  a  a d L gh  a  de e  
the sum of the MPs of the s and p of the light atoms. This representation is same to table 
4.4. 
  YbH YbF HgH HgF 
Heavy (s) 10.91 10.87 11.38 11.12 
Heavy (p) 24.33 24.15 24.52 24.31 
Heavy (d) 20.17 20.16 29.94 29.96 
Heavy (f) 14.01 14.01 14.01 14.05 
Heavy total 69.41 69.18 79.85 79.44 
Light (s) 1.58 4.01 1.12 3.96 
Light (p) 0.01 5.81 0.02 5.59 
Light total 1.59 9.81 1.14 9.54 
 
I  c a   PDM, h ch de e d   a  he cc ed b a , Eeff a  he DF e e  
 de e d   he SOMO. Th   beca e he c b  f he c ed he  b a  
ca ce    he ca c a  f Eeff [17]. Tab e 4.4 h  he MP   f  he SOMO 
c b . I  YbH, YbF a d HgF, he a  MP  f he gh  a   SOMO  a e e  
ha  0.01. I  HgH, he a  MP f h d ge   SOMO  0.17, h ch  a e b gge  
ha  he e   he he  ec e . H e e , he SOMO  HgH   a  ca ed 
 Hg, a d he ce,  ca  ha e a a ge Eeff.  
 
TABLE 4.4 MP of SOMO electron in YbH, YbF, HgH and HgF. 
  YbH YbF HgH HgF 
Heavy (s) 0.68 0.86 0.40 0.71 
Heavy (p) 0.27 0.13 0.40 0.18 
Heavy (d) 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 
Heavy (f) 2×10-5 3×10-4 4×10-3 3×10-3 
Heavy to-
tal 
0.98 1.01 0.83 0.93 
Light (s) 0.02 -4×10-3 0.17 0.01 
Light (p) 6×104 -2×10-3 0.01 0.06 
Light total 0.02 -0.01 0.17 0.07 
 
 I  e f he a e  MP  f he hea  a   SOMO , h d de  ha e a ge  Eeff 
ha  he f de . The ea  f  h  c d be e a ed b  he c b  f he a  
6p b a  f he hea  a   SOMO. I  he f  ec e , he a e ce 6s b a  f 
he hea  a  a  c b e  he SOMO , b  he a  6p b a  ca  a  





SOMO  a  f  a - e  a e f Eeff, a d he a ge s-p g  a hea  a  
ca  c ea e Eeff [33]. He ce he a ge  s p g ( .e. he a ge  c b  f p 
orbitals), h ch  h   ab e 4.4  e a ed  he a ge  a e  f Eeff  he h d de .  
We    h  he h d de  ha e a ge  s-p g  ha  he f de . I  
ec e , he s a d p b a  be g g  he a e a  ca  g  e ac  h 
each he  d ec . Th   beca e he e a  f he  b a   e  d e  he 
h g a  f a c b a  [14]. (S c  ea g, he  ca  e ac  d ec  beca e 
f he c ea  e a  f he gh  a   he ec a  Ha a , b  he e ac  
d be a .)  
The s-p g   he ec e  ca  be e e ed b  he b a  e ac  he  
[14, 15]. I  h  he ,  a c b a  ca  g  e ac  h each he  a d f  
a ec a  b a , f he a c b a  (AO) e e g  d ffe e ce  a  a d he e a  
eg a  f he  b a   a ge. I  h  he , he 6s a d 6p b a  a e ed b  he 
f g  e . ( ) The 6s f he hea  a  e ac  h he a e ce s  p b a  
f he gh  a . ( ) The a e ce b a  f he gh  a  e ac  h he 6p a  
b a  f he hea  a . I  h  - e  ce , 6s a d 6p ca    SOMO d ec  
a d e ed a e g f he a e ce b a  f he gh  a   a  f  6s-6p 
g. I  he f g a ag a h, e c de   he effec  f e  ( ) f  c .  
Table 4.5 shows the AO energy differences and overlap integrals between 6s orbital 
of the heavy atoms and the valence orbital of the light atoms for the four molecules. The 
orbital energies were obtained from atomic DF calculations using the GRASP2K code 
[34]. The overlap integrals were obtained by using the contracted Dyall QZ basis sets for 
the heavy atoms and the contracted Watanabe basis sets for the light atoms. These energy 
differences show negative correlation with the SOMO-MPs of p orbitals of the heavy 
atoms. Besides, these overlap integrals show positive correlation with the MPs. From 
these results, the AO energy differences and overlap integrals would be related to the s-p 
mixing, as the orbital interaction theory suggests. It is also possible to explain why s-p 
mixing in HgF is larger than in YbF because of the smaller energy difference in HgF. The 
energy diagram for the atomic and molecular orbital energies of the four molecules is 






TABLE 4.5 The comparison of the AO energy differences between 6s orbital of the heavy 
atoms and the valence orbital of the light atoms for the four molecules, the overlap inte-
grals and the p components of the heavy atoms of SOMO-MPs. The energies of valence 
orbitals of H, F, Yb and Hg (1s, 2p3/2, 6s and 6s) were evaluated from the ground state of 
the neutral atoms by GRASP2K.  
 YbH YbF HgH HgF 
energy difference (a.u.) 
(heavy 6s -light valence) 0.30 0.54 0.17 0.41 
Overlap integral 
(heavy 6s - light valence) 0.38 -0.06 0.42 -0.12 
SOMO-MP of p orbital 
of heavy atom 
0.27 0.13 0.40 0.18 
 
The a e  e e g  d ffe e ce a d he a ge  e a  eg a  ha  e ha e efe ed  
ea e , h e e , d  be   Eeff a d  a a  c ea e . The e a e  
ea  f  h . F , he e   f  a a ge a e f Eeff  he balance be ee  s a d 
p b a . If he c b  f he p b a  f he hea  a  c ea e , he  ha  f he 
s b a  ece a  dec ea e . F  e a e, he c e d g c b  f he s 
b a  f Hg  HgH  a e  ha     HgF, beca e he c b  f he p b a  
f Hg  HgH  a ge  ha     he ca e f HgF. The e  e   ha  he Eeff f  HgH 
 a e a ge  ha  f  HgF, a h gh f  YbH   e a e  a ge  ha   YbF. Sec d , 
he  he e e g  d ffe e ce  a e ,   he 6p b a  f he hea  a  b  a  
he a e ce b a  f he gh  a  a ge  c b e   SOMO. S ce he a  MP  
SOMO  a a  e, he a ge c b  f he gh  a  ead   a dec ea e  he 
c b  f he hea  a   SOMO, a  he MP f  HgH d ca e . I  YbH, YbF a d 
HgF, he a  MP  f he hea  a   SOMO a e e ha  0.9, b  ha  f HgH  
0.83. Tha  a e  MP f he hea  a  d be he ea  h  HgH ha  a gh  
a ge  Eeff ha  HgF. If he e e g  d ffe e ce e e e  c ed  e , he a e ce b a  
f he gh  a  d g ea  c b e  SOMO. A  a e , he SOMO e ec  






FIG.4.1 Energy diagram of the AO energies of H, F, Yb and Hg atom, and the SOMO 
and SOMO -1 energies of YbH, YbF, HgH and HgF. The energies of the valence occu-
pied orbitals of H, F, Yb and Hg (1s, 2p, 6s and 6s) were evaluated from the ground 
states of the atoms. The 6p orbital energies of Yb and Hg were evaluated from the ex-
cited state of the atoms whose valence electron configurations are 6s16p1. The atomic 
calculations were based on GRASP2K [26]. MO energies of the four molecules were 






The a a  e ha e e e ed ab e  ba ed  he b a  e ac  he . I  ca  
e a  h  he h d de  ha e a ge  s-p g   SOMO ha  he f de  a d   
he ea  h  he h d de  ha e a c a a e  a ge  Eeff. The e e a a  a e  
b e b  he c e a  dea ba ed  he e ec c a a  f ec e . I  
add ,  dea d he   ea ch f  e  ca d da e ec e  h a ge Eeff. Ba ed 
 he K a  he e , e a  a a e  e a e AO e e g  d ffe e ce  f  
e e e a  a  e e g e  (IE). He ce, e ca  de f  e ec e  h ch 
d ha e a ge s-p g   SOMO, a d ha  d be he f   gge  e  
ca d da e ec e  h a ge Eeff. 
F  he  f e  f eEDM e e e , f de  a e e ab e f  he 
beam e e e  ha  h d de , beca e f he  a ge  PDM a d a e  a a  
c a  B. O  he he  ha d, HgH ec e  ab e f  a solid-state e e e , 
beca e f  a e  PDM h ch c ea e  he a  de  a  [35]. A  e 
e ed ab e, d ffe e  a e  a e a  f  d ffe e  eEDM e e e . 
H e e , a a ge a e f Eeff  e f he a  fac  h ch  c   all f 
he e e e . O  e e  , h ch e  a ge e a  echa  f  




We f d ha  he h d de  (YbH, HgH) ha e a ge  a e  f Eeff ha  he f de  
(YbF, HgF) a d e a ed he ea  f  h  g he M e  a  a a  a d 
he b a  e ac  he . The c e a  c ce  ha  ec e  h a  
a a  ha e a  s-p g a d Eeff, c d  e a  he e d f Eeff f  he 
f de  a d h d de . I ead, e c de  he g f s a d p b a   SOMO 
d be de ed f  he e e g  d ffe e ce a d e a  eg a  f he a e ce b a  
f he  a  ba ed  he b a  e ac  he . I  ha  bee  a g ed  he ba  
f b a  e ac  he  ha  a ge s-p g  SOMO  e e a   ea ch f  e  
ca d da e  f  eEDM e e e . F  ec e , h ch ca  be de c bed b  a g e 
efe e ce e h d, e d ad  he a ach e e ed  h  cha e   f d he  
ec e  h a ge Eeff. S ce he a c a e ce e e g   e a   he a  e e g  
 he ba  f he K a  he e , he a c b a  e e g  d ffe e ce  ca  be 
a a e  e a ed f  e e e a  a  e e g e . Th  ca  fac a e he 
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Analysis of large effective electric fields and S-PS coefficients in group 
12 monofluoride molecules 
 
The following work was published in: A. Sunaga, V. S. Prasannaa, M. Abe, M. Hada, 




The electric dipole moment of the electron (eEDM, or de) is a consequence of simul-
taneous violations of parity (P) and time reversal (T) symmetries [1-4]. It is of great in-
terest in constraining theories beyond the Standard Model (BSM) of particle physics [5,6], 
and also in providing insights into the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe [7,8]. 
To extract the eEDM, experiments use heavy polar diatomic molecules [9-11]. 
Also of interest in fundamental physics is the P and T violating scalar-pseudoscalar 
(S-PS) interaction. This is a type of interaction between electrons and nuclei, but it re-
quires not a scalar Higgs like in the Standard Model, but a Higgs with scalar and pseudo-
scalar components, for example, in the aligned two-Higgs doublet model [12]. This inter-
action is also T violating like the eEDM, and can shed light on the baryon asymmetry in 
the Universe. The coupling constant associated with this interaction is the S-PS interac-
tion constant, ks, and determining it is important for BSM physics, just as in the case of 
de.  
In an experiment on a paramagnetic molecule, one measures the shift in its energy, 
due to de and ks. The energy shift due to eEDM is given by the negative of the product of 
de and an effective electric field, Eeff. In the case of the S-PS interaction, the quantity 
analogous to Eeff is the S-PS coefficient, Ws. The energy shifts that are experimentally 
measured have been smaller than their errors so far, and therefore, the eEDM and S-PS 
interaction have not been discovered yet. Since an experiment actually measures both the 
eEDM and the S-PS interaction, one actually sets one quantity to zero, and obtains a 
bound on the other. However, if we measure two energy shifts using two different sys-
tems, both the quantities can be obtained without assuming that the other is zero.  
Molecules with larger Eeff and Ws are experimentally more favorable because they 
lead to higher sensitivity. According to semi-empirical formulas for atomic enhancement 
factor K [13] and molecular Eeff [14], not only Z but also the effective radial quantum 
number Q  contributes to K and Eeff. Q is directly related to the net screened charge expe-
rienced by the unpaired electron, and this mainly depends on the group of the periodic 
table. An example of the screening effect is the contraction of the valence s orbital for 
group 12 atoms, arising from the weak screening by the outermost d electrons [15]. A 
study on the enhancement factor associated with the anapole moment with Z was per-
formed, on group 12 monohydrides [16]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the 
contribution of the screening effect to Eeff and Ws has never been clearly discussed previ-
ously.  





Cn, where Cd, Hg, and Cn are group-12 elements) using the Dirac-Fock (DF) and rela-
tivistic Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles (CCSD) methods.  
Our results show that the group 12 monofluorides, CdF and HgF, have larger values of 
Eeff and Ws than their heavier group 2 counterparts, BaF and RaF, respectively. We explain 
the reason of the enhancement for group 12 monofluorides from the viewpoint of the 
contraction of the valence wavefunction. We confirm the occurrence of this contraction, 
by performing atomic orbital calculations, using the GRASP2K package [17]. The con-
traction is due to the weak screening effect of (n-1)d electrons, where n is principal quan-
tum number of the valence orbital. We also show that the departure from the expected Z 
dependence in group 12 and 2 fluoride molecules is only found in molecular Eeff and Ws, 
and not in the atomic enhancement factors of group 12 and 2 cations.  
We also find from our results that the ratio Ws/Eeff itself monotonically increases with 
the atomic number Z of the heavier atom, although Eeff and Ws do not. Based on the result, 
we propose two new candidate molecules for experiment, SrF and CdF. We discuss their 
suitability based on a recent experimental proposal by Vutha et al [18], as well as the 
theoretical advantages of the molecules, which is that they possess smaller values of 




For numerical calculations, we employed an effective eEDM operator, effeEDMH  [19], 






H icd EJ  ¦ p . (5.1)        




We used Gaussian-type distribution function for UA  similar to the reference [21]. In this 
chapter, we discuss Ws only for the heavy atoms (X = Sr, Cd, Ba, Yb, Hg, Ra and Cn). As 
mentioned earlier, we used the relativistic CCSD method to obtain the coupled cluster 
wavefunction, <  which is written using the reference wavefunction 0)  (the DF 
wavefunction in this case) as follows: 
    (5.3) 
 
Here, T  is the cluster operator. In the CCSD method, T  is truncated as 1 2T T T  , where 
1T  and 2T  are single and double excitation operators, respectively. The details of the 
CCSD method are given elsewhere [22]. Eeff and Ws were calculated by using only the 
linear terms in the coupled cluster wavefunction as Eq. (5.4) shows, because the dominant 
contributions come from them.  
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The subscript N means that the operator, effeEDM,NH  is normal ordered, and C means that 
only the connected terms are taken into account [23]. Ws can be evaluated in a similar 
manner.  
 
5.3 Computational details 
 
The DF and the CCSD computations were carried out in the modified UTChem 
[19,21,24] and the DIRAC08 [25] codes, respectively. We used the multi-configurational 
Dirac-Fock method in the GRASP2K package to obtain the valence s and p orbitals for 
the heavier of the two atoms in each molecule, in the chosen set of molecules. We chose 
uncontracted, kinetically balanced [26] Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTOs). For the heavy 
atoms, we employed D a  triple zeta (TZ) basis sets [27] with polarization functions, 
while for F, we used Wa a abe  basis set [28], with polarization functions from Sapporo 
basis set [29]. Cn is an exception, where we chose a D a  double zeta (DZ) basis set 
[30] without the polarization functions to avoid convergence problems. The details of the 
basis sets are shown in ref. [31]. We chose the following values of bond lengths (in Ang-
stroms) for the molecules: SrF: 2.075 [32], CdF: 1.991 [33], BaF: 2.16 [32], YbF: 2.0161 
[32] HgF: 2.00686 [34], RaF: 2.24 [35], and CnF: 2.070 [30].  In the calculation of Ws, 
we obtained the root-mean-squared nuclear charge radiuses, by using eq. (20) in [36]. We 
chose the following mass numbers for the calculations: Sr: 88, Cd: 114, Ba: 138, Yb: 174, 
Hg: 202, Ra: 223, and Cn: 285 (The isotopes of Sr, Cd, Ba, and Hg are the most abundant 
isotopes in nature. The isotope of Yb is the one used in the eEDM experiment [9]. The 
isotope of Ra is the same one that is used for the previous work [35]. the isotope of Cn 
has the longest half-time). In the CCSD calculations, we cut off the virtual spinors with 
orbital energy above 80 a.u..  
 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
 
Table 5.1 gives the results of our calculations for Eeff, Ws and Ws/Eeff, both at the DF 
and the CCSD levels (we show only the absolute values for simplicity). The absolute 
values of both the properties increase with the atomic number of the heavier atom (Z), 
except in the case of CdF and HgF. The values for Eeff for CdF and HgF are about twice 
as large as that for BaF and RaF respectively, even though Ba and Ra have a larger Z 
values than Cd and Hg respectively. Seeing from another point of view, we could say that 





the magnitude relationship between BaF (RaF) and CdF (HgF) is important, defining the 
normal one (2- or 12- group) does not matter. 
 
TABLE 5.1 Summary of the calculated results, Eeff (GV/cm), Ws (kHz) and 
Ws(kHz)/Eeff(GV/cm) at the Dirac-Fock and CCSD levels. 
  SrF CdF BaF YbF HgF RaF 
Method DF CCSD DF CCSD DF CCSD DF CCSD DF CCSD DF CCSD 
Eeff 1.5 2.1 9.1 10.9 4.8 6.6 18.2 22.3 105.3 114.9 42.2 54.5 
Ws 1.4 1.9 9.9 12.1 6.2 8.4 31.7 39.0 237.6 264.7 114.2 146.8 
Ws/Eeff 0.93 0.90 1.09 1.11 1.29 1.27 1.74 1.75 2.26 2.30 2.71 2.69 
 
The tendencies of Eeff and Ws calculated at the DF and CCSD method are same, in 
that the dominant contribution to the final result at the CCSD level comes from the DF 
term. Hence, we focus on the DF states and analyze the contribution from singly occupied 
molecular orbitals (SOMO). At the Kramers restricted DF level, only the SOMO contrib-
utes to the values of Eeff and Ws. We show the results of Mulliken population (MP) anal-
ysis [37] for the SOMOs in Table 5.2. MP indicates the contributions of each atomic 
orbital to SOMO. From this table, MPs of s orbitals belonging to the heavier atom are by 
far the largest, followed by the contributions of the p1/2 orbitals. The reason why the con-
tributions of the p1/2 orbitals are larger in group 12 molecules can be explained by the 
orbital interaction theory [38]. However, the larger s-p mixings are not the main reason 
for the larger values of Eeff and Ws in group 12, as shown in the reference [39]. The s and 
p orbitals of the heavier atoms mainly contribute to the properties, as shown in Tables 5.3 
and 5.4 and we do not discuss the other orbitals, because their contributions are negligible.  
Table 5.3 and 5.4 show the DF contributions to Eeff and Ws, arising from the mixing 
of the heavier a  1 2
Ls  (i.e. large component of s1/2) and the 1 2
Sp  (i.e. small compo-
nent of p1/2) basis sets, and the 1 2
Lp  and 1 2
Ss  basis sets. For example, the terms of the 
former, denoted by, 1 2 1 2
L Ss p  in Eeff and Ws are calculated, respectively, as follows  
* 2
, , 1 2, 1 2,4
SL
ps NN
L S L S
s k p l k l
k l
ci C C s p ¦¦ p   (5.5)  
 *F , , 1 2, 1 2,2 2
SL
ps NN
L S L S
s k p l k l
k l
G Zi C C s r pU¦¦    (5.6) 
Here, k and l are the labels for basis set spinors of 1 2
Ls  and 1 2
Sp  respectively, and C is a 
molecular orbital coefficient of the SOMO. Z and  rU  are the nuclear charge and nu-
clear charge density of the heavier atom, respectively. The derivation of Eqs. (5.5) and 








TABLE 5.2 M e  P a  f SOMO  XH ec e . O  he s a d p1/2 
c e  f he hea e  a  a e h . 
  SrF CdF BaF YbF HgF RaF 
  large small large small large small Large small large small large small 
s  0.89 1×10-5 0.79 3×10-5 0.92 1×10-5 0.85 2×10-5 0.72 4×10-5 0.95 2×10-5 
p1/2  0.14 2×10-6 0.19 6×10-6 0.11 2×10-6 0.13 3×10-6 0.17 9×10-6 0.08 2×10-6 
 
 
TABLE 5.3 Dec ed DF a  e e e  f Eeff (GV/c )  he c b  f 










TABLE 5.4 Dec ed DF a  e e e  f Ws ( H )  he c b  f he 










Since the summation of the two terms ( 1 2 1 2
L Ss p  and 1 2 1 2
L Sp s ) is close to the DF 
value, and since the summation of the other contributions cancel in a way that they do not 
add up significantly, we can conclude that these two terms dominantly contribute to it. In 
the case of Eeff, there are large cancellations between the two terms, and the value that 
remains determines its total value. In contrast, in the case of Ws, the contribution of 
1 2 1 2
L Ss p  is always dominant, and this can be interpreted as being due to the form of the 
operator, Ws that contains the nuclear charge density. Treating the nuclear charge density 
as a delta function at the nuclear region, we can see that only the 1 2 1 2
L Ss p  term survives, 
since the large component of s1/2 and the small component of p1/2 , which is the s-type 
function, both have overlap at the nucleus, unlike the 1 2 1 2
L Sp s  term, where the latter does 
not overlap with the nucleus. Thus, in the case of 1 2 1 2
L Ss p , the overlap between nuclear 
Large-Small SrF CdF BaF YbF HgF RaF 
1 2
Ls - 1 2
Sp  -18.6 -71.6 -26.2 -61.1 -266.4 -83.7 
1 2
Lp - 1 2
Ss  20.0 80.9 31.0 79.1 372.9 125.7 
Summation of  above terms 1.5 9.2 4.8 18.0 106.5 42.0 
Total value (DF) 1.5 9.1 4.8 18.2 105.3 42.2 
Small-Large SrF CdF BaF YbF HgF RaF 
1 2
Ls - 1 2
Sp  1.4 10.0 6.2 32.6 246.9 120.2 
1 2
Lp - 1 2
Ss  -0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.9 -9.4 -5.8 
Summation of above terms 1.4 9.9 6.1 31.7 237.5 114.4 





charge distribution and electronic wavefunction becomes much larger than the other com-
binations. This result is consistent with the discussion in a textbook [40], which mentions 
the behavior of the valence orbital in short-range is important. 
As shown in Table 5.1, Eeff and Ws do not always increase monotonically with Z. To 
explain this tendency, we analyze the valence atomic orbitals of the heavier atoms in the 
vicinity of the nucleus. In order to understand the distributions of the valence orbitals, we 
calculated the radial functions of the valence ns and np1/2 orbitals of the heavier atoms by 
using the GRASP2K package [17]. We observe that the order of the contraction of the 
wavefunction in descending order is Hg, Ra, Yb, Cd, Ba, and Sr, in the regions close to 
the nucleus, and this is of the same order of Eeff and Ws (The radial functions of large and 
small components are shown in Figs. B.1-B.4 in Appendix B).  
The contraction of the wavefunction in the nuclear region is also experimentally val-
idated, by considering the hyperfine fields (Hhyp) [41]. Hhyp is a measure of the density of 
the unpaired electron in the nuclear region, and is directly proportional to the experimen-
tally measurable hyperfine coupling constant. The Cd and Hg atoms have larger hyperfine 
fields (Hhyp) than Ba and Ra atoms respectively, as shown in Table 5.5. The tighter con-
tractions of the valence orbitals of Cd and Hg atoms can be explained by the weak screen-
ing effect of 4d and 5d electrons, respectively.  
 






Next, we discuss the correlation between the atomic wavefunction inside the nucleus 
and the molecular Eeff and Ws. For the analysis of Eeff, we used the form of the eEDM 
Hamiltonian which includes Eint explicitly [43]. This is rewritten in the following way:  
 
elec elec




E E    ª º¬ ¼¦ ¦Σ E I I Σ E ,  (5.7) 
where I4 is a four-dimensional unit matrix. The expectation value of the first term on the 
right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (5.7) is zero [44], while the second term, which contains the 
coupling of small-small components, lead to a non-zero expectation value. We already 
showed in Table 5.3 that the heavier a  s1/2 and p1/2 orbitals dominantly constitutes 
to the bulk of Eeff, at the DF level. And, since Eeff is sensitive in the near-nuclear region, 
it is reasonable to look for how the property correlates with the orbitals in that region. 
Therefore, in Fig. 5.1, we plot Eeff vs Qns(r')Qnp(r'), which is the product of the radial part 
of the heavier a  valence 1 2
Ss  and 1 2
Sp , at the nuclear region. In this case, we take 
the value of r' = 1.03×10-7 (a. u.), as the closest point to the center of the nucleus calculated 
using GRASP2K. The radial functions were obtained using the GRASP2K program.  
We observe from Fig. 5.1 that Eeff correlates with the 1 2
Ss  and 1 2
Sp  orbitals in the 
 Sr+ Cd+ Ba+ Yb+ Hg+ Ra+ 





nuclear region. In the case of Ws, we observe that the electronic wavefunction of 1 2
Ls  and 
1 2
Sp  correlates to the expectation value, shown in Fig. 5.2. This correlation indicates that 
the tendency of molecular Eeff and Ws could possibly be explained by the atomic orbitals 
in the nuclear region.  This line of reasoning is what links Eeff with the weak screening 
effects in the nuclear region, enabling us to attribute the large values in group 12 mono-





FIG. 5.1. Correlation between Qns(r')Qnp(r') and Eeff 
 
 
FIG. 5.2. Correlation between Pns(r')Qnp(r') and Ws 
 
We also mention that the atomic enhancement factors K for relevant paramagnetic 
cations (Group 12 and 2) show different trends, as compared to the molecular properties, 
Eeff and Ws. The values of K (41.2, 111.6, 315.0 and 812.5 for Cd+, Ba+, Hg+ and Ra+, 





increase with Z. This is due to the difference between the s-p mixings in the atomic and 
molecular cases [39]. 
We can now explain the reason for the large values of Eeff and Ws in group 12 fluo-
rides (CdF and HgF), using the idea of the weak screening effect of (n-1)d electrons. 
Extending our reasoning to CnF, we find that the values of Eeff and Ws at the CCSD level 
are 662 GV/cm and 3360 kHz respectively, which are much larger than those of any other 
XF molecules. A detailed account of the higher relativistic effects in d-block elements are 
given in the references [45,46].  
Although the values of Eeff and Ws in the group 12 monofluorides are larger than those 
of their group 2 counterparts, the ratio Ws/Eeff monotonically increases with Z, as shown 
in Table 5.1. This means that the weak screening effects do not seem to contribute to their 
ratios. The larger the difference between the ratios Ws/Eeff for two given molecules, the 
cleaner the separation of de and ks, and therefore, one could preferably choose a lighter 
and a heavier system, in order to determine the individual values of de and ks. The present 
leading candidates, ThO, YbF and HfF+, are heavy systems. We would have to focus on 
lighter systems. 
Based on these findings, we propose SrF and CdF as new candidate molecules for 
experiment. Their effective electric fields and S-PS constants are not very large. However, 
they possess two major advantages. The first is in view of recent experimental proposal 
by Vutha et al, where they propose to embed the molecules in a solid matrix of inert gas 
atoms [18]. Their approach can result in statistical sensitivities that are far beyond the 
current best values, due to the large number of molecules that can be trapped, as well as 
the long precession times, for each molecule. The second advantage is a natural f e 
g ; these molecules have smaller values of Ws/Eeff (see Table 5.1) than ThO (2.84) 
[47], YbF (1.76, see Table 5.1) and HfF+ (1.75) [48], but Eeff and Ws are not small enough 
that SrF and CdF are no longer good eEDM candidates. For example, the Eeff of CdF is 
larger than BaF, on which an eEDM experiment is currently under preparation [49], and 
the reason for its larger Eeff is due to weak screening effects, as explained earlier. In ad-
dition, the smaller computational costs for SrF and CdF, as compared to heavier systems, 
are useful to us, since we can incorporate very accurately relativistic and correlation ef-
fects, as well as employ larger basis, and it becomes relatively much easier to get accurate 




In summary, we find that group 12 molecules have larger values of Eeff and Ws than 
group 2 molecules. The reason for this is that the valence s and p orbitals of Cd and Hg 
are contracted more than their counterparts, Ba and Ra, respectively. These contractions 
are due to the weak screening effects of the (n-1)d electrons in group 12 atoms. The ratio 
Ws/Eeff increases with Z, and this behavior is different from those of Eeff and Ws. Based 
on these results, we propose new candidate molecules, SrF and CdF. Both of them have 
a smaller Ws/Eeff than ThO, YbF and HfF+. The experiment for these molecules can be 
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Analysis of effective electric fields and S-PS coefficients in heavy-heavy 
diatomic molecules 
 
The following work was published in: A. Sunaga, M. Abe, M. Hada, and B. P. Das, 




An electric dipole moment of an electron (eEDM) arises from the violations of parity 
(P) and time (T) reversal symmetries. The value of the eEDM (de) in the standard model 
(SM) is very small, the order of 10-38 e cm [1 3], but many of the particle physics models 
beyond the SM (BSM) predict values that are many orders of magnitude larger [1 3]. 
Since the measuring the eEDM value in SM is practically impossible at the current stage, 
a non-zero eEDM would be an unambiguous signature of the BSM. 
The Scalar-pseudoscalar (S-PS) interaction between nucleons and electrons is a P, 
T-odd interaction like the eEDM interaction, and its coupling constant is referred to as 
the S-PS interaction constant (ks) [4,5]. The S-PS interaction is also a probe of new phys-
ics beyond the SM, and it has been studied in extensions of the SM, like the multi-Higgs 
models; e.g. the minimal supersymmetric standard model [6,7] and the aligned two-Higgs-
doublet model (A2HDM)  [8]. The energy shift due to the eEDM and the S-PS interac-
tions could be observed in an experiment using a paramagnetic system. 
The two roles of the theoretical calculation for the eEDM search are i) determining 
the effective electric field (Eeff) and the S-PS coefficient (Ws) accurately for some target 
molecules, and ii) proposing candidate molecules suitable for eEDM searches. The focus 
of this chapter are related to the latter one. 
Since the sensitivity of the experiment increases as Eeff and Ws become large, it is im-
portant to understand the mechanisms that enhance Eeff and Ws. The mechanism of mix-
ing s and p orbitals is discussed in previous works for Eeff and Ws, because the matrix 
elements of P, T-odd operators have non-zero values only for the states with different 
parities (e.g. <s1/2|𝑂|p1/2>). It appeared from the early work of Sandars in 1964 [9] that 
molecules with large electric polarization have larger effective electric fields. In this idea, 
the molecular wavefunction is approximately expanded by heavier atomic s and p orbitals 
in the diatomic molecule (e.g. [10,11]), and their mixing (s-p mixing) occurs by electric 
field of the anion of the molecule with polarization [12]. This idea is now commonly ac-
cepted [13 15]. However, recently, we explained in chapther 4 (see also ref. [16]) that 
YbH and HgH have larger Eeff than YbF and HgF, although their polarizations are smaller. 
In that chapter, d a c ec e  a e  de d a  hea  a   he e ec c 
f e d, h ch  d ced b  he e ec  g  he gh e  a . The echa  f 





with weaker polarization also have large Eeff can be extended to different kinds of mole-
cules. Gaul et al. calculated Eeff and Ws for several hydrides, nitrides, oxides, and fluorides, 
and showed that non-fluorides could also have large Eeff and  Ws [17]. 
In view of the above background, diatomic molecules containing two heavy atoms 
(heavy- heavy molecules) become attractive. Even though the electronegativities of heavy 
atoms are much smaller than that of fluorine atom, heavy-heavy molecules might have 
large Eeff. If the effective electric fields coming from two heavy atoms constructively 
contribute to the total molecular Eeff, then heavy-heavy molecules might have larger Eeff 
than heavy-fluorides. In previous works, however, it has not been reported that heavy- 
heavy molecules have larger Eeff than heavy-light systems. Meyer et al. proposes Alkali-
Yb and Alkaline earth-Yb systems [14], but the signs of Eeff coming from the two heavy 
atoms in the molecules are always opposite. As a result, the overall Eeff decreases; e.g., 
Eeff(Yb) and Eeff(Sr) in YbSr+ are -21.9 and 10.6 (GV/cm), respectively, and the overall 
Eeff is -11.3 (GV/cm). Prasannaa et al. proposed HgBr and HgI [18], which are also heavy-
heavy systems, but their Eeff are smaller than HgF (Eeff for HgF, HgBr, and HgI are 115.4, 
109.3 and 109.3 (GV/cm) at the CCSD level, respectively). 
The permanent dipole moment (PDM) of the molecule is another important quantity 
for the eEDM experiments using 261/2 molecules. PDM is directly related to the orienta-
tion of the molecules, and a large PDM decreases the systematic error of the experiment. 
Many candidate molecules with 261/2 includes halogens; e.g. BaF [11,13,19,20], YbF [21
23], HgF [11,24], HgX (X = Cl, Br, and I) [18], PbF [24 26], RaF [27 31]. 
One of the reasons for this would be that molecules containing a halogen (especially, 
fluorine) have larger PDMs than other molecules, because of the large electronegativity of 
the halogen. However, PDM also depends on how much the polarized charges are sepa-
rated in the molecule; i.e., PDM may depend on the molecular bond length. From this, 
heavy-heavy molecules, which have larger bond lengths than fluorides, may have larger 
PDM than fluorides. However, the contribution of the molecular bond length to PDM has 
never been discussed in the context of eEDM searches. (We should note that the spatial 
extent of the charge distribution also contributes to the PDM, although we do not discuss 
this effect in this chapter. Molecular examples with counterintuitive PDM are known that 
can be traced back to the effect of the spatial charge distribution.) 
In this chapter, we have calculated Eeff, Ws, and PDM for RaF, RaX (X = Cl, Br, I, and 
At) and RaZ (Z = Cu, Ag, and Au) molecules at the Dirac-Fock (DF) and the relativistic 
coupled cluster singles and doubles (RCCSD) methods. We find that all the RaX and RaZ 
except for RaAu have larger Eeff than RaF at the CCSD level. Eeff of RaAu (55.6 GV/cm) 
is almost same as that of RaF (56.9 GV/cm). The value of Ws,Ra for RaF is the smallest  in  
our  target  molecules. The reason for this can be explained by the relatively smaller s-p 
mixing for RaF molecule. The characteristics of the s-p mixing is explained by the orbital 
interaction theory, as done in chapter 4. In addition to the analysis of Eeff and Ws, we find 
that heavy- heavy systems can have larger PDM than fluorides. For example, RaAu has 
larger PDM (5.2 D) than RaF (4.5 D) at the CCSD level, despite the lower electronega-





heavy systems. Finally, we mention the suitability of heavy-heavy systems in the view-
point of the polarizing electric field (Epol), which is the applied external electric field for 
orienting the molecules in the experiment. We discuss potential of heavy-heavy molecules 
for the eEDM experiment from the viewpoints of the enhancement factors (Eeff and Ws), 
and the orientation (PDM and Epol), using Ra systems as examples. 
 
6.2  Theory 
 






H d E  ¦ Σ E .  (6.1) 
Here, de is the value of the eEDM, j is the label indices for electrons, Ne is the number of 
the electrons in the molecule,  is the Dirac matrix, 6 is the four-component Pauli matrix, 
and Eint is the total internal electric field, which is created by the nuclei and the electrons 
in the molecule. 






  < < ,  (6.2) 
where  is the four-component electronic wavefunction of the molecule. In this work, we 







E ic EJ  < <¦ p ,   (6.3) 
where i is the imaginary unit, c is the speed of light, 5 is the Dirac matrix, and p is the 
momentum operator. 




















,   (6.4) 
Nn represents the total number of the nuclei, and A is the label indices for the nuclei. Z is 
the nuclear charge. ks,A is the dimensionless S-PS interaction constant of the atom A. We 
used the Gaussian- type distribution function for the normalized nuclear charge density , 
as shown in chapter 6 (see also ref. [35]). The S-PS coefficient Ws,A is defined for mole-









 < < .  (6.5) 
The features common to Eeff and Ws are that they both depend on parity-odd interactions, 
and that the electronic wavefunction in the region close to the heavy nucleus mainly con-





and p orbitals (s-p mixing) increases the values of Eeff and Ws. In addition, only the singly 
occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) contributes to the values of Eeff and Ws at the Kramers 
restricted Dirac-Fock level, because they are time-reversal odd properties. In the latter 
sections, we explain the mechanism for the enhancement of Eeff and Ws from the view-
points of the s-p mixing in SOMO. 







Z  < < ¦ ¦r R ,  (6.6) 
where r and R are the position vectors of the electrons and nuclei. 
We calculated the above molecular properties at the Dirac-Fock (DF) and the relativ-
istic coupled cluster singles and doubles (RCCSD) level. The coupled-cluster wave func-
tion | > is given by 
0
Te\ \ ,  (6.7) 
where | 0> is the reference wavefunction, which is obtained at the DF level. At the 
RCCSD level, the cluster operator 𝑇 is truncated as 𝑇 ≅ 𝑇 𝑇2. For the calculations of 
the expectation value of 𝑂, we consider only the linear terms in the CCSD wave function 
as follows [36].  
   0 1 2 1 2 0 01 1 ,N CT T O T T O\ \       (6.8) 
where 𝑂  is the normal-ordered operator, the subscript C refers to connected terms, and 
O0 is the expectation value for the operator 𝑂 at the DF level [37,38]. 
 
6.3 Computational method 
 
We use the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian in all the calculations to obtain the molecular 
electronic wavefunction. We use the UTCHEM  [39 41] and DIRAC08 [42], for the gen-
eration of DF orbitals and the molecular integral transformation, and the CCSD ampli-
tudes, respectively. The two codes were modified by Abe et al.  [34] and Sunaga et al.  [35] 
for the calculations of the above molecular properties. The kinetic balance condi-
tion [39,43] is applied to the 2-spinor basis sets of the large and small components. 
Dyall 2zp basis sets [44 48] were employed for the optimization of the bond length, 
while for the calculation of the molecular properties, we used Dyall ae2z basis sets [44 48] 
for all the elements. In the CCSD calculations, the cut off energy for the virtual orbitals 
was 80 a.u. 
All the bond lengths for our target molecules were optimized by the spin-orbit exact 
two- component (X2C) method [49] and the density functional theory (DFT) except for 
RaAu molecule. For RaAu, we used the Dirac-Coulomb DFT with an approximation of 
two-electron integrals for small components [50], because there was a convergence prob-





is used. For the calculation of Ws, we choose the following isotopes; 223Ra, 19F, 35Cl, 79Br, 
127I, 210At, 63Cu, 107Ag, and 197Au, and employ the experimental root-mean-squares (RMS) 
charge radii [53] except for At (All isotopes except for Ra and At are the most abundant 
isotopes in nature. The isotope of Ra is the same one that is used for the previous work 
[35]. The isotope of At has the longest half-time). We employ the RMS charge radii em-
pirically obtained from the nuclear masses using Eq. (20) in ref. [54] for At, because the 
experimental RMS is not available. 
 
6.4 Numerical results 
 
We show the values of the optimized bond lengths, Eeff, Ws, and PDM in Table 6.1. 
(Note that Eeff and Ws,Ra are intentionally written as plus sign throughout this chapter to 
discuss their magnitudes clearly. If we follow the same notation of the previous works for 
RaF [17,29], where Eeff and Ws,Ra are written as minus sign, all of the signs of Eeff and Ws 
shown in this chapter will become opposite.) The correlation effect increases the absolute 
values of Eeff, Ws,Ra, Ws,X, and Ws,Y for all of our molecules. The order of the values among 
our target molecules is the same at the DF and CCSD levels for each property, except for 
the Eeff for RaF and RaAu. The absolute value of Eeff (GV/cm) is larger in RaF than in 
RaAu at the DF level (43.4 and 50.9, respectively), while this becomes opposite (56.9 and 
55.6) at the CCSD level. 
 
TABLE 6.1 Summary of our calculation results (Eeff, Ws, Ws/Eeff, and PDM) at the DF 
and CCSD levels. 
 
 Method RaF RaCl RaBr RaI RaAt  RaCu RaAg RaAu 
bond length (Å) PBE0 2.30 2.82 2.97 3.23 3.33 3.01 3.23 3.00 
Eeff (GV/cm) DF 43.4 47.6 48.8 51.5 56.7 56.2 55.3 50.9 
 CCSD 56.9 62.7 63.5 67.5 78.6 77.1 73.7 55.6 
Ws, Ra (kHz) DF 116.9 127.9 130.9 137.3 142.3 150.9 149.3 146.8 
 CCSD 152.5 168.1 169.4 177.5 188.9 207.4 201.8 187.0 
Ws, X, Ws, Z (kHz) DF 4.8 × 10-4 0.01 0.1 0.6 9.7 -0.03 -0.3 -7.9 
 CCSD 1.6 × 10-3 0.02 0.2 1.5 20.7 -0.2 -1.6 -30.6 
Ws, Ra(kHz)/Eeff(GV/cm) DF 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.9 
 CCSD 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.7 2.7 3.4 
PDM (Debye) DF 4.1 5.7 5.8 6.5 6.3 2.3 2.8 3.6 
 CCSD 4.5 6.1 6.3 6.9 6.7 3.6 5.1 5.2 
 
Our values of RaF are in broad agreement with the absolute values reported by Sasmal 
et al. using the Dirac-Coulomb Z-vector CCSD method and Dyall cv4z basis set  [30]. 





However, our bond length (2.30 Å) is slightly different from their bond length (2.24 Å). 
When we employ 2.24 Å for RaF, the values of Eeff, Ws,Ra, Ws,F, and PDM are 55.8  GV/cm, 
149.6 kHz, 1.4 ×10-3 kHz, and 4.1 Debye at the CCSD level. The values of Eeff and Ws 
are almost the same as those in Table 6.1. The value of PDM is clearly smaller than that 
in Table 6.1 (4.5 Debye). However, this tendency that the system with a small bond length 
(2.24 Å) has a small PDM is consistent with the discussion below in section 6.5. From 
Table 6.1, the values of Eeff and Ws,Ra for RaX and RaZ are larger than RaF, except for Eeff 
for RaAu at the CCSD level. The maximum variation is about 40%, which is found be-
tween Eeff of RaF and RaAt at the CCSD level. In RaX molecules, the values of Eeff and 
Ws,Ra increase as the atomic number of X becomes larger. This tendency is opposite to 
that of the case for Hg halides [18]. In contrast to RaX, the values of Eeff and Ws,Ra for RaZ 
decrease as the atomic number of Z becomes larger. RaAu has the smallest Eeff at the 
CCSD level, while its Ws,Ra is relatively large. 
As for PDMs, all the RaX molecules have larger PDM than RaF at both the DF and 
CCSD levels. This tendency is opposite to that of the case of Hg halides [18]. In RaZ, the 
PDMs for RaAg and RaAu at the CCSD level are larger than RaF. The PDMs for RaAg and 
RaAu at the DF level (2.8 and 3.6 Debye) are large enough for eEDM experiments, com-
pared to the PDM of HgBr and HgI (2.71 and 2.06 Debye at the finite field CCSD 
level [55]). The correlation effects increase the PDMs for RaZ much more. 
In the below sections, we will discuss the following two points: (i) Why do heavy-
heavy systems have larger Eeff and Ws,Ra than RaF? (ii) Why do heavy-heavy systems have 
larger PDM, although the electronegativities of X and Z atoms are smaller than F atom? 
 
6.5 Analysis of Eeff and PDM 
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,  (6.9) 
where, k, l, m, and n are the labels for basis set spinors of 1 2
Ls , 1 2
Sp , 1 2
Lp and 1 2
Ss , respec-
tively, and C is a molecular orbital coefficient of the SOMO. ,
M
A nN  stands for the num-
bers of basis sets and for example, ,
L
A sN  is the number of the large-component basis sets 
of s orbital for the atom A. Eeff,Ra is the contribution from Ra’s s1/2 and p1/2 orbitals to the 
total Eeff. Eeff,X and Eeff,Z are the contribution from s1/2 and p1/2 orbitals of X and Z atoms, 
respectively. We neglect the contribution from d, f, and g orbitals to Eeff in this analysis 





We show the values of Eeff,Ra, Eeff,X and Eeff,Z for RaX and RaZ molecules in Table 6.2. 
The values of Eeff,Ra + Eeff,X(Z) are very close to the values of Eeff at the DF level, which 
are given in Table 6.1. This implies that the contribution from the cross term between Ra 
and X (Z) atoms are very small. This is consistent with the nature of the locality of Eeff; 
i.e., the electronic wavefunction in the region close to the heavy nucleus mainly contrib-
utes to Eeff. The signs for Eeff,Ra, Eeff,X and Eeff,Z are same as those of Ws,X, and Ws,Z, as 
shown in Table 6.1. From these results, the signs of Eeff,X(Z) and Ws,X(Z) would depend on 
the group that X and Z atoms belong to. 
 
 
TABLE 6.2 The contribution from each Ra, X, and Z atom to the total Eeff (GV/cm) at 
the DF level. 
 RaF RaCl RaBr RaI RaAt RaCu RaAg RaAu 
Eeff, Ra 43.2 47.3 48.4 50.7 52.6 55.8 55.2 54.2 
Eeff, X, Eeff, Z 5.1 × 10-4 7.3 × 10-3 0.1 0.5 3.8 -0.04 -0.2 -3.7 
Eeff, Ra + Eeff, X, 
Eeff, Z 
43.2 47.3 48.5 51.3 56.4 55.7 54.9 50.5 
 
In RaF and RaX, Eeff,Ra and Eeff,Z add up constructively, but in RaZ, there is cancella-
tion between Eeff,Ra and Eeff,Z. Even in spite of the latter feature, the Eeff values for RaZ, are 
larger than that of RaF at the DF level, as shown in Table 6.1. From Table 6.2, the large 
values of Eeff,Ra for RaZ overcome the cancellation between the Eeff  of the individual at-
oms that make up this molecule and as a result, RaZ has a larger total Eeff than RaF. 
The reason why the contributions from X and Z atoms are small is that the SOMO 
electrons are localized at the Ra atom. Table 6.3 shows the results of the Mulliken  popu-
lation  (MP)  analysis [56] for the SOMO. MP indicates the number of electrons, which 
belong to each atomic orbital in he ec e. The a e f Ra a  a  c de  he 
contribution from d, f and g orbitals, but we do not give each of the values because they 
a e e  a . F  he a e  f Ra a   he ab e, he SOMO e ec  a e ca ed 
at the Ra atoms for all of our target molecules. 
Next, we will discuss the tendency of Eeff,Ra. From Table 6.2, Eeff,Ra increases as X 
becomes heavier in RaX, while Eeff,Ra decreases as Z becomes heavier in RaZ. This ten-
dency is the same as that of Ws,Ra, as shown in Table 6.1. The reason for this tendency can 
be explained by the magnitude of s-p mixing, as shown in Table 6.3. In RaX, the magni-
tudes of s-p g ( .e., he a e  f Ra  p population) increase as X becomes heavier. 
In contrast, the magnitudes of s-p mixing decrease as Z becomes heavier in RaZ. This 
tendency is consistent with those of Eeff,Ra and Ws,Ra. 
The characteristics of s-p mixing can be understood on the basis of the orbital inter-
action theory [57,58], as shown in chapter 4. From this theory, the large contribution of 
the virtual p orbitals to SOMO is explained by the small energy differences of the valence 
orbitals ( ε) and the large overlap integrals (S) of each atom in the molecules. (Note that 





The s-p mixing trend in Table 6.3 is consistent with the values of the overlap integrals 
and the energy differences. Here, the orbital energies are obtained from atomic DF calcu-
lations using the GRASP2K code [59]. The overlap integrals were obtained by using the 
contracted Dyall 4Z basis sets. The reason why RaF has a smaller Eeff  than those of RaX 
and RaZ is due to its small s-p mixing, which would originate from the large ε and the 
small S. 
 
TABLE 6.3 Mulliken population (MP) of SOMO electron, AO energy differences (Δε) 
between the 7s orbital of Ra atom and the valence orbital of F, X, and Y atoms for the 
eight molecules, and the overlap integrals (S) between the 7s and the valence orbitals for 
the eight molecules. The energies of valence orbitals of F, Cl, Br, I, At, Cu, Ag, Au, and 
Ra (2p3/2, 3p3/2, 4p3/2, 5p3/2, 6p3/2, 4s, 5s, 6s, and 7s) were evaluated from the ground 
state of the neutral atoms by GRASP2K. 
 RaF RaCl RaBr RaI RaAt RaCu RaAg RaAu 
Ra (s) 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.55 0.59 0.69 
Ra (p) 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.30 0.27 0.23 
Ra total 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.89 0.95 
X,Z (s) -4 × 10-5 4 × 10-4 5 × 10-4 6 × 10-4 7 × 10-4 0.11 0.11 0.04 
X,Z (p) 3 × 10-4 4 × 10-3 0.01 0.01 0.01 3 × 10-3 -5 × 10-3 0.01 
X,Z total 3 × 10-4 4 × 10-3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.11 0.05 
Δε (a.u.) 0.57 0.34 0.28 0.22 0.17 0.08 0.07 0.13 
S -0.03 -0.10 -0.12 -0.16 -0.18 No valuea 0.42 0.41 
a The contracted Dyall basis set for Cu is not reported. 
 
Next, we analyze the reason why RaX and RaZ can have larger PDM than RaF, alt-
hough the electronegativities of X and Z atoms are smaller than F atom. Table 6.4 shows 
three values, (i) the atomic charge of Ra, which is obtained from total MP of Ra, (ii) the 
optimized bond lengths, which are same as those in Table 6.1, (iii) the products between 
the MP and the bond length, which corresponds to classical PDMs. From Table 6.4, the 
order of the classical PDMs is the same as that of the PDMs at the DF level in Table 6.1, 
except for RaCl and RaBr. From this, our classical model would be valid for understanding 
the PDMs. We now consider the explanation for the PDM trends. The atomic charge of 
Ra for RaF is the largest among all of the RaX molecules, as expected due to the largest 
electronegativity of the F atom. However, the bond lengths for RaX and RaZ are larger 
than RaF, and they also contribute to the PDM. The advantage due to the longer bond 
lengths of the former molecules can overcome the relatively small sizes of their electric 
polarization. We note that the reasonably large electric polarization of RaX and RaZ also 
contributes to large PDM. From the above considerations, it is clear that RaX have larger 
PDMs than RaF, and the PDMs of RaZ are also not very small. Since our model is classical, 
the trends of the classical PDMs in Table 6.4 do not completely agree with the trends at 





can be qualitatively understood by their large bond lengths. The above discussion could 
be extended to other heavy-heavy systems with large bond lengths. Systems with large 
PDM are not only suitable for the beam experiment but also for the molecules embedded 
in a solid matrix of inert gas atoms, proposed by Vutha et al.  [60]. 
 
TABLE 6.4 Atomic charges of Ra obtained from the Mulliken population analysis, opti-
mized bond lengths, and the classical PDMs for our target molecules. 
 RaF RaCl RaBr RaI RaAt RaCu RaAg RaAu 
Atomic charge of Ra 0.82 0.70 0.66 0.65 0.61 0.33 0.46 0.58 
Bond length (Å) 2.30 2.82 2.97 3.23 3.33 3.01 3.23 3.00 
Classical PDM (Debye) 9.1 9.5 9.5 10.0 9.7 4.8 7.1 8.4 
 
6.6 Rotational constant and Epol 
 
In this section, we discuss the advantage of heavy-heavy molecules with 26 character 
from the viewpoint of its orientation. 
The minimum external electric field required for orienting molecules refers to the po-
larizing electric filed (Epol). Epol for 26 molecules can be shown as follows [61]. 














 .  (6.10) 
Here, B is the rotational constant, J is the quantum number of the molecular rotation, and 
D is the value of PDM. In the case of a molecular state with J = 0, Epol becomes 2B/D. 
Since a small external field is important to decrease the systematic error, molecules with 
small Epol are suitable for experiments. In other words, molecules with large D and small 
B are suitable for experiments in the case of 26 molecules. 
Table 6.5 shows the values of Epol, calculated from the values of PDM at the CCSD 
level in Table 6.1. As mentioned by Meyer et al.  [14], heavy-heavy molecules have small 
B due to larger reduced mass, and hence they have smaller Epol. Our results are consistent 
with this point that they have made, but additionally, RaX and RaZ have large PDMs as 
shown above, and hence they have much smaller Epol than RaF. The values of Epol of RaX 
and RaZ (e.g. 0.34, 0.25, and 0.40 (kV/cm) for RaI, RaAt, and RaAu, respectively) are 
one- order magnitude smaller than those of the systems proposed previously; HgBr (~2 
kV/cm), HgI (~2 kV/cm) [18], YbSr (5.5 kV/cm), YbRb (3.5 kV/cm)  [14], and YbF (8.3 






TABLE 6.5 Rotational constants (B) and polarizing electric fields (Epol). 
 RaF RaCl RaBr RaI RaAt RaCu RaAg RaAu 
B (cm-1) 0.180 0.070 0.033 0.020 0.014 0.038 0.022 0.018 
Epol (kV/cm) 4.77 1.36 0.62 0.34 0.25 1.23 0.52 0.40 
 
     Although the smaller rotational constants for heavy-heavy molecules have the ad-
vantage of smaller Epol, we should note that they might result in thermal distributions for 
the lowest rotational levels. Since B for RaAt is about ten times smaller than that of RaF, 
ten times smaller temperature is necessary to have an equal number of molecule in the 
rotational ground state for both systems. Hence, to achieve the benefit of smaller Epol for 





In this chapter, we find three results. i) RaX and RaZ have larger Eeff and Ws,Ra than RaF. 
This can be explained on the basis of the larger s-p mixing in RaX and RaZ. In the case of 
RaZ, although the signs of Eeff,Ra and Eeff,Z are opposite, the cancellation between the two 
terms is not significant as the magnitude of Eeff,Z is relatively small. ii) RaX and RaZ have 
larger PDMs than that of RaF, which can be understood by the larger bond lengths of the 
former two molecules. iii) RaX and RaZ have small Epol, due to their small rotational 
constants and large PDMs. 
We demonstrate that the orbital interaction theory can be a powerful tool even for 
heavy-heavy systems, to understand the tendency of the s-p mixing of SOMO. Also, 
heavy-heavy molecules can have larger PDM than fluorides when their relatively large 
bond lengths overcome their smaller electronic polarization. The production of suffi-
ciently large numbers of RaX and RaZ molecules for performing eEDM experiments with 
them would be challenging, while RaF has been proposed as a candidate molecule for 
laser cooling [27 29] (The experiment using RaAg molecules is in preparation [64]). 
However, our idea that heavy-heavy molecules have larger Eeff, Ws, and PDM than fluo-
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Ultracold mercury--alkali-metal molecules for electron-electric-dipole-
moment searches 
 
The following work was published in: A. Sunaga, V. S. Prasannaa, M. Abe, M. Hada, 




The parity- (P-) and time-reversal (T -) violating electric dipole moment of the elec-
tron (eEDM) is one of the most important Tabletop probes of physics beyond the standard 
model of elementary particles [1–3]. It can provide information on PeV-scale physics, 
which is well beyond the reach of current accelerators [4]. Also, the eEDM could offer 
insights into the baryon asymmetry in the universe [5]. The leading candidates for eEDM 
searches are heavy polar diatomic molecules [6–8]. The current best upper bound on the 
eEDM is provided by ThO [6,8], followed by limits from HfF+ [7] and YbF [9]. A typical 
experiment measures energy shifts between different electron-spin projections relative to 
the internuclear axis of a molecule; using the theoretically calculated value of the effec-
tive electric field (Eeff) experienced by the electrons in the molecule, the measured energy 
shifts can be related to the fundamental eEDM. There can also be energy shifts due to 
another P- and T-violating property, the scalar-pseudoscalar (S-PS) interaction between 
the electrons and the nuclei, parametrized by a theoretically calculated S-PS coefficient 
(Ws). The observation of a nonzero eEDM or S-PS energy shift could provide model-
independent evidence of new physics beyond the standard model.  
Out of the plethora of polar molecules that are available for eEDM experiments, mer-
cury-containing diatomics [10–12] are distinguished by their exceptionally large values 
of Eeff and Ws compared to other analogous systems. For example, HgF [11] has a signif-
icantly larger Eeff even compared to molecules with mercury substituted by heavier atoms 
(e.g., RaF [13]). The enhanced sensitivity of Hg-containing molecules derives from the 
contraction of the valence 6s1/2 and 6p1/2 orbitals due to the weaker screening by the outer-
most core d electrons in Hg, as shown in chapter 5 (see also ref. [14]). 
Beyond just the intrinsic sensitivity of a molecule to P- and T- violating physics de-
termined by its Eeff and Ws values, the sensitivity of an eEDM experiment improves with 
an increase in the electron spin coherence time and the total number of molecules ob-
served during the experiment. Very long spin coherence times can be obtained with ul-





motivates the use of molecules whose electronic properties are amenable to direct laser 
cooling (e.g., [17–20]), or which can be assembled out of trapped ultracold atoms [21]. 
In this chapter, we identify a set of Hg-containing molecules with high eEDM sensi-
tivities: mercury--alkali-metal diatomic molecules (HgA = HgLi, HgNa, and HgK). Ex-
periments using these molecules have the potential to improve upon the current best 
eEDM measurements [7,8] by at least one order of magnitude, with a commensurate in-











E ic \ EJ \  ¦ p ,  (7.1)  
(7.2) 
, 
where  is the ground-state wave function of a molecule, j refers to summation over the 
electrons in the system, β is the Dirac beta matrix, J5 is the product of the gamma matrices, 
p the momentum operator for electron, ρthe nuclear charge density, and GF is the Fermi 
coupling constant (2.22249 × 10−14 a.u.). Since the contribution of the lighter atom is in-
significant (cf. [24]), we assume that only the 202Hg atom (the most abundant isotope of 
Hg), significantly affects Ws, and omit the index for the atoms in the molecule from Eq. 
(7.2). 
We also calculate the permenent dipole moment (PDM) of the molecule, which is 
useful in determining the external electric field that one needs to apply, in order to polar-
ize the molecule. The expression for the PDM of a molecule is 
 PDM i A A
i A
r Z r\ \  ¦ ¦ . (7.3) 
In the above expression, the summation over the electronic coordinates is given by i, 
while that over the nuclear coordinates is indicated by A. Therefore, ri is the position vec-
tor from the origin to the site of the ith electron, while rA is the position vector from the 
origin to the coordinate of the Ath nucleus. rA, in our case, is the equilibrium bond length 
for the molecule HgA, with A = Li, Na, or K, since we choose the Hg atom as our origin. 










The properties given by Eqs. (7.1) (7.3) can be obtained once we solve for the wave 
function, . We employ a relativistic coupled cluster method, where the wave function is 
given by 
 0
Te\  ) . (7.4) 
Here, 𝑇 refers to the cluster operator, and is associated with exciting holes (occupied 
orbitals) to particles (unoccupied ones). The exponential structure, 𝑒  , takes into account 
all possible hole-particle excitations in the system, and |)0> is the Dirac-Fock (DF) ref-
erence determinant that it acts on. The DF method is the relativistic version of the Hartree-
Fock approach, where each electron in a molecule experiences a mean potential due to all 
the other electrons. The difference between the two-body Coulomb and the DF interac-
tions is referred to as the residual interaction. The physical processes arising from the 
residual interaction are known as correlation effects. The coupled cluster method (CCM), 
which is considered to be the gold standard of many-body theory [25], is a powerful and 
efficient way of determining electron correlation. The CCM when compared to finite or-
der many-body perturbation theory has the advantage of capturing the effects of the re-
sidual interaction to all orders in perturbation, for a given level of hole-particle excitation. 
It also fares better than the truncated configuration-interaction (CI) method, another well-
known approach that goes beyond the DF approximation where the wave function is writ-
ten as a linear combination of several configuration states, in that for a given level of 
hole-particle excitation, the CCM includes more physical effects arising due to correlation 
[25]. Also, unlike truncated CI, the coupled cluster is size extensive, that is, the energy 
scales with the number of particles. In such a framework, the most straightforward way 












.  (7.5) 
The above equation can be rewritten as follows [26]: 
0 0 0 0
T T
N C
O e O e O ) )  ) ) .  (7.6) 
The subscripts N and C refer to normal-ordered arrangement of operators and connected 
terms, respectively [25,27,28]. In our work, we consider single and double hole-particle 





[29,30]) in solving the coupled cluster equations, while for the expectation value, we only 
consider the terms that are linear in T (the linear expectation value–CCSD or the LE-
CCSD approximation). Therefore, the expression for the expectation value becomes 
   0 1 2 1 2 0 0 01 1N CO T T O T T O )     )  ) ) .  (7.7) 
The validity of this approximation in calculating Eeff has been tested in a previous 
work [31]. Although the previous work [31] shows that the nonlinear terms may contrib-
ute to PDM, the contribution of the higher order correlation would be small for the case 
of HgA, as shown later. 
 
7.3 Computational Method 
 
For DF computations and the atomic to molecular orbital transformations, we em-
ployed the UTCHEM code [32,33], while the CCSD amplitudes were obtained from DI-
RAC08 [34]. We then computed the CCSD expectation values using integrals and ampli-
tudes from UTCHEM and DIRAC08. 
For the DF calculation, optimized functions, called basis sets, are employed for each 
atom in a molecule. Among the simplest options is the Gaussian-type double zeta (DZ) 
basis [35]. The triple zeta (TZ) basis, an enlarged version of the DZ basis, is a better 
quality than the latter, followed by quadruple zeta (QZ) basis, and so on. More functions 
can be included in a basis, to take into account additional physical effects. We used un-
contracted Dyall’s triple zeta quality basis sets (more specifically the cvTZ basis [36], 
which includes additional polarizing functions) for all of the atoms in these molecules. In 
the CCSD calculations, we cut off the virtual spinors with orbital energy above 100 a.u. 
We used the following bond lengths (in angstroms): HgLi: 2.92; HgNa: 3.52; and HgK: 
3.90 [37]. The direction of the PDM and the molecular axis are from the mercury atom to 








The results of our calculations of Eeff, Ws, and the PDM are given in Table 7.1. An 
interesting feature of these systems is the unusually large effect of electron correlations 
due to the van der Waals bonding in these molecules, which we have not observed in 
other eEDM candidates such as YbF or HgX (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) [11,22]. The electron 
correlations increase Eeff and Ws to almost thrice their DF values, while substantially af-
fecting the PDM. Eeff and Ws for all these molecules are comparable to these of YbF (Eeff 
= 23.1 GV/cm [22], Ws = 40.5 kHz [24]). 
 
TABLE 7.1 The calculated values of Eeff (in GV/cm), Ws (in kHz), and the PDM (in De-
bye). The Dirac-Fock (DF, in superscript) and the correlation (corr, in superscript) con-
tributions, and the sum of DF and corr (no superscript) have been provided. The direction 








We provide more detailed results in Tables 7.2–7.5, where we examine the individual 
correlation contributions from each term of Eq. (7.7). In Table 7.2, we present the results 
for Eeff and Ws. For brevity, we have used a notation where OT1, for example, is actually 
0 1 0N C
O T) ) , 1 1T OT  is actually 0 1 1 0N CT O T) )  and so on. The contribution from 
OT2 (and its complex conjugate) is zero, due to the Slater-Condon rules. Also, 
0 0N C
O) )  is zero, due to O being in its normal-ordered form. 
  
Molecule DFeffE  
DF
sW  PDM
DF correffE  
corr
sW  PDM
corr Eeff Ws PDM 
HgLi 13.74 31.02 − 1.47 24.05 55.35 1.95 37.79 86.37 0.48 
HgNa 7.59 17.15 − 0.88 12.74 29.31 1.15 20.33 46.46 0.27 





TABLE 7.2 Contributions from the individual terms of the LECCSD expression, to Eeff 
(GV/cm) and Ws (kHz) for HgLi, HgNa, and HgK; cc refers to the complex conjugate of 
the term that it accompanies. The operator, O, can refer to either the operator of Eeff, or 
that of Ws, whose expectation value expressions are given in Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2), respec-
tively, in the main text. 
 Eeff Ws 
Term HgLi HgNa HgK HgLi HgNa HgK 
DF 13.74 7.59 5.73 31.02 17.15 12.95 
1 ccOT   21.46 11.42 9.24 49.28 26.22 21.15 
1 1T OT  1.10 0.62 0.56 2.45 1.39 1.25 
1 2 ccT OT   2.96 1.46 1.28 7.03 3.48 3.02 
2 2T OT  − 1.47 − 0.76 − 0.56 − 3.41 − 1.78 − 1.31 
 
Table 7.2 shows that the correlation effects dominate in these systems, to an extent 
where the OT1 term exceeds the DF value. This is in contrast to other eEDM candidates, 
such as YbF, BaF, or HgF, where correlation effects only slightly change the DF term 
(within 30%) [22,24,31]. In HgF, for example, each of the terms involving T do not ex-
ceed the DF value, and this combined with the fact that there are cancellations between 
the correlation terms, leaves behind a small correlation contribution (relative to the DF 
one) [38]. 
Tables 7.3–7.5 give the individual contributions to the PDM due to the electric term, 
which is the first term in Eq. (7.3). The third column is the sum of each electronic term; 
e.g., the third column for “ 1 PDM 1T H T  is the sum of electronic terms: “DF , “ PDM 1 ccH T  , 
and “ 1 PDM 1T H T . 
We observe from Tables 7.3–7.5 that the contribution of the HPDMT1 + cc is much 
more dominant than the other correlation terms for all of the three molecules. The contri-
butions from the T2 terms are very small. From the maximum difference between the val-
ues including only T1 (i.e., 0.47, 0.25, and 0.21 for HgLi, HgNa, and HgK, respectively) 
and the final values (i.e., 0.48, 0.27, and 0.24 for HgLi, HgNa, and HgK, respectively), 
we expect that the nonlinear terms change the PDM by less than 0.03 D. Therefore, the 
results at the LE-CCSD method are good estimates of the PDM of HgA molecules. Since 
the dominant correlation contribution to the PDM is from HPDMT1 + cc, we observe that 






TABLE 7.3 Contributions from the electronic part of the CCSD linear expectation value, 
to the PDM of HgLi, in Debye (D). The third column refers to the sum of electronic terms. 
The term cc refers to the complex conjugate of the term that it accompanies. The nuclear 
contribution to the PDM is 42.06 D. 
 Electronic term Sum PDM 
DF − 43.53 − 43.53 − 1.47 
PDM 1 ccH T   1.87 − 41.66 0.40 
1 PDM 1T H T  0.06 − 41.60 0.47 
1 PDM 2 ccT H T   − 0.04 − 41.64 0.42 
2 PDM 2T H T  0.05 − 41.59 0.48 
 
 TABLE 7.4 Contributions from the electronic part of the CCSD linear expectation value, 
to the PDM of HgNa, in Debye (D). The third column refers to the sum of electronic 
terms. The term cc refers to the complex conjugate of the term that it accompanies. The 
nuclear contribution to the PDM is 185.93 D. 
 Electronic term Sum PDM 
DF − 186.80 − 186.80 − 0.88 
PDM 1 ccH T   1.11 − 185.69 0.23 
1 PDM 1T H T  0.01 − 185.68 0.25 
1 PDM 2 ccT H T   − 0.01 − 185.69 0.23 
2 PDM 2T H T  0.04 − 185.66 0.27 
 
TABLE 7.5 Contributions from the electronic part of the CCSD linear expectation value, 
to the PDM of HgK, in Debye (D). The third column refers to the sum of electronic terms. 
The term cc refers to the complex conjugate of the term that it accompanies. The nuclear 
contribution to the PDM is 355.81 D. 
 Electronic term Sum PDM 
DF − 357.30 − 357.30 − 1.48 
PDM 1 ccH T   1.68 − 355.62 0.19 
1 PDM 1T H T  0.01 − 355.60 0.21 
1 PDM 2 ccT H T   − 0.02 − 355.63 0.19 







We now estimate the errors in our calculations. The possible sources of the errors in 
our calculations of Eeff are due to three effects: (1) the non-inclusion of higher excitations 
in the wave function, for example, triples; (2) ignoring the nonlinear terms in the coupled 
cluster operators in the expectation value; and (3) incompleteness of the basis functions. 
To estimate the error due to (1) and (2), we rely on comparisons between LECCSD and 
finite field CCSD(T) [FF-CCSD(T)] in a previous work. In the finite field approach, a 
property is expressed as an energy derivative, rather than as an expectation value; it there-
fore takes into account all the nonlinear terms that are neglected in our expectation value 
approach. In our earlier work on HgF [31], the largest change in Eeff between LECCSD 
and FF-CCSD(T) was approximately 5%. We assume that the error due to (1) and (2) for 
HgA is comparable to HgF (This is very rough estimation, because there is no any proof 
to show that the errors of HgA and HgF is similar. It is a fact that both HgA and HgF 
includes Hg, the nature of the chemical bonding is very different. However, this estima-
tion might be better than never). For (3), we estimate that the error is ~15%, by examining 
the difference between results obtained with double zeta (cvDZ) and triple zeta (cvTZ) 
basis sets [39]. This estimate assumes that the change from triple zeta (cvTZ) to quadruple 
zeta (cvQZ) quality basis sets is not larger than 15%; the assumption was tested for HgA 
using DZ, TZ, and QZ basis functions (but without the polarizing functions) where we 
observed that the difference between TZ and QZ basis sets was smaller than that between 
DZ and TZ basis sets [39]. We combine these systematic error estimates linearly, and 
conservatively estimate a total error of 20% in our calculations of Eeff. Based on similar 
considerations, we do not expect the error in Ws to be greater than 20% either.  
From the expansion of the expectation value in Tables 7.3−7.5 in the PDM due to the 
exclusion of higher-order excitations is as follows: (1) the nonlinear terms may not con-
tribute to more than 0.03 D, and (2) the higher excitations like triples will not alter the 
PDM noticeably. Calculations of the PDM can be quite sensitive to the choice of basis, 
especially for molecules with van der Waals bonds such as HgA. Our results for the PDM 
of HgA molecules are in broad agreement with Cremer et al. [40], who used similar equi-
librium bond lengths in their calculations but different basis sets and computational meth-
ods. Their basis sets were Dyall s DZ for the Hg core, Dyall s TZ for the valence Hg 
orbitals, aug-ccpVTZ for Li and Na, and 6-311++G(3df) basis for K; in addition, their 
calculations only considered scalar relativistic effects. Here, in comparison, we use Dy-






7.5 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 
In this section, we briefly comment on the possibility of an eEDM experiment, using 
HgA systems, based on some preliminary considerations. The figure of merit for the sta-
tistical sensitivity of an eEDM experiment using molecules is effF E NW , where N is 
the number of molecules interrogated in the experiment and W is the coherence time for 
the electron spin precession. The values of Eeff for HgA molecules are comparable to, or 
larger than, those of some other molecules planned for use in nextgeneration eEDM ex-
periments (cf. [20,41,42]). In a possible optical lattice eEDM experiment with HgA, a 
fairly large coherence time can be expected [15]. Using the computed PDM values, we 
estimated the magnitude of the laboratory electric field required to significantly polarize 
HgA molecules Epol = 2Be/D (where Be is the equilibrium rotational constant of the mole-
cule and D is the PDM). The values of Epol are (71, 28, 17) kV/cm for (HgLi, HgNa, 
HgK), implying that one can feasibly polarize a sample of trapped ultracold HgA mole-
cules. It may be possible to apply large external fields without any significant leakage-
current-induced spurious magnetic fields [43]. Cooling alkali-metal atoms to microkelvin 
temperatures and trapping in optical lattices have been implemented for Hg atoms in the 
context of optical lattice clocks [44,45]. Methods for assembling molecules from ultra-
cold atoms have advanced significantly over the last decade [46-50]. In particular, mole-
cules isoelectronic to HgA have been produced at ultracold temperatures [51,52], and 
methods for producing other ultracold alkali alkaline-earthmetal molecules [53] (includ-
ing a Hg-alkali molecule, HgRb [54,55]) are currently being investigated. It seems within 
the realm of possibility that these techniques can be extended to the analog molecules 
HgLi, HgNa, and HgK. We base our estimate for the eEDM sensitivity on the conserva-
tive assumption that N = 104 ultracold HgA molecules can be produced in an optical lat-
tice, using the numbers demonstrated with isoelectronic YbLi molecules [56,57]. Based 
on the very large coherence times between hyperfine states that have been observed with 
lattice-trapped ultracold polar molecules [15], we assume that a coherence time W = 1 s 
can be realized. From numerical calculations of the Stark effect in the hyperfine and ro-
tational states in HgA, we estimate that an electron-spin orientation factor, 
0.13S n[     [58], can be achieved using laboratory electric fields of magnitude Elab 
= Epol. With these values of N, , , and Eeff and a total integration time of T = 107 s, we 
estimate preliminary eEDM sensitivities Gde = (1.3, 2.5, 3.1) × 10−30 e cm for (HgLi, HgNa, 
HgK), offering the prospect of improvements over the current experimental limit (|de| < 








We have presented the results of our CCSD calculations of Eeff, Ws, and PDMs of Hg-
alkali systems. Also, we present preliminary estimates of the expected sensitivities for 
Hg-alkali molecules, which suggest that these systems could be promising candidates for 
eEDM experiments. Further work on the experimental aspects would be necessary in the 
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Analysis of effective electric fields and S-PS coefficients and their ra-
tion in metal--alkali-metal molecules  
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The electric dipole moment of the electron (eEDM) is a physical property of the 
particle (if detected) that arises from Parity (P) and Time-reversal (T) symmetry viola-
tions [1,2]. Although the existence of the eEDM is predicted in the standard model (SM) 
of particle physics, its predicted value is extremely small ((|de| ≂ 10-38 e-cm [3], |de| ≂ 10-
40
 e-cm [4]) and therefore, measuring its SM value is currently not possible. In contrast, 
many particle physics theories that are beyond the standard model (BSM) predict values 
of the eEDMs that are several orders of magnitude greater than their SM counterparts [2
5], and some are well within reach of current experiments [6 8]. Therefore, upper bounds 
on the eEDM placed by experiments, thereby constraining stringently several post-SM 
theories, are a crucial probe of BSM physics. In particular, eEDM tabletop experiments 
that use atoms and molecules can probe PeV energy scales, which are well beyond the 
reach of accelerators [3].  
Another P, T violating interaction, but which is predicted only by BSM theories, is 
the scalar-pseudoscalar (S-PS) interaction between the nuclei and the electrons in an atom 
or a molecule [9 11]. The coupling constant associated with this interaction is the S-PS 
constant (ks). The S-PS interaction is predicted in, for example, the minimal supersym-
metric standard model (MSSM) [12], where the loop-induced Higgs-gluon gluon cou-
plings contribute to ks, and the aligned two-Higgs-doublet model (A2HDM) [13]. The S-
PS interaction is not predicted in all BSM theories, but there is a model which predicts a 
large contribution of the S-PS interaction to the atomic (and molecular) EDM as com-
pared to the eEDM [14]. More details on the importance of eEDM searches and the S-PS 
interaction can be found in Ch  review [15].  
The values of de and ks are obtained by a combination of experimental energy shifts 





can be found in Appendix A of Ref. [16]). The latter can be calculated only by using 
atomic or molecular relativistic many-body theories. The enhancement factor for the 
eEDM interaction is the effective electric field (Eeff), while that for the S-PS interaction 
is the S-PS coefficient (Ws). Since both the eEDM and the S-PS interactions contribute to 
the measured energy shift in an experiment, we need to perform measurements on two or 
more systems with different sensitivities to these interactions, in order to obtain their con-
tributions individually (c.f. figure 1 in Ref. [17] and figure 1 in Ref. [18]). In the subse-
quent sections, we discuss the sensitivity of a given system in terms of the ratio between 
its Ws and Eeff (Ws/Eeff).  
Molecules that can be cooled to the ultracold regime are attractive as candidate sys-
tems for an eEDM experiment because of their large coherence time and the total number 
of molecules that can be used for that experiment. One such set of molecules that offer 
promise for future eEDM search experiments are metal--alkali-metal diatomic systems. 
For instance, several groups have successfully reported on ultracold mixtures of 
Yb+Li [19,20], Hg+Rb [21].  
In contrast, the theoretical investigations of metal--alkali-metal molecules for the 
eEDM searches are limited to the work of Meyer et al. [22], and our recent work on Hg-
alkalis (HgA) [23]. In the former, potential energy curves (PEC) and molecular properties 
of Yb-alkali and Yb-alkali-earth-metal molecules are calculated at the non-relativistic 
level [22]. The latter involves calculations of Eeff, Ws and the molecular permanent dipole 
moment (PDM) for HgA systems using Dyall cv3z basis set using a relativistic coupled 
cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) approach [23]. The work also presents a preliminary 
estimate of the expected sensitivity in eEDM experiments using HgA molecules.  
Metal--alkali-metal systems have weak bonding, which is different from other candi-
date molecules with ionic bonding (e.g., ThO [6,8], HfF+ [7], and YbF [24,25]). Hence, 
surveys for the basis set dependence and the mechanism of enhancement for Eeff and Ws 
for metal--alkali-metal molecules are important, both from the viewpoint of an accurate 
determination of these factors, as well as for the search for good candidate molecules for 
eEDM searches.  
In this chapter, we focus on the analytical and methodological aspects of the calcula-
tions of Eeff and Ws of HgA and SrA (A = Li, Na, and K) molecules, which could be 
relevant for experiments with the aforementioned ultracold molecules. We summarize the 





HgA (A = Li, Na, and K) molecules at the DF (Dirac-Fock) and CCSD levels of theory, 
using a series of basis sets from D a  database. We then compare our results and assess 
the basis sets that would be suitable for proposing eEDM candidates in these class of 
molecules; (ii) We study the mechanism for enhancement of Eeff and Ws in metal--alkali-
metal molecules (HgA and SrA), and compare them with that in metal-fluorides (HgF 
and SrF) and metal-hydrides (HgH and SrH). Our results show that although HgA has 
much smaller values of Eeff and Ws compared with HgH and HgF, the values of Eeff and 
Ws for SrLi are comparable with SrH and SrF. We explain the results by invoking the 
orbital interaction theory, as explained in chapter 4 (see also ref. [26]); (iii) We observe 
that the ratio between Ws and Eeff (Ws/Eeff) of HgX and SrX (X = H, Li, F, Na, and K) are 
almost constant and are independent of X. The ratio Ws/Eeff of HgX and SrX are not sig-
nificantly affected by correlation effects, which was also observed in chapter 5 (see also 
ref. [27]). We explain the reason for this trend by expanding Ws/Eeff using a second quan-











H d E  ¦ Σ E .   (8.1) 
Here, de is the eEDM, j is the summation index over electronic coordinates, Ne is the 
number of electrons in the molecule,  is the Dirac matrix, and 6 is the four-component 
Pauli matrix. Eint is the internal electric field in the molecule. The effective electric field 






  < < ,   (8.2) 
where  is the four-component electronic wavefunction of the molecule. In this work, we 
employed a summation over the one-electron operator for the expectation value, as given 
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where i is the imaginary unit, c is the speed of light, 5 is the product of Dirac matrices, 





Eq. (8.1) only when <is the exact eigenfunction of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, which 
is the Dirac-Coulomb (DC) Hamiltonian, in this work.  
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,   (8.4) 
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, expressed in atomic units (2.22249×10-14𝐸 ∙
𝑎0). Nn represents the total number of the nuclei in the molecule, and A labels the nuclei. 
Z is the nuclear charge. ks,A is the dimensionless S-PS interaction constant of the atom A. 
We used the same Gaussian-type distribution function, for the nuclear charge density , 
as shown in chapter 3 (see also ref. [31]). The S-PS coefficient Ws,A is defined for mole-
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Z  < < ¦ ¦r R  .  (8.6)  
Here, r and R are the position vectors of the electrons and nuclei, respectively.  
   We employed a relativistic CCSD method [32,33] using the DF wavefunction as the 
reference state. For the calculation of the expectation value of O  at the CCSD level, we 
incorporate only the linear terms in the CCSD wave function as given below [34]  
   0 1 2 1 2 0 01 1 ,N CT T O T T O\ \       (8.7) 
where NO  is the normal-ordered version of the operator, the subscript C refers to con-
nected terms, and O0 is the expectation value of the operator O  at the DF level [35,36].  
 
8.3. Computational method 
 
We use the UTChem program [37] for generating the Dirac-Fock orbitals and the mo-
lecular orbital integral transformation [38]. We use the DIRAC08 program [39] for ob-
taining the CCSD wave function. We modified the above-mentioned codes to calculate 





polarization functions added to them in the uncontracted form for all of the elements in 
our target molecules. Here, v3z and cv3z refer to the basis sets of the same name, as 
shown in the basis set repository in DIRAC code. Table 8.1 summarizes the basis sets 
used in this work. Here, Dyall 2z, 3z and 4z refers to basis sets without the polarization 
functions [44], while Dyall 2z_pol and 4z_pol means that we added polarization functions 
of Dyall v3z basis sets (g exponents for Hg, d and f exponents for Li, Na, and K, respec-
tively) to Dyall 2z and 4z basis sets, respectively. Comparing the results obtained by using 
these basis sets, we shall discuss the basis set dependence of the molecular properties in 
HgA. All the electrons in the molecules were correlated, while the virtual orbitals at 
higher energies were cut-off at the integral transformation and the CCSD level. The 
threshold energies for the cut-off are summarized in Tables C.1-C.3 in Appendix C (see 
also ref. [45]).  
 
TABLE 8.1 Basis set information. 
a We did not employ 4z_pol basis set for HgK.  
b We employed only cv3z basis set for Sr, H, and F atoms. 
 
We use the following bond lengths (in Å); HgH: 1.7662 [46], HgF: 2.00686 [47], HgLi: 
2.92 [48], HgNa: 3.52 [48] HgK: 3.90 [48], SrH: 2.1456 [46], SrF: 2.07537 [46], SrLi: 
3.545 [49], SrNa: 3.889 [50], and SrK: 4.528 [50], respectively. For Ws, we provide only 
the contributions of Sr and Hg atoms, because the contribution of the lighter element for 
both the molecules is insignificant. We choose the following, 202Hg, and 88Sr, which are 
the most abundant isotopes in nature; and employ the experimental root-mean-square 
charge radii [51].  
  
 Hg Li Na K Srb Hb Fb 
2z 24s19p12d8f 10s6p 12s8p 15s11p - - - 
3z 30s24p15d10f 14s8p 18s11p 23s16p - - - 
4z 34s30p19d12f 18s10p 24s14p 30s21p - - - 
2z_pol 24s19p12d8f2g 10s6p2d 12s8p4d2f 15s11p4d2f - - - 
v3z 30s24p15d11f2g 14s8p2d 19s12p4d2f 24s17p4d2f - - - 
cv3z 30s24p15d11f4g1h 14s8p2d 19s12p5d2f 24s17p6d3f 29s20p13d5f1g 9s2p1d 14s8p3d1f 







Hereafter, we only present the absolute values of Eeff and Ws for simplicity, while the 
values of PDM are shown with their sign.  
 
8.4.1. BASIS SET DEPENDENCE 
 
Table 8.2 shows the results for HgLi, HgNa, and HgK, at the DF level. From the table, 
we observe that the dependence of Eeff, Ws, and PDM on basis sets is very weak at the DF 
level. We plot the values of Eeff and Ws versus basis for HgLi, HgNa, and HgK at the 
CCSD level in Fig. 8.1. Their values are shown in Tables C.1-C.3 in Appendix C. From 
the comparison between Tables 8.2 and C.1-C.3, we observe the huge correlation effects 
in Eeff, Ws, and PDM, as well known for thes kinds of molecules with van der waal bond-
ing. From Fig. 8.1, we observe three common features in Eeff and Ws of HgA molecules 
at the CCSD level: (i) the values obtained using the 4z basis set are not close to those 
obtained from the 4z_pol ones. This indicates that polarization functions play an im-
portant role in Eeff and Ws of HgA molecules. We can also see the contribution of the 
polarization functions from the large difference between the values at the 2z and 2z_pol; 
(ii) the values at the v3z, cv3z, and 4z_pol levels broadly agree with each other. 
 
TABLE 8.2 Results of our calculations at the DF level. 
 
From the comparison between the values at v3z and cv3z, the values of Eeff and Ws 
approach convergence at the cv3z level. From the small difference between v3z and 
4z_pol results, we conclude that the use of 3z basis set for the occupied orbitals (s, p, d, f 
for Hg, and s, p for alkali) would be reasonably fine. In chapter 7, we reported the error 
 Eeff (GV/cm) Ws (kHz) PDM (Debye) 
Basis set HgLi HgNa HgK HgLi HgNa HgK HgLi HgNa HgK 
2z 13.39 7.45 5.70 29.51 16.41 12.56 -1.58 -0.94 -1.59 
3z 13.76 7.61 5.82 31.08 17.19 13.15 -1.45 -0.85 -1.42 
4z 13.77 7.62 5.82 31.13 17.23 13.17 -1.44 -0.84 -1.39 
2z_pol 13.44 7.46 5.61 29.63 16.44 12.34 -1.58 -0.96 -1.60 
v3z 13.74 7.59 5.73 31.02 17.15 12.95 -1.47 -0.88 -1.48 
cv3z 13.74 7.59 5.73 31.02 17.15 12.95 -1.47 -0.88 -1.48 





in Eeff and Ws due to the basis set at about 15% (using Dyall cv3z basis sets). However, 
from these figures, the error in the results from cv3z would be much smaller than 15%; 
(iii) the values at the 2z_pol are clearly far from those at the v3z, cv3z, and 4z_pol. From 
this, we understand that the 2z basis sets are not sufficient for an accurate calculation, 
even if we include polarization functions. However, the trends in Eeff and Ws of HgA 
systems are the same at any levels of basis (HgLi > HgNa > HgK). This indicates that 



















Finally, we note that the above points (ii) and (iii) are consistent with the work of Hao 
et al. [52]. They calculated the P-odd interaction coefficient WA for BaF by employing 
the relativistic coupled cluster method. In their work, the values they obtained using Dyall 
v2z are clearly far from those with Dyall v3z basis, while the difference between the 
values at the Dyall v3z and Dyall v4z is not too significant. The similarities between their 
results for BaF and our results for HgA indicates that the dependence of these properties 
using Dyall basis sets would not significantly depend on the electronic structure of mol-
ecules.  
In Fig. 8.2, we plot the values of PDM for HgA at the CCSD level, whose numerical 
values are shown in Tables C.1-C.3 in Appendix C. The direction of the PDM is taken 
along the molecular axis from the mercury to the alkali atom. The basis set dependence 
of PDM is similar qualitatively to that observed in Eeff and Ws. Also, the basis set depend-
ence of PDM is stronger than that observed in Eeff and Ws; e.g., values at the 2z, 3z, and 
2z_pol basis sets do not reproduce the sign of 4z_pol. In contrast to this strong depend-
ence, the values at the v3z, cv3z, and 4z_pol are in broad agreement, similar to Eeff and 
Ws in Fig. 8.1. We, therefore, assess that the results are extremely sensitive to basis sets 
only for low-quality basis sets (e.g., 2z quality, with and without polarization functions), 
and hence our previous calculation of PDM at the cv3z [23] are sufficiently accurate, at 
least from the point of view of proposing new candidates for eEDM search experiments.  
 
 






8.4.2. Analysis of Eeff and Ws  
 
In this section, we discuss why HgA has much smaller values of Eeff and Ws than 
HgH [26,53] and HgF [26,54] based on the electronic structure of these molecules. The 
dependence of molecular enhancement factors of P and P, T-odd violating properties on 
the nuclear charge have been investigated thoroughly (e.g., Refs. [52,55 57]). However, 
the small values of HgA cannot be explained only by invoking nuclear charge. We show 
the results of the Mulliken population (MP) analysis [58] for the singly occupied molec-
ular orbital (SOMO) in Table 8.3. We employ the Dyall cv3z basis sets for the MP cal-
culations (note that the values of MP for HgH and HgF are not exactly same as our 
previously reported values in chapter 4, where 4z quality basis set was employed). The 
value of MP indicates the contribution of each atomic orbital to SOMO in the target mol-
ecule. From Table 8.3, we see that the SOMO electrons are localized in the Hg atom for 
both HgH and HgF. In contrast, the SOMO for HgA is not localized in Hg, but the alkali 
atom. Since the SOMO is not localized to Hg, HgA molecules do not have an enhanced 
Eeff and Ws that would have resulted from the large nuclear charge of Hg (Z = 80). This 
shows the reason why HgA has much smaller Eeff and Ws than HgH and HgF, although 
they contain the Hg atom.  
 
TABLE 8.3 Mulliken population analysis for HgX (X = H, Li, F, Na and K) using Dyall 
cv3z basis sets. 
 
Although the HgA molecules have much smaller Eeff and Ws than HgH and HgF, the 
trend for Eeff and Ws in the counterparts of Sr molecules is different. We present the results 
of SrH, SrF, and SrA (A = Li, Na, and K) in table 8.4. We show its correlation effects in 
table 8.5. We employ the Dyall cv3z basis sets for all the elements. The virtual orbitals 
are cut-off at 100 a.u. The trends in Eeff and Ws for Sr molecules is SrH > SrF > SrLi > 
 HgH HgF HgLi HgNa HgK 
Hg (s) 0.42 0.74 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
Hg (p) 0.38 0.16 0.10 0.06 0.06 
Hg total 0.82 0.94 0.10 0.05 0.04 
X (s) 0.18 -8  10-4 0.87 0.94 0.94 
X (p) -1  10-3 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.02 





SrNa > SrK, which are same as those found in Hg-containing molecules. However, the 
values of Eeff and Ws for SrLi are almost the same as those of SrF, at both the DF and the 
CCSD levels. SrNa and SrK have Eeff and Ws that are about one order smaller at the DF 
level, but the values at the CCSD level are about a half and a third of SrH, respectively. 
It is in stark contrast to HgNa and HgK; Eeff and Ws of HgNa and HgK are one-sixth and 
one-seventh smaller than HgH at the CCSD level, respectively. Although Eeff and Ws of 
SrA are smaller than SrH and SrF, the decrease in Eeff and Ws for SrA is clearly lesser 
than that in HgA. The magnitudes of Eeff and Ws for SrA are smaller than those of con-
ventional polar molecules (such as ThO, HgF+, and YbF), but SrA has an advantage in 
terms of the ratio Ws/Eeff, as discussed later. 
 
TABLE 8.4 Results of our calculations for Eeff (GV/cm), Ws (kHz) and Ws/Eeff 
(kHz/(GV/cm)) using Dyall cv3z basis set. 
 







a The negative sign means that the AO energy of valence s orbital of Hg (Sr) is lower than alkali atom. 
 
When we focus on the electron correlation effects on Eeff in SrA and HgA, their con-
tributions to Eeff are much larger than those at DF. However, the absolute values of the 
correlation effects are relatively similar among the SrX molecules (0.60 ~ 1.07 GV/cm) 
and HgX molecules (10.41 ~ 24.06 GV/cm) regardless of the X atoms. On the other hand, 
the values of Eeff at the DF level depend on X atoms, and the ordering of the values of Eeff 
at the CCSD level among our target molecules remains unchanged from that at the DF 
Method Property SrH SrF SrLi SrNa SrK HgH HgF HgLi HgNa HgK 
DF Eeff 1.76 1.50 1.41 0.41 0.24 106.79 105.32 13.74 7.59 5.73 
DF Ws 1.59 1.35 1.27 0.37 0.22 241.72 237.71 31.02 17.15 12.95 
DF Ws/Eeff 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.92 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 
CCSD Eeff 2.61 2.10 2.02 1.48 0.97 120.13 115.73 37.79 20.33 16.24 
CCSD Ws 2.33 1.88 1.81 1.33 0.86 277.89 266.65 86.37 46.46 37.05 
CCSD Ws/Eeff 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.89 2.31 2.30 2.29 2.29 2.28 
 HgLi HgNa HgK SrLi SrNa SrK 
Overlap integral 0.38 0.29 0.28 0.42 0.38 0.34 
AO energy difference  
(a.u.) 





level. Hence, the values of Eeff among our target molecules can be approximately at-
tributed to the difference in Eeff values at the DF level and consequently, how the SOMOs 
are constructed in each molecule. The above discussion also holds for Ws. 
 The reason why SrA possess relatively large Eeff and Ws could be explained by in-
voking the orbital interaction theory [59 61]. Fig. 8.3 shows the energy diagram for the 
atomic and molecular orbitals of HgLi, HgK, SrLi, and SrK. Here, the atomic orbital 
energies are obtained from atomic DF calculations using the GRASP2K code [62]. We 
omit HgNa (SrNa), because their electronic structures are in between HgLi (SrLi) and 
HgK (SrK).  
From Fig. 8.3, we observe that the 6s electron of Hg hardly transfers to the alkali, 
because Hg  6s orbital is more stable than the valence s orbitals of alkalis, and the 
transfer would lead to an energetic instability (note that if the electron transfer did not 
occur at all, Eeff and Ws of HgA would become zero, because Hg is a closed shell system). 
As a result, in HgLi and HgK, the 2s and 4s orbitals of Li and K mainly contribute to the 
SOMO, while 6s of Hg mainly contributes to SOMO-1. These electronic structures are in 
contrast with HgH and HgF molecules, where Hg  6s and 6p mainly contributes to 








FIG. 8.3 Energy diagrams of HgLi, HgK, SrLi, and SrK molecules 
The energies of the valence occupied orbitals of Li, K, Sr and Hg (2s, 4s, 5s, and 6s) were eval-
uated from the ground states of the atoms. The 5p and 6p orbital energies of Sr and Hg were 
evaluated from the excited state of the atoms whose valence electron configurations are ns1np1 
(n = 5, 6). The atomic calculations were based on GRASP2K [57]. MO energies of the four 






In contrast, the orbital energy of the valence 5s of Sr is higher than that of 6s of Hg. 
The valence atomic orbitals in Sr and alkali-metal mix more than in the case of Hg and 
alkali-metal; i.e. the chemical bonds of SrA are more covalent than those of HgA. The 
difference between the valence s orbitals of Hg and Sr can be explained on account of the 
stabilization of Hg  6s, which is due to the relativistic contraction effect and the weak 
screening effect of 5d electrons. As a result, the 5s of Sr can contribute to SOMO more 
than the 6s of Hg in HgA. Especially, in the case of SrLi, the 2s of Li is slightly more 
stable than 5s of Sr, and the electronic structure of SrLi is similar to that of HgH (figure 
1 in Ref. [26]), rather than that of HgA. Therefore, Eeff and Ws of SrLi at the DF level are 
similar to those of SrH and SrF. As an aside, we note that HgA has larger Eeff and Ws than 
SrA due to the larger Z and relativistic effect of Hg, despite the small contribution of Hg 
to SOMO.  
We do not show the values of MP for SrA, because the dependence of the MP on the 
basis set is known, especially for molecules with van de Waals bonding. From this, the 
MP analysis would not give reliable results for these systems. Concerning the results of 
HgA shown in Table 8.3, it would be fine, because the error due to the basis set would 
not change the trend of HgH and HgF , and HgA. 
We show the values of the differences in the energies of atomic orbitals (AO), as well 
as the overlap integrals between the 5s and 6s orbitals of Sr and Hg atoms and the valence 
orbitals of the alkalis for HgA and SrA in table 8.5. The overlap integrals were obtained 
by using the contracted Dyall 4z basis sets. We have already discussed the energy differ-
ences between the AOs in the previous paragraphs using Fig. 8.3. The values of the over-
lap integrals of HgA are smaller when compared to SrA with same alkalis. It is consistent 
with the discussion presented above that the chemical bonds of SrA can be the mixture of 
the AOs of Sr and Alkali atoms more than those of HgA, due to the contraction of the 6s 
orbital of Hg.  
Finally, we qualitatively discuss the relationship of the above argument to the equi-
librium bond length (Re) and the dissociation energy (De), both shown in table 8.6.  From 
here, the Re values of HgA are longer than those of HgH and HgF, which suggests that 
relatively weak bonding exists in HgA. This weak bonding is consistent with the smaller 
Eeff and Ws in HgA, which is due to the localization of the SOMO of HgA on the alkali 
atom. In addition, the values of De for SrA are larger than those of HgA. The larger De of 





Alkali  atomic orbitals. The larger De is consistent with the result that Eeff and Ws of SrA 
are not very small. 
 
TABLE 8.6 Summary of the dissociation energies (De) and the equilibrium bond lengths 
(Re), which are obtained in previous works. Here, X = H, F, Li, Na, and K, and M = Sr 
and Hg. The references of Re are shown in the section 8.3 of this chapter. 
 De (cm-1) Re ( ) 
 SrX HgX SrX HgX 
MH 14260a 3701d 2.1456 1.7662 
MF 45047b 11423e 2.07537 2.00686 
MLi 2550c 903f 3.545 2.92 
MNa 1657c 524f 3.889 3.52 
MK 1176c 524f 4.528 3.9 
aReference  [63], bReference  [64], cReference  [65], dReference  [66], eReference  [67], fReference  [48] 
 
8.4.3. Ratio Ws/Eeff 
 
The ratios Ws/Eeff for atoms were first estimated by Dzuba et al. [68,69]. Gaul et al. 
studied molecular Ws/Eeff systematically [70], and mentioned that the ratio is rather in-
sensitive to the che ca  e e  of the heavy nucleus. However, it is unclear if 
their conclusion can be extended to HgA whose electronic structures are significantly 
different from Gaul et al.  target molecules; hydrides, nitrides, oxides, and fluorides.  
Table 8.4 shows the values of Ws/Eeff for HgX and SrX (X = H, Li, F, Na, and K) at 
the DF and CCSD levels. From this table, we observe that Ws/Eeff are almost same at both 
DF and CCSD levels for HgX and SrX, although the Eeff and Ws are different between the 
alkalides, the hydrides, and the fluorides.  
We can understand the reason for the weaker dependence of the ratio on the molecular 
electronic structure, by using analytical formulae for Eeff and Ws. First, we shall discuss 
this aspect only at the DF level. Here, we use the expression for Eeff and Ws based on the 
molecular orbital representation proposed by Meyer et al. According to their approxima-
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and  
   2 21 2j ZJ D   .   (8.10) 
Here, V= ±1/2, which is related to the projection of the spin to the molecular axis. D is 
the fine structure constant. Zi is the effective nuclear charge seen by the valence electron; 
for a neutral atom Zi = 1. Q is the effective quantum number, and j is the total angular 
momentum. cs and cp are the molecular orbital coefficients in SOMO\SOMO) and are 
represented as follows  
SOMO other
other
others pc s c p c\    ¦ ,  (8.11) 
where 
1 2 3 2
2 2
33
p p pV   .  (8.12) 
Here, |s> and |p> is the valence s and p orbitals of the heavier atom in the molecule, which 
mainly contributes to Eeff. |other> refers to atomic orbitals excluding |s> and |p>.  
   Eq. (8.8) can be rewritten such that the contributions from the nuclear charge Z (* rel,edm) 
and the electronic structure  
of the molecule (X) are separated, as given below  




















.  (8.15) 
Next, we give the analogous expression to Eeff in the case of Ws for 1/26 molecule as 
follows, using the following atomic expression of Ws [2,9]   
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Here, Rnuc is the nuclear radius. We modify Eq. (8.8) in Ref. [9] so that it is consistent 
with the expression for X given in Eq. (8.14) for Ws. Eqs. (8.13) and (8.16) are based on 
the first-order perturbation theory and are represented as the expectation values of the 
unperturbed wavefunction. It is a good approximation because the influence of the eEDM 
and the S-PS interactions on the wavefunction should be negligible compared with that 
of the unperturbed Hamiltonian.  
To get insights into the ratio Ws/Eeff, it is important that the part depending on the 
electronic structure of the molecules (X in Eq. (8.14)) is common for both Eeff and Ws and 
hence cancel each other out in Ws/Eeff. As a result, the remaining part of Ws/Eeff depends 
on the only Z, as follows  
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Here, we ignore some of the coefficients and physical constants that are not relevant for 
the analysis, for simplicity. From the expression given above, we can explain the reason 
why each of the HgX and SrX has similar Ws/Eeff at the DF level and is found to be due 
to cancelation between the parts corresponding to the molecular electronic structure.  
From Eq. (8.18), in the case of small Z, Ws/Eeff increases as Z, because > @ 2 2nuc1 2ZR
J  
in the numerator increases faster than the denominator. It is consistent with the fact that 
relativistic effects in the S-PS interaction are larger than that in the eEDM. The former is 
the interaction between nucleons and the electrons inside the nucleus, while the latter is 
between the nuclear charge and the electrons distributed close to the nucleus.  
Another observation from Table 8.4 is that the values of Ws/Eeff at the DF and CCSD 
levels are almost the same, although each value of Eeff and Ws is different due to correla-
tion effects.  
We explain this trend by utilizing the representation of the one-electron operator in 










 *qr q rO O d\ \ W ³ .  (8.20) 
In the above expression, \ refers to the one-electron molecular spin-orbitals, q and r are 
arbitrary indices of the spin-orbitals, aq  (ar) is an electron creation operator (annihilate 
operator) in a spin-orbital \q (\r), respectively. From Eq. (8.19), the expectation value of 





















,  (8.22) 
where 
  *eff effq rqrE E d\ \ W ³ ,  (8.23) 
 s q s rqrW W d\ \ W
 ³ ,  (8.24) 
and  
qr q rD a a < < .  (8.25) 
Here, < is the electronic wavefunction of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, which includes 
the correlation effects.  
   Next, we generalize Eq. (8.11) for specifically highlighting the inner s and p orbitals. 
First, \q may be expressed as follows  
other
other
otherq s q p q
s p
c s c p c\ c c
c c
c c  ¦ ¦ ¦ . (8.26) 
Here, s  and p  are the indices of the heavier atomic s and p orbitals in the molecule, 
respectively. Replacing Eq. (8.11) with Eq. (8.26), we can express Eq. (8.8) as follows  
 eff rel,edmqrqrE X c| * ,  (8.27) 
and  
 
 * *3 2
,
2 1
3qr s q p r p q s rs p s p
X c c c cV
Q Q
c c c c
c c c c
 ¦ .  (8.28) 
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Finally, Ws/Eeff can be expressed as follows  
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cancel out. As a 
result, Ws/Eeff depends on only the nuclear charge Z even at the correlation level.   
The points mentioned above can explain the trend in our previously reported re-
sults [27]; Eeff and Ws in HgF are each larger than that of RaF (i.e., Z independent), while 
the ratio (Ws/Eeff) is larger for RaF (i.e., monotonically Z dependent). The values of Eeff 
and Ws themselves depend on the contraction of the core region of the outermost orbit-
als [27], and reflect the electronic structure of molecular orbitals. In contrast, Ws/Eeff only 
depends on Z and Rnuc as shown in Eq.s (8.18) and (8.31), and are independent of the 
electronic structure of the molecule.  
In the above discussion, we ignore the effects of p3/2, d, f,  orbitals. However, their 
contributions to Eeff and Ws are much smaller than those from the s and p1/2 orbitals, be-
cause p3/2, d, f,  orbitals are not distributed significantly in the region close to the nu-
cleus. Hence, even though the excitations from (to) p3/2, d, f,  orbitals may exist at the 
correlation levels, their effects on the total value of Ws/Eeff would be insignificant, as our 
results for the ratio at the CCSD level indicate. Our analysis can be generalized to any 
molecules whose s and p1/2 orbitals mainly contribute to their open-shell configurations. 
For example, it is reported that the ratio Ws/Eeff of triatomic molecules are almost the 
same as that of the corresponding monofluorides [74]. This result can also be understood 








To conclude, we have discussed three broad aspects of HgA as well as other systems 
that could be of interest for future eEDM search experiments. In the first part of this work, 
we calculate molecular properties of HgA, using a series of basis sets from D a  data-
base. We find that double zeta basis sets do not lead to the correct sign for the PDM, even 
if polarization functions are included. In contrast, the cv3z basis set is of reasonably good 
quality for the calculation of Eeff, Ws, and PDM, as are the v3z and 4z_pol ones. This 
survey will help in the correct choice of basis for calculations that are of interest to fun-
damental physics, involving molecules with van der Waals-like character, such as HgA.  
Next, we analyze the reason for smaller values of Eeff and Ws in HgA systems, where 
due to the Hg atom, we would normally expect a large Eeff and Ws (for example, Hg 
halides (HgX) and HgH). We found that in these systems, where van der Waals-like char-
acter is present, the SOMO electron localizes in the alkali atom, and leads much smaller 
Eeff and Ws. We also observed that the values of Eeff and Ws for SrLi are comparable with 
SrH and SrF. The difference between HgA and SrA can be attributed to the stabilization 
of the valence 6s orbital of Hg. Our idea that SrA has relatively large P, T-odd properties 
could be extended to molecules containing the same group-2 systems; e.g., BaA and 
RaA.  
Lastly, we found that the ratio Ws/Eeff hardly depends on the electronic structure and 
the correlation effects, and dominantly depends on Z. We explain the reason for this 
behavior is due to the cancellation of the electronic structure parts in Ws/Eeff. This analysis 
supports the suggestion of our [27] and Gaul et al.  [70] previous works that performing 
two different experiments using heavy molecules, and relatively light molecules, is im-
portant to separate the contribution from the eEDM and the S-PS interactions. Based on 
these points, and in view of the successes in ultracold molecules that have been already 
reported using Sr containing systems (e.g., SrF [75]), in combination with the suitability 
of SrA for laser cooling as discussed in Ref. [65], we propose that the combination of SrA 
and one of the current leading candidate molecules that are heavier (ThO and HfF+) to 
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Relativistic quantum chemistry is important for the theoretical calculation of heavy 
elements [1 4]. For example, yellow color of gold [5,6], and the reaction of the lead-acid 
battery [7] cannot be explained without relativistic effect. Even for chemistry of light 
element, the energy splitting due to spin-orbit (SO) interaction is essentially due to the 
relativistic effect (e.g. [8 10]). 
Recently, the target of relativistic quantum chemistry is not only qualitative descrip-
tion of chemical phenomenon. Improvements in both computational power and method-
ology nowadays allow highly accurate electronic structure calculations including both 
relativistic and electron correlation effects. A next challenge for increased accuracy is the 
inclusion of the effects of quantum electrodynamics (QED), notably the electron self-
energy (SE) and vacuum polarization (VP), which in principle means going beyond the 
no-pair approximation [11 14]. 
Calculations within the rigorous QED framework are reported for few-electron sys-
tems, and they are in excellent agreement with the experiment. For example, the 2S1/2-
2P1/2 splitting of Li-like uranium [15,16], hyperfine coupling constant (HFCC) of hydro-
gen-like atom [17], and the anomalous g factor [18], whose purpose is the test of the ac-
curacy of QED. The contribution of QED to atomic and molecular physics is not only 
correlations to relativistic quantum mechanics. Even for experimental phenomenon, 
Lamb shift [19] can be described only within the framework of QED, and the splitting 
due to this becomes very large for highly charged ion: e.g. 468 eV ± 13 eV in hydrogen-
like uranium [20].  
The rigorous QED approach for few-electron cannot be extended to many-electron 
systems because of the high computational cost. A more practical, but approximate ap-
proach is the introduction of effective potentials to incorporate QED effects. In the atomic 
case, some codes for the calculation with effective potentials are reported [21,22], and 
their application show that this approach leads to excellent agreement with the experi-
ment. 
Meanwhile, in the case of molecules, the methods to incorporate QED effect are lim-
ited to pseudopotentials (e.g. [23 25]) and model potentials [26], which are obtained by 
parameter fitting. Although the former approach can describe the electronic structure of 
the valence orbitals well, they cannot calculate core-level properties and the disagreement 
with more elaborate potentials is non-negligible [27]. 
 In this work, we report the first implementation of effective QED potentials in a pro-
gram for all-electron 4-component relativistic calculations, DIRAC [28]. We have imple-
mented three kinds of potentials: the Uehling potential [29] for vacuum polarization, 
Pekka and Zha  model potential [26], and Flambaum and G ge  effective potential 





numerically. As a first application of our program, we calculate molecular spectroscopic 
constants (re, Ze, Zexe, and De) of van der Waals dimer M2 (M = Hg, Rn, Cn, Og) at the 
MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T) methods based on Dirac-Coulomb-Gaunt Hamiltonian. On 
the whole, the QED effect for our target is small, but non-negligible for accurate calcula-
tions. The effective QED potentials are available for all electronic structure methods and 
the calculations of properties available in DIRAC code. The next application to molecular 




In this section, we use units ℏ = c = 1 except where presented explicitly for clarifica-
tion, as done in ref. [30]. We added one-electron effective QED potentials to one-electron 
Dirac Hamiltonian as follows.  




h mc c V VE     ¦I α p . (9.1) 
Here, D and E are Dirac matrices, m is the mass of the electron, c is the speed of light, 
p is the momentum operator, A is the index of the atom, NA is the number of the nuclei in 
the molecule, V is the nucleus-electron potential, and VQED is the effective QED potential. 
In practical calculation, we added the one-electron integrals of effective QED potentials 
to the Fock matrix in each SCF step.  
VQED can be separated to two contributions of QED. 
QED VP SE
A A AV V V  . (9.2) 
Here, VP and SE means vacuum polarization and self-energy, respectively. Although we 
have also implemented Pyykkö and Zha  Gaussian model potential [26] for the SE ef-
fect, we show only Uehling and Flambaum  potential, which we use the application in 
this work.  
   We employed Uehling potentials [29] for VVP. 
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Here, ZA is the nuclear charge of atom A, D is the fine structure constant, e is the elemen-
tary charge, and e  is the Compton wavelength. Eq. (9.3) was first derived at a point-
charge model [29], and the analytical integration of it is reported only for the point-charge 
model [31]. However, in fact the nuclear charge is distributed. The calculation of the vac-
uum polarization with finite nuclear charge model was first done for P-mesonic atoms by 
using approximate formulation [32]. The expression itself of Uehling potential with finite 
nucleus is shown in ref. [33,34], but the general derivation from a general charge distri-
bution to a spherically symmetric charge density is shown in ref. [35]. In a practical cal-
culation, we used the below formula, Eqs. (9.4) and (9.5), which is shown in Eqs. (4) and 
(6) of ref. [35], respectively. 
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Here, Eq. (9.5) was derived by Tailor expansion of Eq. (9.4) (The derivation is shown in 
Appendix D). An additional numerical integration with respect to r  appears in Eq. (9.4). 
For this integration, we used QUAD routine in GRASP code. Eq. (9.4) is costlier than 
Eq. (9.5) because of the integration with respect to r . In the present version, when the 
difference between Eq. (9.4) and (9.5) is less than 10-5, the computation of Eq. (9.4) is 
stopped, and the values of Eq. (9.5) are employed for each r. This procedure is the same 
to the one in GRASP [21].  
   We employed the below three terms for VSE, as done by Flambaum and Ginges [30]. 
SE MAG HF LF
A A A AV V V V   . (9.7) 
VMAG is the magnetic term, which comes from the vertex correlation of Feynman diagram. 
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Here, J is defined by ED. The derivation of the potential is shown in ref [36], although the 
final expression (Eq. (9.8)) is not explicitly shown. For the numerical integration with 
respect to t, we used a routine that was implemented by Pasteka et al [27]. 
   VHF is the high-frequency term, which is defined as follows. 
,  (9.9) 
. (9.10) 
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Here, A'(Z) is the fitted parameter. The derivation of the potential is also shown in ref [36]. 
Although the values of A(Z) that depends on the atomic principal quantum number n has 
been reported [37], we used the one fitted by Flambaum and Ginges [30]. 
VLF is the low-frequency term, in order to incorporate the effect contribution, which 
cannot be incorporated the above high-frequency term due to the cutoff parameter.  
   LF 4 5 2 BA Zr aA A e
B Z
V r Z m c e
e
D   , (9.11) 
 (9.12) 
where B(Z) is the fitted parameter, me is the mass of the electron (Note that in ref. [30] 
m=1/
e
 is defined, but in the case of Eq. (9.11), m would mean the mass of the electron). 
It is an essentially artificial potential introduced in ref. [30], but it is enough from the 
viewpoint of the accuracy that can be arrived by the approach working with effective 




A practical approach to calculate one-electron integrals for the effective QED poten-
tials are numerical integration. A straightforward method would be the use of spherical 
coordinate, because the potentials includes cusp on each nucleus, and since the all of the 
above potentials depends on r, the radial part and the angular part can be separated.  






I I ¦ , (9.13) 
A A
pq pqI F d ³ r , (9.14) 
*X pot Y
pq p A qF VF F . (9.15) 
Here, pot is one of the above four effective QED potentials. F is the scalar basis set, and 
X and Y mean the large or small component. 
Usually the space around each atom is partitioned (e.g., a functional in density func-
tional theory (DFT) [38]). In the case of the effective QED potential, QED is a physics in 
short region close to the nucleus (Compton wavelength [39]), and in fact the potentials 
are localized to the nucleus. From this, we can simply replace 𝐹 , and can cutoff the 
region of the radial part as follows 





pq pqI r dr d d F
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T T I| ³ ³ ³ . (9.17) 
For the radial and angular integrations, we employed L dh  grid [40] and Lebedev 
quadrature, respectively. In the angular integration, we just employ the minimum values 
of angular momentum for the Lebedev quadrature (in DIRAC code, l=15), because the 











In this section, we will show the results of spectroscopic constants of dimers with van 
der Waals bonding (M2: M = Hg, Rn, Cn, Og) as a first application of our program. For 
all calculations we used DIRAC 18 code [28]. Dyall cv3z basis sets [41 43], which in-
cludes the core-valence correlations, are employed for Hg and Cn elements, and Dyall 
acv3z basis sets [44 46], where diffuse functions are added to the Dyall cv3z basis sets, 
are employed for Rn and Og elements. We employed the molecular mean-field approxi-
mation Hamiltonian (X2Cmmf) [47] to the Dirac-Coulomb-Gaunt Hamiltonian. In this 
method, the Fock matrix based on the exact Dirac-Coulomb-Gaunt Hamiltonian with the 
effective QED potentials are numerically transformed to the two component level. It 
means that the one-electron operator, which includes effective QED potentials, are trans-
formed to two-component form without any approximation: i.e. picture-change ef-
fect [48 50] is included without any mathematical formalization. For the calculation of 
the wavefunction, we employed MP2 [51], CCSD, and CCSD(T) [52,53] methods. We 
employed Uehling potential for incorporating vacuum polarization effect, and Flambaum 
and G ge  effective QED potentials for incorporating the self-energy effect. Effective 
QED potentials are employed at the Gaussian nuclear model except for low-energy term 
shown in Eq. (9.11). We used the counterpoise correlation approach [54] for avoiding 





I show the spectroscopic constants of Hg2, Rn2, Cn2 and Og2 in Tables 9.1-9.4, re-
spectively. Here, re is the equilibrium bond length, Ze is the harmonic frequency, Zexe is 








TABLE 9.1 Results of Hg2 dimer 
QED Method re   Zecm Zexe cm De cm CP 
no MP2 3.374 30.62 0.244 934.5 no 
with MP2 3.375 30.58 0.239 934.8 no 
no MP2 3.407 29.42 0.236 869.8 with 
with MP2 3.408 29.37 0.228 870.1 with 
no CCSD 4.043 13.43 0.240 187.2 no 
with CCSD 4.045 13.39 0.241 186.9 no 
no CCSD 4.081 12.92 0.243 167.9 with 
with CCSD 4.084 12.88 0.241 167.6 with 
no CCSD(T) 3.816 17.33 0.231 306.9 no 
with CCSD(T) 3.818 17.30 0.229 306.8 no 
no CCSD(T) 3.856 16.67 0.234 277.7 with 
with CCSD(T) 3.857 16.65 0.232 277.7 with 
 
 
TABLE 9.2 Results of Rn2 dimer 
QED Method re   Zecm Zexe cm De cm CP 
no MP2 4.423 18.17 0.292 302.9 no 
with MP2 4.424 18.15 0.294 302.1 no 
no MP2 4.448 17.63 0.299 282.8 with 
with MP2 4.450 17.60 0.302 282.0 with 
no CCSD 4.708 12.43 0.283 142.3 no 
with CCSD 4.709 12.42 0.284 141.9 no 
no CCSD 4.740 11.86 0.287 130.0 with 
with CCSD 4.741 11.85 0.287 129.7 with 
no CCSD(T) 4.603 14.43 0.281 191.4 no 
with CCSD(T) 4.604 14.41 0.282 191.2 no 
no CCSD(T) 4.635 13.80 0.286 175.3 with 







TABLE 9.3 Results of Cn2 dimer 
QED Method re ( ) Ze (cm-1) Zexe (cm-1) De (cm-1) CP 
no MP2 3.178 42.31 0.291 1666.8 no 
with MP2 3.180 42.15 0.291 1660.8 no 
no MP2 3.208 40.58 0.284 1544.5 with 
with MP2 3.210 40.43 0.283 1539.0 with 
no CCSD 3.644 19.85 0.240 410.2 no 
with CCSD 3.649 19.74 0.239 407.6 no 
no CCSD 3.679 19.07 0.252 370.4 with 
with CCSD 3.683 18.96 0.252 368.1 with 
no CCSD(T) 3.505 24.08 0.249 596.7 no 
with CCSD(T) 3.509 23.96 0.247 593.4 no 
no CCSD(T) 3.544 23.06 0.255 535.5 with 
with CCSD(T) 3.547 22.95 0.255 532.7 with 
 
 
TABLE 9.4 Results of Og2 dimer 
QED Method re ( ) Ze (cm-1) Zexe (cm-1) De (cm-1) CP 
no MP2 4.273 23.14 0.205 721.1 no 
with MP2 4.276 23.09 0.205 717.5 no 
no MP2 4.302 22.50 0.205 671.4 with 
with MP2 4.304 22.45 0.208 668.9 with 
no CCSD 4.572 15.09 0.203 313.3 no 
with CCSD 4.575 15.05 0.202 311.6 no 
no CCSD 4.600 14.60 0.207 287.6 with 
with CCSD 4.603 14.57 0.205 286.6 with 
no CCSD(T) 4.467 17.70 0.207 428.4 no 
with CCSD(T) 4.470 17.67 0.208 425.1 no 
no CCSD(T) 4.497 17.14 0.210 392.5 with 







From Table 9.1-9.4, the QED effects are very small, compared with the correlation 
effect. The maximum QED effect for re is 0.003 ( ) (Cn2, CCSD), that for Ze is 0.09 (cm-
1) (Cn2, CCSD), that for Zexe is 0.08 (cm-1) (Hg2, MP2), and that for De is 5.5 (cm-1) (Cn2, 
MP2), respectively. For re, Ze, and De, the QED effect is clearly smaller than the CP 
correlation. However, for Zexe, the contribution of QED effect is comparable to CP cor-
relation, although its contribution is very small. 
From the comparison between the same group molecules (i.e. Hg and Cn, Rn and Og), 
the absolute value of QED effect is increased as the nuclear charge becomes large, as 
expected. When we compare between the groups of the periodic table, the QED effects 
for 12-group molecules (Hg and Cn) are slightly larger than those of 18-group molecules 
(Rn and Og), respectively, but the QED effects for both groups are on the same order. 
Actually, it is contradict to a previous work: Ref. [37] shows that the QED effect is very 
large in 11 and 12-group elements, and it is also well known that the relativistic effect in 
11 and 12-group elements are huge (e.g. [5,55]). However, we do not get this trend from 
Tables I-IV.  
The reason for this difference would be that ref. [37] discusses ionization potential. 
When the principal quantum numbers are the same (e.g. 6s of Hg and 6p of Rn), the atom 
with the valence s orbital should have larger QED effect. On the other hand, the orbital 
energy of the valence shell does not directly contribute to the spectroscopic constants of 
the van der Waals bonding. Its bonding is due to the quantum mechanical polarization, 
which is physics in more valence region than ionization energy. 12-group element cannot 
get benefit that its valence orbital is s orbital for van der Waals bonding. 
   We should note that the spectroscopic constants of van der Waals dimers are very sen-
sitive to the basis sets [56]. This previous work shows that dyall.cv3z basis sets does not 
converge to the basis set limit, especially, at the wavefunction method. The values shown 
in Tables 9.1-9.4 are just the first estimation of the QED effect in molecular spectroscopic 
constants, rather than giving benchmark values.  
    
9.5 Conclusion 
 
We have implemented of effective QED numerical integration in four-component all-
electron program DIRAC and the results of the application. We numerically calculate the 
one-electron integration of the effective QED potentials. A general disadvantage of the 
numerical integration is higher computational cost than the analytical integration, alt-
hough its implementation itself is easier. However, in the case of the effective QED po-
tentials, we can cutoff the radial integration, and can employ a small angular momentum 
in Lebedev angular integration because of the locality of the effective QED potential in 
the nucleus. We have applied our code to the van der Walls dimer, and the order of QED 
effect is as follows: re ~ 10-3 ( ), Ze ~ 10-2 (cm-1), Zexe ~ 10-3 (cm-1), and De ~ a few (cm-
1). The correlation effects and the dependence of the basis sets are much larger than the 
QED effects in the target systems. Another finding is that the difference between the 
magnitude of QED effect in group-12 and group-18 molecules are the almost same. The 
reason for this would be that van der Waals bonding is physics in valence region, while 





Next challenges in molecular calculations including the QED effects would be the 
use of potentials depending on atomic quantum numbers, which is more correctly param-
eter-fitted than the above potentials: e.g. n-dependent parameter of fitted by Thierfelder 
and Schwerdtfeger [37] and Shabae  potential depending on N >@. Another challenge 
to treat QED effect is approaches beyond the effective QED potential - the variational 
QED approach [12]. Relativistic molecular theory has arrived at the new stage from the 
viewpoint of the accuracy incorporating the QED effects. However, molecular calcula-
tions including the QED effect have been just started, and will become more developed 
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Summary and Conclusions 
 
I   e   ha  e a c effec  a  a  a  e f  che  f hea  
e e e . H e e , he a ge  f e a c ec a  he     che , b  
a  he ea ch f e  ce f cha ge- a  (CP) a , beca e ab e-  e e -
e  g hea  ec e  ha e bee  ac e  de e ed f  h  e. Pa c e 
h c  de  be d he a da d de  ed c  ea ab e ag de f he d e 
e  f a  e ec  (eEDM), a d he ca a - e d ca a  (S-PS) e ac  be ee  
c e  a d e ec , h ch a e f  he CP a . The e ha ce e  fac  f 
he eEDM a d S-PS e ac , h ch a e effec e e ec c f e d (Eeff) a d S-PS c eff -
c e  (Ws), e ec e , ca  be b a ed  b  e a c a  che ca  ca c a-
. Ca c a  f Eeff a d Ws a e a  e e a   e be e  e e e a  ca d -
da e  beca e he e  h he a ge  a e  f he  ha e e  e a c e   
e e e . I  h  he , I ha e ed  he be  h ee c : ) P ec e ca c a  
f he Eeff a d Ws g he f -c e  e a c c ed-c e  e h d ba ed  
he D ac e a . ) Sea ch f e  ec e  e ab e f  e e e  a d ech-
a c a a  f  a ge a e  f Eeff a d Ws. ) De e e  f a e  e h d  -
c a e a  e ec d a c  (QED) effec , h ch  a  f  ec e ca c -
a  be d he e h d ba ed  he - a  D ac Ha a .  
    Cha e  1 ha  d ced he bac g d a d h ca  a ec  f h  . I  a  
f c e   he e  f he e a c a  che ca  ca c a  f  he ea ch f 
e  h c  be d he a da d de , a d h   ea  QED effec  f  a -e ec  
e .  
     Cha e  2 ha  g e  a b ef a  f he c a a  e h d g  f e a c 
a  che . I a  e  he ge e a  he   Eeff a d Ws, h ch  he ba c 
f   e ea ch. I e a  ha  he a ge g f s a d p b a  (s-p g) f he 
hea  a  c ea e he a e  f Eeff a d Ws, a d he a  Ws/Eeff  a  a  a  
 e a a e he  c b  f he eEDM a d S-PS e ac  f  he e e -
e a  e e g  h f .  
Cha e  3 ha  h  he ca c a  e  f Ws f YbF ec e a  he e a c 
c ed-c e  g e  a d d b e  (CCSD) e e . I  h  d , I ha e h  ha  he 
a e ec  c e a ed ca c a   ece a   b a  Ws acc a e . I a  c a e he 
he e ca  e  f ec a  e a e  d e e  (PDM) a d h e f e c g 
c a  (HFCC) h he e e e a  e   e a e he e    ca c a ed Ws. 
The a  e  be ee  he ca c a  a d he e e e  a  6 7%, a d  ca  be 
a ed f  he e a  f he e  f Ws. I   he f  e  f he ca c a  f Ws 
a  he CCSD e e  a d he a -e ec  c e a ed e h d, h ch  he  acc a e ca -
c a   he d. 
Cha e  4 ha  h  ha  h d de  h ea  a a  ca  ha e a ge  Eeff ha  
f de  h g a a . Th  e  c ad c   he c e a  dea ha  he 
a  ec e  ha e a ge Eeff beca e f he d ced d e e . T  e a  he 
ea  f  h , I ha e d c ed a e  c ce  ba ed  he b a  e ac  he . I 
ha e a a ed he echa  f he s-p g  h d de  g h  he .  





Ge e a , Eeff a d Ws e e h gh   c ea e a  Z bec e  a ge, b  I ha e h  ha  
he a e  f Eeff a d Ws f 12-g  f de  a e a ge  ha  h e f 2-g  f de , 
a h gh he a e  ha  a ge  c ea  cha ge Z. I ha e c a f ed ha  h  e d  d e  he 
c ac  f he a e ce a c b a  ca ed b  he ea  c ee g effec  f (n-1)d 
e ec  (n: he c a  a  be  f he a e ce b a ) a d he e a c 
effec .  
   Cha e  6 ha  e ed he e ha ce e  f Eeff a d Ws  hea -hea  ec e  (RaX: 
X = C , B , I, A , C , Ag, A ) ba ed   dea d c ed  cha e  4. F  he a a , 
I ha e h  ha  RaX ha e a ge  Eeff a d Ws ha  RaF e ce  f  RaA , a d c a f ed 
ha  he a  ea  f  he e d  ha  he  s-p g  a e a ge  ha  RaF. 
   Cha e  7 ha  d c ed he b  f ac d HgA (A = L , Na, a d K) ec e  
f  he e e e  f he eEDM a d S-PS e ac . Eeff a d Ws f HgA a e c a ab e 
 HfF+ a d YbF, h ch a e ead g ca d da e ec e   he c e  e e e . B  
efe g he da a f e  e e e   ac d ec e , I gge  ha  he e -
e e  g ac d HgA ca  e he c e  be  e   f he eEDM b  
a  de  f ag de.  
   Cha e  8 ha  d c ed e ab e fea e  f Eeff a d Ws f  S A a d HgA (A = L , 
Na, K) ec e  a  f : ) Add g a a  ba  f c   a  f  e a-
b e ca c a  f HgA ec e  a  he c e a  e e . ) S A ha  he a  ag -
de f Eeff a d Ws  S F a d S H, h ch  d ffe e  f  he e d f Hg c a g 
ec e . Th  e d ca  be e a ed b  he a ge  c b  f S  a e ce b a  
 SOMO. ) A a he a ca  f ha  bee  g e  ha  he a  be ee  Eeff a d Ws 
(Ws/Eeff) d e   de e d  he ec a  e ec c c e, b  de e d    he 
c ea  cha ge a  b h he D ac-Ha ee-F c  (DHF) a d he c e a  e e .  
   Cha e  9 ha  h  he f  e e a  f a  effec e QED e a   a  a -
e ec  ec a  g a . The f  a c ca c a  g effec e QED e a  
a  e ed  1970 , b  ha  f  ec e  a  cha e g g beca e  a a ca  e -
e   a a ab e f  he eg a  f he effec e QED e a . I ha e ed h  
b e  g e ca  eg a . I e  he ec c c c a  f d e  (M2: 








Contribution from the atomic basis sets to Eeff and Ws 
 
We derivate the contribution of the basis sets of the heavy atom in the molecule to 
Eeff and Ws at the DHF level. First, we separate the matrix part (EJ5) and the scalar operator 
part of Eeff and Ws, as follows 
op op 2
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where 𝜙  and 𝜙  are large and small components of 𝜙 , respectively.  
   Next, we derive the relationship between opL Si iOI I and 
opS L
i iOI I  in Eq. (A.3). We 














Here, i is the imaginary unit. Note that the wavefunction in the four-component frame-
work includes the imaginary part because of the spin-orbit coupling. These integrations 
can be expressed as follows 
op op op,re ,img ,img ,re imaginary termsL S L S L Si i i i i iO O i i OI I I I I I   . (A.5a) 
op op op,img ,re ,re ,img imaginary termsS L S L S Li i i i i iO i O O iI I I I I I   . (A.5b) 
Here we explicitly show only the real part (remember that 𝑂o  includes the imaginary 
unit). 
   In the case of Ws, since 𝑂o  is a function, we can simply change the bra and ket of Eq. 
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From Eqs. (A.1), (A.3), and (A.6), 
op
2 L Si i is isW WI I I I . (A.7) 
In the case of Eeff, we cannot simply change the bra and ket parts. One might think 
that p2 in 𝐸e
o  is a Hermitian operator, so the expectation value of p2 is real, and the bra 
and ket parts can be changed. However, in the four-component framework, p2 is not an 
operator for the kinetic energy (the correct one is cD㺃p). In addition, each large and small 
component are not eigenfunctions of cD㺃p (the correct eigenfunction should be four-
component). We should derivate the relationship step-by-step.  
We consider the first term of Eq. (A.5b) as an example. We omit the coefficient in 
𝐸e
o  and the imaginary unit in the bra part for simplicity. 
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We focus on only the first term as an example. Doing a partial integration, 
 ,img 2 ,re ,img ,re ,img ,reS L S L S Li x i i x i x i x idx dxI I I I I I
f ff
ff f
ª ºª º ª º       ¬ ¼ ¬ ¼ ¬ ¼³ ³ . (A.9) 
The parentheses in the second term  ,imgSx iI  means that the differential operates only 
,imgS
iI . Since 
,imgS
iI is a component of the normalized (four-component) wavefunction, its 
value become zero at the infinite   
,img ,imglim lim 0S Si ix xI Iof of  . (A.10) 
From this, the first term of Eq. (A.9) is zero. Similarly, the second term of Eq. (A.9) can 
be expressed as follows 
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This argument can be expanded to the y and z parts in Eq. (A.8). From Eq. (A.11), Eq. 
(A.8) can be expressed as follows 
,img 2 ,re ,re 2 ,imgS L L S
i i i iI I I I p p . (A.12) 
This argument can be expanded to the second term in Eq. (A.5b). As a result, the below 
equation is satisfied 
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   Next, we expand Ii by the basis sets. When we employ the two-component basis sets, 

































Here, C is the molecular orbital coefficient of Ii. (I omit the index for the MO i from C, 
because in the context of the decomposition, we focus on only SOMO.) FLand FS are the 
two-component basis sets for the large and small components, respectively. k and l are 
the indexes of the basis sets. NL and NS are the numbers of the basis sets for the large and 
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In the case of Eeff, the below two combinations mainly contribute to the values of Eeff, as 
shown in Table 5.3 
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Here, s1/2 and p1/2 are the four-component spinors of the heavy atom in the molecule, and 
1 2
Ls  and 1 2
Ss  ( 1 2
Lp  and 1 2
Sp ) are the large and small components of s1/2 (p1/2), respectively. 
Eq. (A.16) can be approximated as follows 
* op * op
eff , , 1 2, eff 1 2, , , 1 2, eff 1 2,
* 2 * 2
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Here, XnN  is the number of the basis sets of n (s or p) orbital in X (large or small) compo-
nent. In the case of Ws, the contribution of the combination (b) is much smaller than that 
of the case (a) as shown in Table 5.4, but the expression itself is similar to Eeff 
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Radial functions of large and small components 
 
ns orbitals were evaluated from the ground states of the atoms. np orbitals were eval-
uated from the excited state of the atoms whose valence electron configurations are 
ns1np1. Pns(r) and Qnp(r) are defined as follows. 
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FIG. B.1. Radial function of large component P(r) of atomic valence s orbital. 















FIG. B.3. Radial function of small component Q(r) of atomic valence s orbital. 







Numerical values of Eeff, W , and PDM for HgA at the RCCSD level 
 
Tables C.1-C.3 show the CCSD results for HgLi, HgNa, and HgK respectively, and 
also provide the information on our active space. We plot the values shown in Tables C1-
C3 in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2 in Chapter 8, and discuss these values in detail. The direction of 
the PDM is taken along the molecular axis from the mercury to the alkali atom. 
 
Table C.1. Results of our calculations on HgLi at the CCSD level. 





virtual cutoff  
(a.u.) 
Total Basis  
Spinor Sets Active orbitals 
2z 33.79 75.46 -0.44 500 450 322 
3z 34.55 79.04 -0.046 500 570 382 
4z 34.95 80.07 0.11 500 702 454 
2z_pol 36.45 81.28 -0.11 300 506 354 
v3z 37.86 86.52 0.46 300 640 424 
cv3z 37.79 86.37 0.48 100 698 448 
4z_pol 37.61 86.05 0.42 300 758 478 
 
 
Table C.2. Results of our calculations on HgNa at the CCSD level. 





virtual cutoff  
(a.u.) 
Total Basis  
Spinor Sets Active orbitals 
2z 18.78 41.93 -0.33 500 466 334 
3z 19.11 43.71 -0.028 500 596 396 
4z 19.37 44.36 0.10 500 740 470 
2z_pol 19.83 44.22 -0.11 300 570 408 
v3z 20.41 46.65 0.26 300 722 486 
cv3z 20.33 46.46 0.27 100 790 504 
4z_pol 20.24 46.30 0.24 300 844 534 
 
 
Table C.3. Results of our calculations on HgK at the CCSD level. 












2z 14.44 32.19 -0.71 500 490 342 
3z 15.12 34.52 -0.22 500 636 410 
4z 15.56 35.57 0.010 500 792 490 
2z_pol 15.17 33.78 -0.28 300 594 422 
v3z 16.28 37.15 0.23 300 762 508 












The Uehling potential was first derived at a point-charge model [1], but in the practi-
cal code, I implemented the formula at a finite-charge model, which is shown in ref. [2]. 
Although the final expression itself is shown in ref. [2], to the best of our knowledge, 
there is no references which show its derivation explicitly. In this appendix, I explicitly 
show the derivation of i) the expression for the spherically symmetric U(r) and ii) Taylor 
expansion of the finite-nucleus Uehling potential in section D.2 and D.3, respectively. 
In this Appendix, when I show mention the equation in ref. [2], I add R  to the equa-
tion number (e.g., Eq. (1) in ref. [2] is shown as Eq. (R1)). 
 
D.2 The case of the spherically symmetric U(r) 
First, I show Eq. (R3), which is the general formula for the finite nucleus 
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However, usually we use assume that the nuclear charge is distributed spherically. In this 
case, Eq. (D.2.1) (Eq. (R3)) can be expressed as follows 
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It corresponds to Eq. (R4). Here,  
   0 0
x
K x dtK t ³ . (D.2.4) 
The reason why the lower (left) side of the integral is that only the upper (right) side 
contributes to the definition of K0(x). Note that in Eq. (R5), t in Eq. (D.2.4) is expressed 
by using x, but we replace it by t for the clarification. 
   As a first step, we ignore K1 in Eq. (D.2.1) and consider the part of the nuclear charge. 
We convert the Cartesian coordinate to the spherical coordinate 
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Note that the shapes of the function U(r ) and U(r ) are different (The former is a function 






The conversion r r  to √𝑟2 𝑟′2 2𝑟𝑟 cos𝜃′  can be derived as follows. Sup-
pose that the three points (origin O, the point r, and the point r ) are on a plane as shown 
in Fig D.1.  
 
FIG. D.1   Potential due to the spherically distributed charge 
 
Here, we define the axis of the spherical coordinate to put the points as follows. 
r = (x, y, z) = (0, 0, r) 
r' = (x', y', z') = (0, 0, r'cosT') 
In the integration of the right hand side of Eq. (D.2.5), we rotate the axis to put the points 
r, r as above, instead of treating each point in the same axis. The distance between r and 
r' can be obtained as follows. 
 
FIG. D.2   Distance between r and r' (|r  r'|) 
 
In Fig. D.2, a = rcosT'. From the square of the distance |A  r'|, 
 2 22 2 2cos cosr r r rT Tc c c c c c    r r , (D.2.6) 
Solving it, 
2 2 2 cosr r rr Tc c c c   r r , (D.2.7) 
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The interval of the integration [0, S] is changed to [1, -1]. And then, 
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 Here, minus in sinT' of Eq. (D.2.9) is cancelled out due to the change of the integral 
interval from [1, -1] to [-1, 1]. 
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Eq. (D.2.12) is rewritten as follows 
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The integral interval was changed from [-1, 1] for t to 2 , 2e er r r rc cª   º¬ ¼  for s, as 
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where 
   0 1
x
K x dtK t ³ . (D.2.15) 
Eq. (D.2.15) corresponds to Eq. (R5) (and Eq. (D.2.4)). Substituting Eq. (D.2.15) for Eq. 
(D.2.12), we can reach the final form 
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Here, we factored out  from Eq. (D.2.14). 
 
D.3 Taylor expansion of the finite-nucleus Uehling potential 
 
First, I show Eq. (R4) again 
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In order to calculate Eq. (D.3.1), the numerical integration with respect to r  is needed. It 
can lead huge computational cost. An approximate expression is suggested in R e  
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and where (Eq. (R8)) 
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We show the derivation of Eq. (6) in this section. 
 
   First, we can separate the below two cases. 
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Remember that r is the coordinate of the electron, and r  is the coordinate of the proton 
(nuclear charge). Case (a) is corresponding to the case that the electron is distributed out-
side the proton, and vice versa. Since case (a) is more natural, we first consider in this 
case.  
   The Tailor series of a function f(x) at a real number a can be expressed as follows 
 










 ¦ . (D.3.6) 
Similarly, a function f(x-x0) can be expressed as follows 
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From Eq. (D.3.7), the function of case (a) in Eq. (D.3.5) can be expressed as follows 
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In Eq. (D.3.8), I explicitly separate the terms with y  that is raised to an even and odd 
powers. Similarly, we can write  0 2 eK r rc in Eq. (D.3.1) as follows. 
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From Eqs. (D.3.8) and (D.3.10), we can write Eq. (D.3.1) as follows 
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Note that the terms with y  that is raised to an odd powers cancelled out.  in Eq. 
(D.3.11) is due to the truncation of the Tailor series at the sixth term. From Eq. (D.3.4), 
we can express 𝐾0 , 𝐾0 , 𝐾0  as follows 
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By using K1, K3, K5 we can rewrite Eq. (D.3.11) as follows 
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Here we introduce V’(r), which is the truncated Tailor series, to distinguish from V(r) 
without any approximation. 
   Next, we factor out 2 and 2 ey rc c  from Eq. (D.3.13). 
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Eq. (D.3.14) is the integration with respect to the radial part r, and not to the three-dimen-
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Eq. (D.3.14) is expressed as follows 
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Here, we converted from the spherical coordinate to the Cartesian coordinate. Note that 
the shapes of the function U(r ) and U(r ) are different (The former is the radial part in the 
spherical coordinate, and the latter is a function of the Cartesian coordinate r = (x, y, z)). 
However, we keep using U for simplicity. We also keep using y and y  for simplicity. 
   Before the next step, we should remember two things. First, in R e  paper, the nu-
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Second, since Eq. (D.3.16) is the integration with respect to the r , Kn(y) (n = 1, 3, 5) is a 
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 (D.3.20) 
I show Eq. (R6) below for the comparison. 
 
It looks that the derivation is finished, but we should remember that we have not consid-
ered yet case (b) in Eq. (D.3.5). However, apparently, its contribution is ignored, as the 
below sentence is given in R e  paper. 
f  relatively large values of r we may expand K0(r± r') in a Taylor series about r  
The bold part implies case (a). 
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